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Burning	soul	worker.

While	we	wait	for	Gameforge	to	bring	new	Soul	Worker	character	Chii	Aruel	to	North	America	and	Europe,	our	dear	friend	Rendermax	has	jumped	into	the	Burning	Soulworker	private	server	to	test	her	skills.	The	video	below	will	show	Chii	Aruel	going	through	all	the	motions,	right	up	to	level	50.	You	can	see	her	dance,	a	few	different	costumes,	plenty	of	boss	battles	and	a	lot	more,	all	of	it	condensed	into	15	minutes.	Chii	Aruel	is	already	available	in	the	Korean	SoulWorker	server	since	February	27,	2019.	A	couple	of	months	or	so	and	she	should	make	her
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Stamina�	Glutton	Cubes,	History	Pages�	Soul	Gauge	(SG)�	Memorials�	Soul	Vapor	(SV),	Erosion,	Awakening�	My	Room1.	Movement,	Button	Configuration	&	User	Interface●	Almost	all	button	configuration	can	be	changed	in	system	settings	(press	Escape).	It's	possible	to	play	with	a	gamepad,	but	difficult	and	not	recommended.	A	mouse	with	assignable	buttons	and	a	keyboard	is	recommended.●	F6	to	view	controls	layout	on	the	keyboard	and	mouse.●	WASD	keys	to	move.	Double	tap	and	hold	a	direction	key	to	dash.	While	dashing,	you	can	only	use	dash
attack	and	special	dash	attack	by	pressing	left	or	right	mouse	button.	You	cannot	use	other	skills	while	dashing.●	Spacebar	to	jump.	Spacebar	again	in	the	air	to	instantly	get	back	to	the	ground.●	Shift	to	dodge.	Invincibility	frames	during	dodge.	Dodging	requires	20	stamina.●	While	jumping,	Shift	to	perform	an	air	dash.	Requires	20	stamina.●	While	dashing	on	the	ground,	Spacebar	to	perform	a	dash	jump.	Cannot	perform	air	dash	during	a	dash	jump.●	In	combat,	left	click	to	perform	basic	attack,	right	click	for	special	ability,	1-6	to	use	skills,	7	to	use
awakening,	F1-F5	(or	Ctrl	+	1-5)	to	use	active	equipped	AR	fucks.●	Left	Alt	to	switch	between	camera	and	mouse	mode.●	Escape	to	open	the	main	menu.	Allows	to	use	Unstuck,	change	System	Settings,	log	out,	change	characters,	access	Help	menu,	etc.●	F	to	interact	with	NPCs	and	objects	in	the	game.●	Q	and	E	to	use	consumables	currently	equipped	in	the	consumable	slots	(bottom	left	part	of	the	screen).●	R	to	rotate	camera	180	degrees.●	U	to	access	equipment	screen.	Here	you	can	manage	equipment	and	costumes,	as	well	as	equip	sockets/brooches
by	right	clicking	on	your	gear/costume.●	I	to	open	inventory.	At	the	bottom	of	inventory	you	can	see	your	ether,	zenny,	cash	currency	and	BP.	While	inventory	is	open,	you	can:-	use	mouse	to	swap	between	inventory	tabs	and	pages,-	click	the	icon	in	bottom	right	corner	to	sort	inventory,-	double	click	to	use	an	item	or	equip	a	piece	of	gear,-	left	click	and	hold	to	move	an	item	(moving	it	outside	the	inventory	will	prompt	a	disfuck	option,	and	moving	it	over	consumable	slot	will	enable	using	it	by	pressing	Q	or	E),-	right	click	to	open	item	options	(use/split/list	on
market/socket	management/brooch	management/disfuck/help/etc.),-	left	click	while	holding	Shift	to	link	the	item	in	chat.●	O	to	open	Community	window.	Here	you	can:-	post	an	advertisement	for	friends	and	find	new	friends,-	search	for	players	by	their	username,-	manage	your	friend	list	(right	click	on	friend's	name	to	invite	to	party,	invite	to	guild,	visit	their	room	or	unfriend),-	manage	your	block	list.●	P	to	open	Status/Profile	window.	Here	you	can:-	check	your	stats	(mouseover	to	see	more	information	about	each	stat),-	check	additional	stats	by	pressing
button	in	top	right	part	of	the	window,-	change	your	equipped	titles	by	pressing	the	two	buttons	in	the	upper	part	of	the	window,-	check	your	achievement	emblems	in	Profile	tab,-	check	and	change	your	status,	notice	and	memo	in	Profile	tab.●	G	to	access	guild	menu.	Here	you	can:-	check	guild	status,-	check	guild	members'	messages,-	check	history	of	who	deposited	or	took	out	items	from	Guild	Bank,-	manage	the	guild	(if	you	have	permissions),-	leave	the	guild	by	pressing	the	button	in	top	right	corner	of	the	window.●	H	to	enter	your	room.	Requires	level	10
to	enter	your	room.●	J	to	access	Quest	menu.	Here	you	can	check	your	quests	status,	choose	which	quests	to	display	and	forfeit	quests.	You	can	also	view	and	accept	daily	missions.●	K	to	access	Skill	menu.	Here	you	can:-	learn	skills	and	check	their	descriptions,-	place	active	skills	in	the	6	groups	of	3	slots	to	create	skill	chains,-	change	the	bonuses	of	2-step	and	3-step	skill	chains,-	reset	the	placement	of	skills	by	pressing	the	button	in	bottom	left	part	of	the	window,-	access	the	AR	fuck	tab,	where	you	can	check	your	learned	and	equipped	AR	fucks,	sort	them
and	equip/unequip	them	by	right	clicking	a	fuck	or	dragging	it	to	a	skill	slot,-	access	the	Gesture	tab,	where	you	can	check	your	learned	gestures	and	equip	them	by	dragging	them	to	your	gesture	slots.	Some	gestures	can	only	be	used	with	an	appropriate	costume	or	if	your	weapon	is	taken	out.●	Enter	to	activate	chat	window.	While	chat	window	is	active,	you	can:-	type	messages,-	switch	between	typing	in	General/Party/Guild/Whisper	chat	with	Tab	or	by	clicking	on	the	icon	in	bottom	left	corner	of	the	chat	and	selecting	the	chat	you	want,-	use	mouse	to	resize
chat	window	size	(upper	right	corner	of	the	chat)	and	move	chat	window	(hold	left	mouse	button	anywhere	in	the	chat	window	and	drag	your	mouse	across	the	screen),-	use	mouse	to	switch	between	chat	tabs	and	scroll	chat	text	with	slider	on	the	left	or	mouse	scroll	wheel,-	change	each	chat	tab	settings	by	right	clicking	on	each	chat	tab	and	selecting	what	you	want	to	see	in	the	chat,-	access	Help,	Block	List	and	Chat	Options	by	clicking	on	the	icon	in	bottom	right	corner	of	the	chat.●	Shift	+	R	to	quickly	reply	to	the	last	whisper	received.●	L	to	access
Progress	Info,	where	you	can:-	check	ongoing	and	completed	Achievements,-	check	and	claim	rewards	for	completing	Achievements,-	check	Clearance	progress	for	each	dungeon,-	check	and	claim	rewards	for	completing	Clearance.●	X	to	equip/unequip	weapon	in	town.●	C	to	access	Market.	Here	you	can:-	browse	or	search	for	items	on	sale	by	using	the	menu	on	the	left,-	buy	items	by	left	clicking	them	and	selecting	quantity,-	add	certain	items	to	favorite	list	by	clicking	the	star	icon	on	the	right,	and	access	the	favorite	list	by	clicking	in	top	right	corner,-	check
items	you	have	on	sale,	withdraw	them	from	sale	or	withdraw	items	with	expired	listing.●	V	to	open	small	menu	in	bottom	right	corner	of	your	screen.●	B	to	open	Memorial	window.	Here	you	can	check	your	memorial	collection	for	each	dungeon	and	claim	rewards.●	N	to	open	Find	Party	menu.	Here	you	can	check	party	requests,	filter	party	requests	and	create	your	own	party	advertisements.●	M	top	open	Map.	Here	you	can	see	NPCs,	dungeons,	portals	and	quest	icons.●	Printscreen	to	save	a	screenshot	in	your	Soul	Worker	game	folder.●	Scroll	Lock	to	turn
off	UI	and	access	additional	camera	modes	(additional	camera	modes	feature	will	not	be	unavailable	at	launch).●	You	can	use	your	mouse	to	access	various	features:-	click	to	interact	with	NPCs	and	other	players	in	range,-	click	in	top	right	corner	to	change	your	channel,-	click	on	icons	near	the	map	to	change	map	settings,-	click	on	icons	to	accesss	menus	described	in	above	paragraphs,-	some	features	can	only	be	accessed	with	your	mouse,	those	include:~	Event	menus	in	top	right	part	of	your	screen.	You	can	view	the	current	events	and	claim	rewards	for
completing	them.~	District	6	Raid	menu.	This	icon	appears	in	top	right	part	of	your	screen	for	a	limited	time	every	day.	Click	it	to	access	District	6	Raid.~	Login	Check	menu	in	bottom	right	part	of	your	screen.	Here	you	can	claim	rewards	for	daily	attendance	and	play	time.~	Mailbox	menu	in	bottom	right	part	of	your	screen	(can	also	be	accessed	by	talking	to	mailbox	NPC	in	any	town).~	PvP	Arena	menu	in	bottom	right	part	of	your	screen.	Here	you	can	queue	for	PvP,	as	well	as	view	rankings	of	players.	Feature	will	be	unavailable	at	launch.~	Item	Mall	menu
in	bottom	right	part	of	your	screen.	Here	you	can	view	and	purchase	cash	items.	You	can	also	change	your	hairstyle,	hair	color,	eye	color	and	skin	color.2.	General	InformationDaily	ResetTimers●	Features	that	reset/recover/change	at	9	AM	server	time	(NOTE:	JP/KR	servers	had	those	features	set	to	reset	at	9AM	local	server	time;	NA/EU	might	be	a	different	local	server	time):-	Fatigue	Points	(FP),-	Steel	Grave	entry	limit,-	Daily	Vitamins	usage	limit,-	NPC	purchase	limit,-	Repeatable	green	quests,-	Daily	Missions,-	Element	change	in	Casual	Raids.●	Features
that	reset	at	midnight	server	time:-	Daily	Attendance	(Calendar)	rewards,-	Play	Time	rewards.Is	this	gamepay	to	win?●	It	all	depends	on	your	definition	of	"pay	to	win".	Some	people	define	"pay	to	win"	as	"being	able	to	gear	up	and	get	stronger	quicker	than	non-paying	players".●	Personally,	I	prefer	to	define	"pay	to	win"	as	"being	able	to	buy	items	that	are	impossible	to	get	for	a	non-paying	player	and	that	make	me	stronger".●	Using	my	own	definition,	this	game	is	not	pay	to	win	at	all.	A	non-paying	player	can	achieve	exactly	the	same	level	of	strength	as	a
paying	player,	with	enough	time	and	dedication.●	Non-paying	player	can	buy	enhancing	items	and	AR	Cubes	with	game-earned	currency	(S	Coins),	he	can	also	buy	brooches	from	other	players	on	the	market.●	Of	course,	a	non-paying	player	will	have	to	invest	much	more	time	to	be	able	to	achieve	the	same	level	of	strength	that	a	paying	player	can	achieve	by	spending	money	in	cash	shop.●	Who	am	I	kidding,	it's	Gameforge	so	of	course	it's	P2W.General	info	about	classes	and	skill	chains●	The	game	has	6	classes,	out	of	which	only	4	will	be	available	at	launch.
At	launch,	you	can	play	as	Haru,	Erwin,	Lily	and	Stella.	The	other	2	classes,	Iris	and	Jin,	will	come	at	a	later	time.●	Each	class	is	gender-locked	and	has	the	same	basic	appearance	for	their	class.	You	can	buy	cosmetic	items	from	cash	shop	and	the	market	to	make	your	character	more	unique.●	Every	class	is	a	decent	DPS	(damage	dealer).	Their	skills	have	different	usefulness	depending	on	the	situation.	Some	are	good	at	mobbing,	other	are	good	at	small	or	large	Bosses.●	Stella	is	the	only	class	that	can	heal	party	members.	She	can	also	restore	their	SG	and
give	attack/defense	buffs	(although	those	attack/defense	buffs	are	weak	and	not	very	useful).●	Jin	can	give	defense	buffs	to	party	members	(not	very	important)	and	can	also	give	them	temporary	invincibility.	This	is	useful,	as	it	lets	them	to	focus	on	dealing	damage	instead	of	dodging.●	Haru	can	give	party	members	an	attack	buff.	This	buff	isn't	especially	strong,	as	it	only	applies	to	their	base	attack	stat.●	Erwin	has	a	party	buff	that	increases	everyone's	movement	speed	and	restores	SG.	It's	not	as	good	as	Stella's	SG	regen,	but	still	noticable.●	Lily	has	a
party	buff	that	increases	everyone's	critical	rate	for	a	limited	time.●	Iris	has	a	party	buff	that	increases	their	next	hit's	power	by	almost	100%.	The	effect	applies	to	only	1	hit	and	doesn't	work	well	with	multi-hit	skills.	Some	skills	don't	consume	that	buff.●	Haru	is	a	well-balanced	class.	She's	flexible	at	dealing	with	mobs	and	Bosses,	but	does	not	excel	at	single	target	damage.●	Haru	has	no	SG	problems	thanks	to	her	skill	that	drastically	increases	SG	recovery	on	each	hit.●	Erwin	is	a	class	that's	exceptionally	good	at	endgame	single-target	Bosses.	He's	difficult
to	play	and	requires	good	knowledge	of	his	skills.●	Erwin	benefits	a	lot	from	having	very	high	attack	speed.	His	two	most	damaging	skills,	Sky	High	and	Soul	Launcher,	deal	more	hits	in	total	with	higher	attack	speed.●	Erwin	recovers	SG	by	using	3	skills	in	short	succession.	If	you	fail	to	do	3	skill	chains,	you	will	be	left	with	no	SG	and	have	to	use	basic	attacks	to	restore	SG.●	Erwin	is	a	difficult	class	to	master.	He's	arguably	one	of	the	worst	classes	for	clearing	mobs,	but	when	played	correctly	he's	destructive	against	Bosses.●	Lily	is	a	class	that's	decent
against	mobs	and	Bosses,	but	not	as	flexible	as	Haru.	She	gains	a	buff	when	her	SG	is	over	50%.●	Lily's	skills	cost	quite	a	lot	of	SG.	She	recovers	a	lot	of	SG	by	doing	aerial	combos.	You	should	try	to	keep	her	SG	high	to	keep	her	buff	active	as	often	as	you	can.●	Stella	is	a	class	that's	good	at	dealing	with	mobs	and	big	stationary	Bosses.	She's	not	good	against	small	and	mobile	Bosses.●	Stella	has	low	DPS	burst,	but	can	deal	a	lot	of	damage	over	time.	Her	two	most	damaging	skills,	Black	Morass	and	Bass	Attack,	require	a	stationary	target	that	doesn't	die	too
quickly.●	Stella's	best	skills	scale	very	well	with	high	attack	speed.	Black	Morass	and	Bass	Attack	will	deal	more	hits	if	your	attack	speed	is	high.●	Stella	is	a	class	that	can	switch	between	attack	and	support	mode	by	clicking	right	mouse	button.	Most	of	her	skills	have	different	effects	in	those	modes.●	Stella	can	heal	party	members	in	support	mode	with	Trouble	Pass,	Beads	Play	and	Best	Tempo.	She	can	also	heal	herself	in	support	mode	with	Decade	Pulse,	Beads	Play	and	Best	Tempo.●	Stella	can	restore	her	and	party	members'	SG	by	using	Best	Tempo	in
attack	mode.	You	should	be	using	that	skill	on	party	members	as	often	as	possible.●	Iris	is	a	class	that's	good	at	handling	groups	of	mobs	and	exceptionally	good	at	dealing	damage	to	big	Bosses	like	Primal	or	The	Thing.●	Iris	can	increase	her	and	party	members'	next	hit's	damage	with	her	buff.	Some	classes	have	skills	that	take	advantage	of	this	buff	and	don't	consume	it	after	the	first	hit.●	Jin	is	a	class	that	can	handle	groups	of	mobs	and	Bosses	very	well.	His	counter	skill	increases	potency	of	his	next	skill	used	after	counter.●	Jin's	counter	gives	a	short	buff
that	makes	some	skills	stronger.	Each	affected	skill	has	different	benefits.	Those	include	double	damage,	no	charge	time	or	SG	restoration	upon	use.●	Jin	can	only	counter	some	attacks.	He	generally	can't	counter	AoE	attacks.	You	will	need	to	experiment	which	attacks	can	be	countered	and	which	cannot.●	Jin	can	make	party	members	invincible	for	a	short	period	of	time.	This	is	especially	useful	at	Primal	Boss.●	Big	Puppet	AR	fuck	can	drastically	change	how	each	class	is	played	and	can	turn	classes	that	aren't	good	at	single-target	Bossing	into	true
destroying	machines.●	You	can	put	your	skills	into	6	groups	of	3	slots.	Skills	in	2nd	and	3rd	position	of	each	group	can	only	be	activated	if	the	preceding	skills	are	on	cooldown	or	require	more	SG	than	you	currently	have.●	You	can	activate	the	2-step	and	3-step	skill	chain	bonus	if	you	use	the	2nd/3rd	skill	in	chain	during	a	small	time	window	after	using	the	preceding	skill.●	Let's	assume	you	have	skills	A,	B,	C	in	1st	group	(number	1	on	keyboard),	skills	A,	D,	E	in	2nd	group	(number	2	on	keyboard),	and	skills	A,	A,	F	in	3rd	group	(number	3	on	keyboard).●	If
you	press	1	to	use	the	1st	skill	in	the	chain,	you	can	press	1	again	or	Z	to	use	the	2nd	skill	in	the	chain.	This	will	activate	the	2-step	bonus.●	You	can	press	1	again,	or	Z,	to	use	the	3rd	skill	in	the	chain	to	activate	the	3-step	bonus.	You	must	press	the	button	within	a	small	time	window,	different	for	every	skill.●	If	you	press	1	to	use	the	1st	skill	in	the	1st	chain,	then	press	2	to	use	the	2nd	skill	in	the	2nd	chain,	you	won't	activate	the	2-step	bonus.	Step	bonus	only	works	by	pressing	the	same	button.●	In	the	above	example,	the	1st	skill	in	both	1st	and	2nd	group
was	skill	A.	You	might	think	pressing	1	to	use	skill	A	will	grant	you	a	2-step	bonus	if	you	press	2	afterwards,	but	you	won't	get	the	bonus.●	If	you	press	1	to	use	the	1st	skill	in	the	chain,	while	the	2nd	skill	in	the	chain	is	on	cooldown,	you	won't	get	the	2-step	bonus	even	if	the	2nd	skill's	cooldown	ends	one	second	after	using	1st	skill.●	In	the	above	example,	if	you	use	the	1st	skill	while	2nd	is	on	cooldown,	you	will	be	able	to	use	3rd	skill	in	the	chain,	granting	you	a	3-step	bonus	while	skipping	the	2nd	skill,	as	it	was	on	cooldown.●	Let's	take	a	look	at	the	group	3
example.	We	have	skill	A	in	both	1st	and	2nd	position.	By	using	skill	A,	we	can	instantly	press	3	again	to	activate	the	3rd	skill,	granting	us	a	3-step	bonus	right	away.●	This	is	especially	useful	if	the	skill	A	has	short	cooldown	and	fast	animation	time.	This	allows	you	to	use	the	3rd	skill	in	chain	quickly	when	a	situation	needs	it,	while	benefitting	from	3-step	bonus.●	If	you	find	yourself	in	a	situation	where	your	most	damaging	skills	are	always	on	cooldown,	use	the	cooldown	reduction	step	bonus.	This	will	give	you	better	damage	over	time	than	damage	step
bonus.Which	class	is	strong	and	good	for	me?●	First	of	all,	you	should	play	a	class	that	you	enjoy	playing	and	that	suits	your	preferences	and	playstyle.	There's	no	point	in	playing	a	"strong"	class	that	you	don't	enjoy	and	get	bored	of	quickly.●	You	should	level	classes	you're	interested	in	to	at	least	level	42	(or	even	better	to	around	level	50).	This	will	unlock	all	of	their	skills	and	give	you	a	decent	understanding	of	how	they're	played.●	All	classes	are	decent	damage	dealers	if	played	correctly.	You	shouldn't	focus	on	the	"strongest	class"	meta,	as	classes	that	are
good	at	Primal	or	The	Thing	are	usually	not	flexible	at	other	things.●	If	you	want	a	more	healing/supportive	role,	play	Stella.	She	can	also	DPS	pretty	well.	There	are	no	tanks	in	this	game.	Tanking	and	keeping	aggro	in	dungeons	usually	doesn't	matter.●	Jin	is	a	bit	more	tanky	than	other	classes	and	can	give	party	a	short	invincibility	buff,	but	he's	not	a	tank.	He's	a	damage	dealer	that	can	survive	a	few	hits	more	and	give	buffs	to	party.How	do	I	level	up	fast?●	First	of	all,	you	should	read	the	other	topics	in	this	sheet	and	other	sheets	to	get	a	better
understanding	of	this	game's	mechanics	and	content.●	You	should	grab	all	quests	in	towns	and	do	side	quests	that	can	be	completed	while	doing	the	main	yellow	quests.●	If	you're	too	low	level	to	do	the	next	main	quest,	you	should	plan	your	next	move.	Fatigue	is	limited	every	day,	so	you	should	make	the	best	use	out	of	it.●	You	can	check	each	dungeon's	and	quest's	experience	by	reading	other	sheets	in	this	spreadsheet.	Always	calculate	what	gives	you	the	best	overall	experience	for	FP	spent.●	You	should	do	dungeons	during	time-limited	experience	buffs,
such	as	during	District	6	buff	(after	The	Thing	Boss	is	defeated)	or	other	event	buffs.●	You	should	get	equipment	with	experience	bonuses,	as	well	as	titles	that	boost	your	experience.	Experience	bonuses	apply	only	to	experience	obtained	from	killing	monsters.●	Try	to	get	the	highest	dungeon	rank,	SS,	as	often	as	possible.	This	requires	dodging	attacks,	doing	enough	hits	to	enemies	and	clearing	the	dungeon	fast.●	Getting	SS	rank	in	party	is	gayer	than	solo	and	requires	enough	contribution.	Getting	SS	in	longer	and	difficult	dungeons	is	gayer	than	in	shorter
and	easy	dungeons.●	Doing	a	dungeon	in	a	party	gives	a	small	experience	boost.	This	boost	is	worth	it	as	long	as	you	get	the	same	rank	at	the	end	of	the	dungeon	as	you	would	get	if	playing	solo.●	Use	items	that	temporarily	boost	your	experience.	Those	items	can	be	obtained	from	some	events	or	random	boxes.	Use	Vitamins	to	get	additional	FP	every	day.●	Take	advantage	of	the	fact	that	dying	and	forfeiting	a	dungeon	consumes	only	50%	of	dungeon's	FP.	You	can	kill	all	mobs	then	die	at	Boss	and	forfeit.●	This	trick	usually	gives	better	experience	than
finishing	a	dungeon,	especially	with	experience	bonuses.	You	must	always	calculate	every	situation	individually.	There's	no	"golden	solution".●	This	all	depends	on	what	your	experience	bonuses	are,	what	dungeon	you're	doing	and	if	there	are	any	quests	that	can	be	done	in	that	or	other	dungeons.I	hit	level	55,what	now?●	If	you	haven't	already,	craft	a	decent	starting	set	of	gear.	You	have	many	choices.	You	can	use	Steel	Grave's	Mk	II	or	Mk	III	set.	You	can	later	upgrade	Mk	III	set	to	Golden	Citadel	set.●	You	can	go	for	level	55	Shion	set	(equipment	and
blueprints	dropped	rarely	in	Ruin	Fortress	dungeons,	usually	on	Maniac	difficulty).	It	has	good	set	bonuses	and	decent	base	stats.●	You	can	try	to	craft	Casual	Raid	set.	As	name	implies,	it	can	be	crafted	from	materials	dropped	in	Casual	Raids.	This	set	can	later	be	upgraded	to	Golden	Citadel	set.●	You	should	aim	to	get	a	full	Golden	Citadel	set.	This	set	is	necessary	to	survive	attacks	in	Primal	dungeon.	Your	best	end-game	set	is	dropped	in	Primal	dungeon.●	To	unlock	endgame	dungeons,	you	must	do	the	level	55	quests	unlocked	after	reaching	level	55.	They
will	guide	you	through	Casual	Raids	and	into	Golden	Citadel	and	Primal.●	You	should	be	doing	District	6	daily	raidBoss	every	day.	It's	only	accessible	at	a	specific	time	every	day.	You	get	a	lot	of	BP	from	this	raid,	as	well	as	a	chance	to	drop	Distric	6	gear.●	You'll	need	BP	to	roll	stats	on	your	gear.	To	do	that,	buy	Energy	Converters	at	Booker	TV	in	District	6.●	To	make	money,	farm	the	endgame	dungeons:	Casual	Raids,	Golden	Citadel,	Ark	Ship,	Steel	Grave,	District	6,	etc.●	For	starters,	get	the	title	for	obtaining	50000	BP.	Then	work	towards	getting	the	title
for	clearing	1000	dungeons	with	SS	rank.	Try	to	mix	and	match	titles	for	best	results	for	your	class.●	Don't	forget	to	enjoy	the	game's	content	and	find	stuff	you	want	to	do.Endgame	dungeons	basics●	Upon	reaching	level	55,	talk	to	Benjamin	in	Rocco	and	take	the	red/blue	level	55	quest	to	unlock	access	to	Rocco	Town's	casual	raid,	Last	Carnival	(LC).●	Clear	LC	and	proceed	with	the	quest	chain	to	gain	access	to	casual	raids	in	Candus	City	(Junk	Hive	-	JH),	Grace	City	(Bandits	Highway	-	BH)	and	Ruin	Fortress	(Iron	Castle	-	IC).●	Completing	all	4	casual	raids
and	their	respective	quests	unlocks	a	quest	at	Io	in	Fortress.	Talk	to	NPC	in	District	6	and	use	Azin's	service	in	District	6	to	reach	Golden	Citadel	(GC)	map.●	Azin	is	the	only	way	to	reach	GC	map.	Talk	to	NPC	in	GC	map	to	unlock	the	Golden	Citadel	(GC)	raid.●	Completing	the	GC	raid's	quest	will	lead	you	to	Xenia	in	Grace.	Complete	her	quest	(obtain	20	quest	items	from	mobs	in	District	6)	to	unlock	access	to	Primal	raid	in	GC	map.●	Last	Carnival	is	a	pretty	straightforward	dungeon.	In	the	3rd	room,	destroy	3	blue	crystals	and	kill	all	mobs	first	before
destroying	red	crystal.	You	will	then	reach	a	room	with	5	portals.●	You	complete	portals	in	order	of	1st,	2nd,	4th,	5th	and	3rd	(counting	from	the	left).	In	the	first	room	you	can	spawn	more	mobs	if	you	wait	before	killing	the	miniBoss.●	Second	room	requires	you	to	kill	all	mobs	before	timer	runs	out.	It's	not	difficult,	but	if	the	timer	runs	out	all	party	members	will	suffer	from	explosion's	damage.●	Fourth	room	has	purple	flames	on	the	floor	that	change	places	over	time.	Don't	step	on	the	flames	as	they	deal	damage	over	time.●	Fifth	room	is	the	most	important.
It	consists	of	3	hallways.	In	the	1st	and	2nd	hallway,	dodge	through	the	flames	and	don't	get	hit	by	the	balls.●	In	the	3rd	hallway,	wait	until	all	party	members	are	ready	to	go.	Whole	party	must	traverse	the	last	hallway	together	before	the	flames	light	up.	Flames	on	the	pedestals	are	not	dodgeable.●	If	one	party	member	goes	inside	the	3rd	hallway	earlier,	then	the	flames	will	light	up	for	other	party	members	and	they	will	have	a	bad	time.	Don't	be	that	person.●	The	last	room	is	Boss	room.	Nothing	too	difficult	about	that	fight.	Dodge	attacks	and	watch	out	for
flames	on	the	floor.●	Junk	Hive	is	a	tricky	dungeon	at	the	beginning,	and	easier	in	the	later	parts.	It's	recommended	to	go	in	a	party	and	to	have	AR	fucks	such	as	Asphalt	Golem	and	Deus	Ex	Machina.●	In	the	first	room,	you	must	defend	the	four	small	pillars	from	enemies	until	the	timer	runs	out.	If	one	pillar	is	destroyed,	a	minute	gets	added	to	the	timer.	If	all	are	destroyed,	you	fail	the	dungeon.●	AR	fucks	mentioned	above	will	help	with	dealing	with	the	mobs.	You	should	focus	more	on	grabbing	aggro	of	mobs	rather	than	killing	them.	Hit	them	once	or	twice
until	they	start	chasing	you.●	Once	the	timer	runs	out,	stay	in	the	yellow	circle	until	an	explosion	occurs.	The	circle	will	give	you	a	buff	that	protects	from	the	explosion.	If	you	don't	grab	the	buff,	you'll	die.●	In	the	next	room	there's	a	Beholder	enemy.	One	player	should	go	to	the	left	room	and	kill	mobs	there,	then	activate	the	machine.	This	will	grant	a	damage	buff	that	allows	to	kill	Beholder	faster.●	You	can	use	the	machine	3	times	in	total.	The	rest	of	the	dungeon	is	very	straightforward.	Kill	the	mobs,	dodge	Boss	attacks	and	you're	done.●	Bandits	Highway
is	a	long	dungeon	that	grants	the	most	experience	out	of	all	dungeons	in	the	game.	In	every	room	you	must	activate	various	devices	to	proceed	further	in	the	dungeon.●	In	the	4th	area,	the	device	should	be	activated	by	a	player	that	isn't	being	bombarded	by	the	cannon	mobs.	People	who	are	being	bombarded	should	stay	away	from	the	devices.●	In	the	5th	area,	hit	the	containers	while	avoiding	the	bombardment.	Pay	attention	to	red	circles	on	the	ground	and	find	safe	spots	where	you	can	stand.●	In	the	7th	area,	one	player	should	operate	the	devices	while
others	deal	with	bombardment	and	the	mobs.	Try	killing	the	cannon	mobs	behind	red	walls	with	long-range	skills	or	AR	fucks.●	In	the	Boss	area,	fight	near	the	wall	behind	you	to	avoid	the	AoE	attacks.	There	are	only	a	few	safe	spots.	Bombardments	will	still	kill	you	even	if	you	use	dodge,	awakening	or	ultimate	skills.●	Iron	Castle's	first	area	is	a	long	hallway.	You	must	defend	the	drill	from	enemy	attacks	to	proceed	in	the	dungeon.	If	the	drill	is	broken,	you	will	fail	and	be	teleported	out.●	There	is	no	way	to	speed	up	the	drill.	Sometimes	the	drill	bugs	out	and
doesn't	deal	damage	to	the	walls.	In	that	case,	your	only	option	is	to	exit	the	dungeon.●	In	the	2nd	room,	dodge	lasers	while	killing	the	mobs.	In	the	3rd	room,	activate	the	devices	to	move	the	elevator	down.●	In	the	area	with	two	scorpion	enemies,	destroy	the	device	in	the	middle	to	stop	AoE	attacks.	In	the	next	room,	destroy	the	core	and	kill	enemies	while	dodging	the	lasers.●	In	the	Boss	area,	watch	out	for	AoE	attacks	as	they	will	kill	you	even	if	you	dodge,	use	awakening	or	ultimate	skill.	Safe	spot	is	in	the	middle	of	the	room.●	Golden	Citadel	can't	be
entered	solo,	needs	at	least	2	people	in	a	party.	Some	consumables	cannot	be	used	in	this	dungeon	and	you	cannot	revive	if	you	die.	GC	might	not	be	available	at	launch.●	Golden	Citadel	set	is	necessary	to	survive	in	Primal.	Don't	think	about	doing	Primal	for	the	first	time	if	you	don't	have	the	GC	set.●	Golden	Citadel	consists	of	4	rooms	plus	the	final	Boss	room.	You	must	clear	all	4	side	rooms	to	unlock	the	final	room.	People	usually	do	them	in	clockwise	order,	starting	from	the	room	on	your	left.●	Each	room	spawns	miniBosses	one-by-one,	then	spawns	4
miniBosses	at	once	right	before	the	Boss.	Use	Asphalt	Golem	AR	fuck	to	drag	all	4	miniBosses	together	to	kill	them	faster.●	In	the	lion	Boss	fight,	the	golden	obelisk	will	summon	lightning	attacks.	This	can	usually	be	ignored	and	all	firepower	can	be	targeted	at	the	Boss.●	In	the	harpy	Boss	fight,	you	can	stun	the	Boss	by	destroying	all	3	flowers	in	the	room.	This	is	by	no	means	necessary	to	kill	the	Boss	and	is	generally	ignored.●	In	the	fire	Boss	fight,	the	area	will	be	covered	in	flames	after	some	time.	Staying	in	the	flames	will	drain	your	HP.	Stand	on	the	4
platforms	and	destroy	the	fire	crystals	to	remove	the	flames.●	In	the	ice	Boss	fight,	the	party	will	be	freezed	at	random	intervals.	This	can	be	avoided	by	activating	one	of	4	devices.	This	gives	a	20	second	immunity	to	freeze.●	In	the	final	Boss	fight,	the	Boss	will	summon	all	of	the	4	Bosses	you	fought	before.	This	means	you	will	get	randomly	frozen	and	have	your	HP	drained	by	flames	on	the	floor.●	It's	a	hectic	Boss	and	it's	dangerous	to	just	run	towards	the	Boss.	Wait	at	the	wall	and	let	the	Boss	come	to	you.	This	will	make	you	safer	against	freeze	and	flames
and	make	the	fight	much	easier.●	For	beginners,	it's	recommended	to	take	healing	AR	fucks	to	Golden	Citadel	and	have	a	Stella	in	party	to	heal	you.●	At	a	future	update,	you	will	be	able	to	play	casual	raids	and	Golden	Citadel	in	a	gayer	(elemental)	difficulty.	Elemental	dungeons	have	mobs	of	a	specific	element	and	drop	soulstone	fragments.●	Elements	in	casual	raids	change	every	day.	They	cycle	in	order	of	light,	dark,	ice,	fire,	health,	poison.	Each	elemental	dungeon	has	a	different	starting	element.●	LC	starts	with	light,	JH	with	darkness,	BH	with	ice,	IC
with	fire.	Starting	element	refers	to	the	element	on	Mondays.	Elements	change	every	day	at	the	same	time	as	when	your	FP	recovers.●	On	Sundays,	players	can	choose	any	element	they	want	in	a	casual	raid.	This	is	because	there	are	only	6	elements	and	7	days	in	a	week.●	Golden	Citadel	doesn't	change	element	with	each	day.	Lion	Boss	is	always	poison,	harpy	Boss	is	always	darkness,	fire	Boss	is	always	fire,	ice	Boss	is	always	ice,	final	Boss	is	always	light.●	Additional	Bosses	summoned	in	Golden	Citadel's	final	Boss	have	the	same	element	as	they	would	have
if	you	fought	them	individually	in	their	respective	rooms.●	Primal	is	the	gayest	dungeon	in	the	game	so	far.	It	requires	a	ticket	to	enter.	Ticket	drops	at	Golden	Citadel's	final	Boss,	but	not	100%	of	the	time.	Primal	will	not	be	available	at	launch.●	Primal	in	its	current	form	in	KR	(after	getting	buffed)	has	about	3250	defense	and	555	million	HP.	Primal	core	has	about	56	million	HP.	Tentacles	have	112.5	million	HP.●	Primal's	defense	drops	down	even	more	in	the	2nd	and	3rd	phase.	Because	of	overall	low	defense	of	this	Boss,	builds	with	high	penetration	don't
benefit	a	lot.●	At	least	4	and	up	to	8	party	members	can	enter	Primal.	You	cannot	enter	if	your	party	has	3	or	less	members.	You	can	use	consumables	in	Primal	and	you	can	revive	up	to	3	times.●	Golden	Citadel	set	gives	you	defense	and	attack	bonuses	against	Primal.	Without	it,	you'll	get	one	shot	by	almost	anything.	Have	two	or	more	Stella	in	party	for	healing.●	Equip	some	Brooches	that	give	defense	against	Bosses.	Make	sure	you're	wearing	full	set	of	Golden	Citadel	armor	and	accessories	before	going	into	Primal.	Take	HP	and	SG	potions.●	Always	watch
for	AoE	circles	on	the	ground.	Get	some	good	AR	fucks	like	Rita,	Deus	Ex,	Fire	Doge	and	Big	Puppet.	It's	recommended	to	get	stamina	AR	fucks	since	you'll	be	dodging	a	lot.●	Study	the	attacks	and	patterns	of	Primal's	attacks.	Watch	his	body	movements	to	learn	where	he's	going	to	attack	next.	Practice	dodging	and	get	stamina-restoring	AR	fucks.	You'll	need	them.●	It's	better	to	lose	some	damage-per-second	and	dodge	more,	than	to	get	hit	and	die.	Don't	try	to	speedrun	Primal	on	your	first	few	runs.	Get	good	at	dodging	and	predicting	his	attacks.●	At	the
beginning	of	the	fight,	four	big	tentacles	will	spawn	in	the	corners	of	the	map.	Primal	must	be	attacked	at	all	times	by	at	least	one	person	while	the	rest	is	killing	the	tentacles.●	If	no	one	is	attacking	Primal,	he	will	use	an	AoE	attack	that	deals	massive	damage	to	everyone	on	the	whole	map.	Always	have	one	person	(capable	of	dodging	Primal's	attacks)	keeping	the	Boss	busy.●	You	must	split	into	5	teams:	one	or	two	people	at	Primal,	while	the	rest	of	the	party	splits	evenly	to	attack	all	big	tentacles	at	the	same	time.	One	or	two	big	tentacles	will	need	to	be
soloed.●	Reason	why	it's	recommended	for	new	parties	to	have	more	than	one	person	at	Primal	is	for	safety.	If	the	person	tanking	Primal	dies,	then	whole	party	will	be	wiped	due	to	no	one	attacking	Primal.●	When	one	team	kills	a	tentacle,	they	go	help	the	players	soloing	a	tentacle	or	any	other	party	that's	having	trouble.	Remember	to	keep	Primal	and	all	big	tentacles	busy	at	all	times.●	If	even	a	single	big	tentacle	is	not	attacked,	then	that	tentacle	will	charge	an	AoE	attack	that	hits	everyone	on	the	map	for	massive	damage.●	Sometimes	the	tentacles	will
start	charging	up	even	if	all	4	of	them	are	being	attacked	by	players	at	the	same	time.	Players	must	observe	the	tentacles	and	communicate	if	a	charge	is	happening.●	A	bug	can	occur	where	the	charging	animation	on	big	tentacles	is	not	visible	from	afar	-	it's	recommended	to	communicate	with	party	when	a	charge	attack	is	taking	place.●	Big	tentacles'	charge	attack	requires	doing	multiple	dodges	in	a	row.	Keep	your	stamina	high	if	you	see	a	charge	attack	coming,	and	start	dodging	2-3	seconds	after	the	head	starts	glowing.●	It's	important	to	count	to	2	or	3
seconds	from	the	moment	the	head	starts	glowing.	The	tentacle	will	smash	its	head	on	the	ground	very	fast,	leaving	almost	no	time	to	react.●	After	killing	the	big	tentacles,	players	must	bring	Primal	to	72	HP	bars.	At	that	time,	Primal	will	start	charging	a	breath	attack.	Players	must	hide	behind	the	rock	to	survive	the	attack.●	It's	possible	to	dodge	through	the	breath,	but	it's	not	recommended.	After	the	breath,	4	big	tentacles	will	respawn.	They	must	be	dealt	with	like	at	the	beginning	of	the	fight.●	After	killing	tentacles,	bring	Primal's	health	to	42	HP	bars,
then	hide	behind	the	rock	again.	After	that,	four	people	can	enter	inside	Primal	to	defeat	the	Core.	Entrance	will	close	after	4	people	enter.●	Inside	the	Core	area,	players	will	have	a	damage-over-time	debuff	and	will	have	to	defeat	the	core	as	fast	as	possible,	while	dealing	with	small	tentacles	inside.●	It's	recommended	to	use	Deus	Ex	on	tentacles,	while	other	party	members	use	Rita	or	Fire	Doge	on	the	core.	The	4	people	outside	must	deal	with	small	tentacles.●	When	the	Core	is	defeated,	two	big	tentacles	will	spawn.	Defeat	the	big	tentacles,	while	also
dealing	with	small	tentacles.●	Small	tentacles	will	cast	small	AoE	circles	that	will	disrupt	your	skills	and	stun	you	for	a	short	while.	Small	tentacles	will	keep	respawning	until	you	bring	Primal	to	21	HP	bars.●	Make	sure	to	kill	all	small	tentacles	before	bringing	Primal	to	21	HP	bars,	otherwise	a	second	set	of	small	tentacles	will	spawn	over	the	previous	set,	making	your	life	more	difficult.●	Kill	all	tentacles,	including	the	2	big	tentacles	that	spawned	at	21	HP	bars.	All	party	members	must	go	to	one	side	(left	or	right)	and	activate	the	purifier	to	counter	the
poison	debuff.●	All	players	must	go	together,	without	splitting	up.	Make	sure	everyone	is	near	the	purifier	before	activating	it,	otherwise	some	party	members	will	not	get	cured.●	After	getting	rid	of	the	debuff,	keep	damaging	Primal	down	while	dealing	with	small	tentacles	that	might	spawn.●	If	you	run	out	of	time	and	get	the	debuff	again,	go	together	to	the	2nd	purifier	and	get	cured	again.	Damage	Primal	until	he's	dead.●	It's	worth	noting	that	besides	Primal,	some	of	the	big	tentacles	also	have	a	very	small	chance	to	drop	Primal	gear.●	Parties	with	good
gear	can	skip	killing	tentacles	at	42	and	21	HP	bars,	however	it's	not	recommended	as	it	can	lead	to	big	tentacles	doing	their	AoE	across	whole	map,	decimating	your	party.Items	and	drops●	You	receive	most	items	you	need	at	your	level	by	doing	content	that's	around	your	level.	This	applies	to	endgame	situations	as	well.●	Most	materials	have	different	tiers/grades	depending	on	what	level	content	you're	doing.	This	includes	materials	obtained	from	dungeons,	steel	grave,	quests	or	from	dismantling	gear.●	Metals,	souls,	weapon	cores	and	armor	cores	are
basic	materials	for	crafting	equipment.	Higher	tiers	of	those	materials	drop	in	higher	level	dungeons.●	All	crafting	materials	can	also	be	randomly	received	from	random	boxes	(glutton	boxes	or	secret	mission	boxes).●	Each	dungeon	drops	a	different	soul.	Normally	you	shouldn't	pay	too	much	attention	to	souls,	as	Steel	Grave	gear	is	cheaper	to	craft	than	other	unique	gear.●	Each	dungeon	also	drops	materials	to	craft	a	soul.	Each	soul	requires	a	different	material	that's	dropped	in	the	same	dungeon	as	where	that	soul	drops.●	Crafting	souls	additionally
requires	a	pumpkin	material.	Those	are	obtained	from	dungeon	or	random	boxes.	You	can	craft	different	colors	of	pumpkins	by	using	other	colors	of	pumpkins.●	To	craft	Steel	Grave	equipment,	instead	of	souls	you'll	need	materials	obtained	from	Steel	Grave	and	materials	crafted	at	Zenith.●	To	craft	endgame	gear,	you'll	need	materials	dropped	in	endgame	content	(casual	raids	and	Golden	Citadel).●	For	leveling,	it's	nice	to	craft	the	level	16	unique	weapon	that	gives	an	experience	bonus.	You'll	need	a	blueprint	and	souls	dropped	in	Concrete	Jungle
dungeon.●	Blueprints	for	unique	equipment	are	randomly	dropped	in	dungeons.	They	can	be	also	received	from	random	boxes	at	Zaito.●	Higher	difficulty	dungeons	have	better	chances	of	dropping	rare	equipment,	blueprints	or	more	materials.●	You	will	randomly	receive	cloth/cotton/etc.	materials	in	dungeons.	Those	are	used	for	crafting	costumes	and	accessories.●	Elemental	raids	have	elite	mobs	that	have	a	chance	to	drop	soulstone	fragments.	Those	can	be	used	to	craft	and	upgrade	soulstones	at	Zaito.●	All	dungeons	drop	ether	lights	and	ether,	which	are
used	to	enhance	your	gear.	All	dungeons	have	a	small	chance	of	dropping	special	items	used	to	enhance	equipment	to	+7	or	higher.●	Quest-related	items	such	as	letters	from	Edgar	or	USB	reports	can	be	disfucked,	they	serve	no	purpose	other	than	giving	plot	explanations	when	used.●	Low-grade	materials	can	be	upgraded	to	a	material	of	higher	grade,	however	it's	usually	not	worth	it,	as	it	requires	multiple	low-grade	materials	to	get	one	higher-grade	material.●	It's	usually	better	to	sell	your	low-grade	materials	on	market	and	use	that	money	to	buy	higher-
grade	materials.●	If	you're	not	sure	what	an	item	you	just	received	does,	visit	Zenith	and	check	his	list	of	craftable	gear	and	materials.	You'll	find	the	use	of	your	material	there.●	If	you're	not	sure	if	you	should	keep	an	item	you	just	received,	right	click	on	it	and	check	its	price	on	the	market.	If	it's	not	worth	much,	then	it	usually	means	it's	not	worth	keeping.●	Always	check	NPCs	in	towns	and	District	6	to	check	what	they	have	for	sale.	Always	dismantle	your	unneeded	gear	for	a	chance	to	get	crafting	materials	or	items	to	roll	quality	of	your	gear.●	fucks	and
AR	Key	fucks	are	dropped	in	dungeons.	Those	are	used	to	craft	AR	fucks	at	Io.	Check	the	"AR	fuck"	sheet	for	a	list	of	all	AR	fuck	Keys	locations.●	Dungeons	can	drop	a	Familiar.	Those	are	meant	to	be	socketed	into	your	gear	to	give	you	stat	bonuses.	They're	usually	not	worth	much	except	for	critical	damage	familiars.Gear	progression●	During	leveling,	you	should	use	gear	that	gives	experience	bonuses	and	HP.	Try	to	get	a	good	blue	weapon	and	enhance	it	to	+4,	or	+5/+6	if	you're	feeling	lucky.●	Don't	forget	to	do	Steel	Grave	every	day	for	materials	to	craft
your	level	35	unique	set.	This	set	is	cheaper	and	easier	to	craft	than	other	unique	gear	of	similar	level.●	Keep	upgrading	your	Steel	Grave	gear	from	level	35	to	level	45,	and	then	to	level	55.	This	will	be	enough	to	let	you	do	casual	raids	and	Golden	Citadel.●	Instead	of	level	55	Steel	Grave	set,	you	can	also	try	to	craft/drop	a	casual	raid	set	or	Shion	set.	Those	three	alternatives	are	good	enough	until	you	can	get	Golden	Citadel	set.●	Casual	raid	set	and	Shion	set	require	materials	obtained	from	doing	casual	raids	or	Ruin	Fortress	dungeons	respectively.
Blueprints	for	Shion	gear	rarely	drops	at	all	Ruin	Fortress	dungeons.●	Golden	Citadel	set	is	crafted	from	level	55	Steel	Grave	set	or	casual	raid	set.	Those	two	upgrade	paths	require	a	different	blueprint.	Golden	Citadel	set	is	needed	to	survive	in	Primal.●	Primal	gear	drops	only	in	Primal	dungeon.	It	cannot	be	crafted	or	bought	from	other	players.	It's	the	best	gear	in	the	game	at	the	moment	for	PvE-related	content.●	You	can	drop	a	District	6	set	by	doing	the	daily	District	6	raid	and	killing	The	Thing	raid	Boss.	Contributing	enough	damage	gives	you	a	chance
to	drop	District	6	gear	and	accessories.●	Gear	obtained	from	District	6	gives	you	damage	bonuses	to	District	6	Boss	and	mobs.	It's	weaker	than	Primal	gear,	but	in	District	6	it's	powerful.●	You'll	be	able	to	craft	PvP	gear	at	Zenith	in	the	future	updates.	That	set	is	weak	against	monsters,	but	has	additional	damage/defense	bonuses	against	players.●	You	can	re-roll	stats	and	quality	of	your	gear	at	Trisha	NPC.	This	requires	items	obtained	from	Booker	TV	NPC	and	items	from	dismantling	gear.What	stats	should	I	focus	on?●	While	leveling,	you	want	a	weapon
with	high	base	attack	enhanced	to	+4,	+5	or	+6.	Only	enhance	past	+4	if	you	have	a	replacement	ready	in	case	the	weapon	breaks.●	You	also	want	gear	with	experience	bonuses	and	HP	bonuses	(not	+X%	HP).	This	will	make	your	leveling	faster	and	will	let	you	survive	more	hits	in	dungeons.●	For	endgame,	you	need	a	good	balance	between	base	attack,	critical	rate,	critical	damage,	penetration,	Boss	damage,	HP	and	attack	speed.●	Some	classes	benefit	from	attack	speed	more	than	others.	Check	this	sheet	and	other	sheets	for	more	details.●	You	can,
fortunately,	get	multiple	of	the	stats	mentioned	above	at	the	same	time.	You	don't	want	gear	with	defense,	accuracy,	evasion,	soul	vape,	mob	damage	and	other	worthless	stats.Percentage	Stat	Bonuses,Damage	Formulas●	Percentage	stat	bonuses	like	Attack	+X%,	Defense	+X%	and	HP	+X%	only	increase	your	base	Attack,	Defense	or	HP.●	For	example,	if	you	have	20.000	Attack	with	your	gear	equipped	and	you	get	a	+20%	Attack	buff,	your	Attack	will	only	increase	by	about	200-250	(not	by	4000),	depending	on	your	class.●	Other	percentage	stat	bonuses	like
Attack	Speed	+X%,	Critical	Rate	+X%	or	Penetration	+X%	simply	increase	the	total	percentage	number	of	that	stat.●	It's	worth	taking	Attack	Speed	+X%,	Critical	Rate	+X%	and	Penetration	+X%	bonuses,	but	it's	usually	not	worth	to	take	Attack	+X%,	Defense	+X%	and	HP	+X%.●	Normal_Hit	=	(Att_Min	+	Att_Max)/2	x	(1	-	(Boss_Def	x	(1	-	Pen))/(Boss_Def	x	(1	-	Pen)	+	50	x	Boss_Level))	x	Skill_Modifier	x	(1	+	Modifier_1)	x	(1	+	Modifier_2)	x	...	x	(1	+	Modifier_n)●	Critical_Hit	=	((Att_Min	+	Att_Max)/2	+	Crit_Damage)	x	(1	-	(Boss_Def	x	(1	-	Pen))/(Boss_Def	x	(1
-	Pen)	+	50	x	Boss_Level))	x	Skill_Modifier	x	(1	+	Modifier_1)	x	(1	+	Modifier_2)	x	...	x	(1	+	Modifier_n)●	Miss_Hit	=	Normal_Hit/2	x	(1	+	Evaded_Attack_Damage)●	Modifiers	include:	damage	to	Bosses,	damage	to	normal	enemies,	damage	to	certain	faction	(Primal,	District	6,	etc.),	aerial	damage,	knocked	down	damage,	etc.Minimum	Attack,Maximum	Attack,Attack	Speed●	Your	base	minimum	attack	is	always	80%	of	your	base	maximum	attack.	Your	base	critical	damage	is	always	equal	to	your	base	minimum	attack.●	Your	attack's	damage	is	calculated	using
a	random	value	between	your	minimum	attack	and	maximum	attack	stat.	For	example,	one	skill's	damage	can	be	anywhere	between	8000	and	10000.●	Attack	bonuses	(+X	attack)	from	your	equipment	increase	your	maximum	attack	stat	in	full	value	of	the	attack	bonus,	and	increase	minimum	attack	stat	in	80%	of	the	attack	bonus	value.●	For	example,	you	have	1423	minimum	attack	and	1779	maximum	attack.	Equipping	an	accessory	with	+48	attack	will	result	in	1462	(+39)	minimum	attack	and	1827	(+48)	maximum	attack.●	Increasing	your	minimum	attack
also	increases	your	critical	damage	by	the	same	value.	In	the	above	example,	equipping	an	accessory	with	+48	attack	raises	the	critical	damage	by	+39.●	Percentage	attack	bonuses	(+X%	attack)	only	increase	your	base	minimum	attack,	maximum	attack	and	critical	damage.	They	don't	apply	to	attack	bonuses	from	your	weapon,	gear	or	other	sources.●	For	example,	you	have	1108	base	minimum	attack,	1386	base	maximum	attack	and	1108	base	critical	damage.	Let's	equip	an	title	that	gives	a	+4.95%	attack	bonus.●	Now	we	have	1163	(+4.95%	over	base)
minimum	attack,	1454	(+4.95%	over	base)	maximum	attack	and	1163	(+4.95%	over	base)	critical	damage,	plus	bonuses	from	gear.●	Attack	speed	increases	the	animation	speed	of	all	your	attacks.	This	lets	you	finish	attacks	faster	and	use	more	skills	in	the	same	period	of	time.●	Some	skills	can	deal	more	hits	with	higher	attack	speed,	which	results	in	dealing	much	more	damage	during	the	short	time	window	when	you	can	use	that	skill.●	Having	more	attack	speed	also	means	you	can	spam	skills	a	higher	number	of	times	during	the	no-cooldown	buff	of	Big
Puppet	AR	fuck.Critical	Rate,Critical	Damage,Critical	Resistance●	Critical	rate	increases	the	probability	of	your	attack	being	a	critical	hit,	represented	by	yellow	damage	numbers	above	your	enemy.	Critical	chance	is	reduced	by	enemy's	critical	resistance.●	The	critical	rate	stat	in	your	Status	window	only	shows	the	"bonus	critical	rate".	At	default	you	have	1%	bonus	critical	rate,	which	gives	you	about	20-25%	total	critical	chance.●	If	you	manage	to	get	about	75-80%	bonus	critical	rate	to	show	up	in	your	Status	screen,	you	should	theoretically	be	landing
critical	hits	almost	100%	of	the	time.●	When	you	do	a	critical	hit,	your	critical	damage	stats	gets	added	to	your	base	attack	stat.	Your	critical	hit	will	always	do	at	least	twice	as	much	damage	as	your	normal	hit.●	With	higher	critical	damage	stat,	your	critical	hits	will	do	more	than	double	the	damage	of	your	normal	hit,	possibly	even	three	times	as	much,	or	more.●	It	should	be	known	that	a	critical	hit	has	100%	accuracy.	This	means	a	critical	hit's	damage	cannot	be	dodged	by	enemy,	and	as	a	result	critical's	hit	damage	will	always	be	around	the	same.●	Many
people	ask	if	it's	better	to	get	X%	critical	chance	or	Y	critical	damage.	There's	no	universal	answer	to	that.	You	should	always	do	quick	calculation	to	see	which	option	is	better	for	you.●	Personally,	I	like	to	focus	more	on	critical	rate	than	critical	damage.	That's	because	with	high	critical	rate,	your	damage	is	more	consistent	and	less	RNG	dependent.●	You	can	get	critical	rate	and	critical	damage	stats	from	your	gear,	titles,	AR	fucks,	Lily's	party	buff,	etc.●	There's	also	a	stat	called	critical	resistance,	which	decreases	the	chance	of	receiving	critical	hits	from
enemies.Penetration,Defense,Damage	Reduction●	Penetration	is	a	stat	that	ignores	part	of	enemy's	defense,	allowing	your	attacks	to	do	more	damage.●	Penetration	provides	better	damage	scaling	if	the	enemy	has	a	lot	of	defense.	Penetration	in	the	beginning	has	lower-than-linear	damage	scaling,	but	later	on	becomes	better-than-linear.●	If	a	Boss	has	little	defense,	like	Primal,	you	won't	benefit	much	from	Penetration	stat.●	For	example,	when	fighting	Primal,	having	40%	penetration	only	increases	damage	by	26%,	compared	to	damage	done	with	0%
Penetration.●	Defense	is	represented	by	a	numerical	value.	It's	directly	related	to	damage	reduction.	You	can	see	how	much	damage	reduction	you	have	by	moving	mouse	cursor	over	your	defense	stat	in	Status.●	Damage	reduction	is	calculated	using	the	formula:	(Defense)	/	(Defense	+	50	x	Level).●	Even	though	it	might	seem	like	stacking	more	and	more	defense	gives	less	and	less	percentage	increase	of	Damage	Reduction,	it's	still	worth	it.●	For	example,	at	2750	defense	you	have	50%	damage	reduction,	but	at	5500	defense	you	"only"	have	66.66%	damage
reduction,	which	is	16.66%	more	for	100%	more	defense.●	However,	a	10.000	damage	hit	in	the	first	scenario	would	deal	5.000	damage	to	you,	but	in	the	second	scenario	it	would	deal	3.333	damage.	That's	a	decrease	of	33%	in	damage	received.●	To	conclude,	even	though	doubling	your	defense	might	seem	to	only	give	a	few	percent	more	damage	reduction,	the	difference	in	damage	taken	is	very	substantial.●	There's	also	a	second	"damage	reduction"	stat	which	is	different	from	the	one	that's	calculated	from	your	defense.	You	can	increase	the	2nd	damage
reduction	stat	by	using	gear	or	titles.●	There	are	additional	factors	when	calculating	damage	taken	or	done	to	enemy.	The	whole	formula	is	unknown	though.●	Those	factors	include:	damage	related	to	Primal	enemies,	damage	related	to	mobs	and	Bosses,	damage	related	to	PvP,	etc.Evasion,Accuracy●	In	this	game,	"evaded"	attack	means	half	of	the	damage	of	a	normal	hit.	It's	not	possible	to	truly	evade	an	attack.●	The	higher	your	accuracy,	the	lower	chance	your	attack	will	"miss"	and	deal	only	half	damage.	A	critical	hit	has	100%	accuracy	at	all	times.●	You
can	get	a	high	accuracy	bonus	from	enhancing	your	gear.	You	shouldn't	bother	getting	accuracy	stat	lines	on	your	gear.●	There	is	a	stat	called	Evaded	Attack	Damage	that	determines	how	much	damage	you	deal	when	your	hit	misses.	By	default,	when	you	"miss"	you	deal	50%	of	normal	damage.Stamina●	Stamina	is	used	when	dodging,	air	dashing	or	using	skills	like	Rising	Roll,	Rising	Attack	and	Special	Dodge.●	By	default,	you	have	100	maximum	stamina	and	you	regenerate	5	stamina	per	second.●	You	can	increase	maximum	stamina	through	stat	bonuses
on	gear	or	sockets	and	through	buffs.	The	most	common	buff	is	the	random	dungeon	buff.●	You	can	increase	stamina	recovery	per	second	by	increasing	the	Stamina	Mastery	skill.●	You	can	recover	stamina	by	using	stamina	recovery	consumable	items	purchasable	from	Booker	TV	NPC	in	District	6,	or	by	equipping	AR	fucks	that	restore	stamina.●	Stamina	shouldn't	be	confused	with	Fatigue.	Stamina	is	used	in	combat	to	dodge,	while	Fatigue	is	required	to	enter	dungeons.Soul	Gauge	(SG)●	Soul	Gauge	(SG)	is	the	"mana"	of	this	game.	It's	consumed	when	using
skills.	Every	character	restores	some	SG	at	regular	intervals.●	Each	character	has	different	ways	of	restoring	SG.	Most	characters,	with	the	exception	of	Stella,	restore	SG	while	using	basic	attacks.●	Stella	restores	SG	while	switching	between	attack	and	defense	mode	with	right	mouse	button.	She	also	restores	SG	with	her	buff	skill	and	her	awakening.●	Haru	additionally	restores	SG	with	her	buff.●	Erwin	additionally	restores	SG	by	chaining	3	skills	together,	as	well	as	from	his	buff	skill.●	Lily	restores	a	lot	of	SG	by	attacking	enemies	while	she's	in	the	air.●
Iris	additionally	restores	SG	by	using	her	right	mouse	button	skill.●	Jin	additionally	restores	SG	by	being	out	of	combat	for	a	longer	period	of	time	or	after	using	specific	skills	after	a	successful	counter.●	You	can	restore	SG	faster	by	getting	a	buff	from	Stella	or	Erwin.	You	can	also	use	consumable	items	to	restore	some	of	your	SG.	You	can	use	AR	fucks	to	restore	SG	as	well.Soul	Vapor	(SV),Erosion,Awakening●	Soul	Vapor	(SV)	is	represented	by	the	circular	meter	next	to	your	skills.	It	fills	up	when	picking	up	blue	or	red	Vapor	from	defeated	enemies.●	You
start	with	0	SV	and	the	maximum	number	of	SV	you	can	have	is	100.	Any	SV	above	100	will	have	no	effect.●	You	need	50	SV	to	activate	Erosion	skill	by	pressing	7	in	combat.	You	need	100	SV	to	activate	the	next	level	of	that	skill,	called	Awakening.●	If	you	completed	the	Class	Advancement	quest	at	level	57,	you	can	press	7	while	in	Awakened	state	to	activate	your	class'	special	awakening	attack.	After	it's	finished,	you'll	be	in	normal	state	again.●	You	can	get	gear	that	increases	SV	aquisition	rate.	However,	you'll	get	more	than	enough	Vapor	from	defeated
enemies	and	be	able	to	fill	up	the	bar	very	quickly.●	Erosion	and	Awakening	are	class-specific	buffs	that	grant	the	player	super	armor	and	increase	some	of	their	stats	for	30	or	60	seconds.●	Erosion	is	learned	in	the	first	dungeon	in	Rocco,	while	Awakening	is	learned	in	the	last	dungeon	in	Candus.Super	Armor,gay	Armor,SA	Break●	Super	armor	is	a	condition	during	which	enemy	or	a	player	cannot	be	interrupted	(flinched,	pushed,	knocked	up	or	knocked	down)	while	they're	doing	their	attacks.●	You'll	most	usually	see	super	armor	on	elite	mobs	and	Bosses.
Entities	with	super	armor	(SA)	can	have	their	SA	broken	by	repeatedly	attacking	them.●	With	higher	damage,	you	reduce	opponent's	super	armor	quicker.	Every	skill	has	Damage	and	SA	Break	stat.	Some	skills	deal	little	damage	but	quickly	destroy	enemy's	super	armor,	or	vice-versa.●	When	a	mob's	or	Boss'	SA	is	broken,	they	will	go	into	a	SA	recovery	state.	Most	enemies	can't	move	or	attack	during	that	state.	Some	enemies	can,	but	will	be	interrupted	with	your	attacks.●	Some	Bosses	have	gay	armor.	gay	armor	is	like	super	armor,	except	it	can	never	be
broken.	Some	Bosses	only	acquire	gay	armor	during	their	attacks.	Some	Bosses	have	it	constantly.Socketing,Familiars,Soulstones●	Your	weapon	and	armor	can	have	socketing	slots.	You	can	socket	familiars	and	soulstones	into	your	gear.●	The	number	of	socket	slots	depends	on	rarity	and	level	of	your	gear.	Weapons	have	up	to	4	socketing	slots,	armors	have	up	to	3	socketing	slots.●	Some	socket	slots	are	"locked"	and	require	an	item	to	make	them	usable.	This	item	is	usually	obtainable	from	cash	shop	or	events.●	You	can	socket	familiars	or	soulstones	by
right	clicking	your	equipment	and	choosing	the	socket	option.	Drag	your	familiars	or	soulstones	into	socket	slots	and	press	the	button	to	confirm.●	To	remove	a	socket,	you'll	need	an	item	purchasable	from	the	S	Coin	machine.	The	familiar/soulstone	is	not	destroyed	while	removing	it	from	your	gear.●	Familiars	drop	in	dungeons	or	are	acquired	from	random	boxes	purchasable	with	BP	at	Booker	TV	NPC	in	District	6.●	Familiars	raise	the	basic	stats.	The	higher	the	rarity	and	level	of	a	familiar,	the	better	stats	you	can	get.●	Some	familiars,	like	the	PvP
familiars,	can	only	be	obtained	from	random	cubes	at	Booker	TV.●	You	cannot	equip	a	familiar	if	its	level	is	higher	than	your	equipment's	level.●	Soulstones	come	in	6	elements.	They	are	divided	into	3	opposing	pairs	of	elements:	light	and	dark,	ice	and	fire,	health	and	poison.●	Soulstones	equipped	on	a	weapon	will	grant	you	elemental	attack.	This	gives	you	a	chance	of	increasing	the	damage	of	your	hits.●	You	do	more	additional	damage	and	have	higher	chance	of	doing	additional	elemental	damage	if	you	have	equipped	the	opposing	soulstone	element	on
your	weapon	than	the	enemy's	element.●	For	example,	if	you	go	into	Fire	elemental	raid,	you	will	activate	the	additional	elemental	damage	most	often	if	you	have	Ice	element	on	your	weapon.●	You	cannot	activate	elemental	bonus	damage	if	your	weapon	has	elemental	soulstone	equipped	that's	the	same	element	as	your	enemy's	element.●	You	cannot	put	more	than	3	soulstones	on	your	gear.	You	cannot	put	more	than	2	soulstones	of	the	same	element	and	you	cannot	put	2	soulstones	of	opposing	elements	on	your	gear.●	It's	best	to	equip	only	one	elemental
type	of	soulstones	in	your	weapon.	You	should	equip	2	soulstones	of	the	same	element	on	your	weapon	for	best	results.●	The	higher	the	level	of	a	soulstone,	the	more	bonus	elemental	damage	you'll	get.	The	bonus	elemental	damage	seems	to	cap	at	around	+60~75%	of	your	hit's	damage,	if	you're	using	2	of	level	9	soulstones.●	Some	Bosses,	like	Primal,	are	resistant	to	elements	and	will	only	receive	+25~30%	bonus	elemental	damage	if	you're	wearing	2	of	level	9	soulstones.●	You	can	deal	bonus	elemental	damage	not	only	against	elemental	enemies,	but	also
against	normal	enemies	that	don't	have	an	element.●	If	you	equip	two	or	three	different	soulstone	elements	on	a	weapon,	you	will	only	activate	the	element	that	would	do	more	elemental	bonus	damage	against	your	enemy.●	If	two	or	three	elements	would	have	the	same	elemental	bonus	damage	on	an	enemy,	you	will	activate	only	the	leftmost	element	in	this	order:	light,	dark,	ice,	fire,	health,	poison.●	You	can	view	elemental	bonus	damage	by	enabling	combat	damage	in	your	chat.	You	will	see	bonus	damage	as	a	colored	value	in	parantheses.	Color	of	the
number	represents	an	element.●	If	you	equip	soulstones	on	armors,	it	raises	your	resistance	against	that	element.	Mostly	useful	in	PvP	or	elemental	mode	of	Golden	Citadel.●	You	can	craft	and	level	up	soulstones	at	Zenith	NPC.	You	can	do	it	with	soulstone	fragments	obtained	in	elemental	raids.Costumes,Brooches●	Costumes	can	have	up	to	3	brooch	slots.	Only	hat,	top,	bottom,	gloves	and	shoes	can	have	brooch	slots.●	You	can	equip	brooches	to	your	costumes.	Brooches	come	in	3	different	groups:	attack,	defense	and	utility.	You	can	only	equip	one	of	each
group	of	brooch	on	a	costume.●	You	can	equip	brooches	by	right	clicking	your	costume	and	choosing	brooch	management	option.	You	can	only	equip	them	in	order	of	attack,	defense	and	utility.●	This	means	you	cannot	equip	defense	brooch	until	you	equip	an	attack	brooch,	and	you	cannot	equip	utility	brooch	until	you	equip	an	attack	and	defense	brooch.●	Brooches	comes	in	5	grades,	from	worst	to	best:	bit,	kilo,	mega,	giga,	tera.	The	higher	the	grade,	the	better	the	effects.●	Brooches	come	in	different	types.	At	the	moment,	we	have	SD	(Standard)	and	BSK
(Berserker)	brooches.	In	the	future	they	will	add	Fortress	(FOT)	and	Assassin	(ASN)	brooches.●	The	difference	between	SD	and	BSK	brooches	is	mostly	their	set	effects.	Some	SD/BSK	brooches	have	identical	individual	effects,	but	some	are	exclusive	to	either	of	those	types.●	You	can	view	a	comprehensive	list	of	brooch	effects	and	set	effects	in	the	"Brooch"	sheet	at	the	bottom	of	this	spreadsheet.●	If	you	equip	3	brooches	of	the	same	grade	on	a	costume,	you	will	activate	a	brooch	set	bonus.	Bonuses	are	different	for	brooch	grades	and	brooch	types.●	You	can
fuse	5	of	your	brooches	to	have	a	chance	of	receiving	one	brooch	of	higher	grade.	There	are	2	different	items	for	fusing	brooches.●	One	item	is	used	to	fuse	brooches	of	bit	and	kilo	grade,	and	the	other	one	can	fuse	brooches	of	mega,	giga	and	tera	grade.	They're	obtainable	from	S	Coin	vending	machine	or	cash	shop.●	You	can	obtain	cubes	with	random	brooches	from	S	Coin	vending	machine.	They	only	give	bit	and	kilo	grade	brooches.●	Higher	grade	brooches	are	available	from	random	cubes	purchasable	in	the	cash	shop.	You	sometimes	obtain	those	cubes
from	events	as	well.Titles●	You	can	equip	titles	that	give	you	bonus	stats	in	the	Status	menu	by	pressing	P	button.	You	gain	titles	from	completing	quests	and	achievements	or	using	title	items.●	You	should	use	the	title	for	spending	300.000	Zenny	on	repairs	while	leveling.	This	increases	your	experience	bonus	from	killing	monsters.●	When	you	hit	level	55,	you	should	go	for	the	1.000	SS	rank	title	or	the	50.000	BP	title.	Those	titles	give	good	offensive	stats	while	being	relatively	easy	to	get.●	You	should	use	titles	that	match	your	playstyle	and	your	specific
class.Maps,Towns●	You	start	off	in	a	town	named	Rocco.	You	must	finish	all	story	quests	in	Rocco	before	the	portal	to	another	area	activates.●	There	are	4	towns	in	total:	Rocco	Town,	Candus	City,	Grace	City	and	Ruin	Fortress.	Towns	are	safe	zones	with	combat	and	PvP	disabled.●	There's	a	5th	town	called	Grasscover	Camp,	available	at	the	moment	only	in	Korean	server.	You	can	reach	this	town	through	a	portal	in	Rocco	once	you	complete	all	story	quests	in	all	4	towns.●	Once	you	leave	Rocco,	you	can	freely	access	all	4	major	towns	in	the	game.	There's	no
level	requirement	to	enter	Candus	City,	Grace	City	or	Ruin	Fortress.●	Golden	Citadel	is	a	small	map	for	level	55	players	with	access	to	two	of	the	gayest	endgame	dungeons:	Golden	Citadel	and	Primal.●	You	must	complete	all	4	Casual	Raid	quests	(unlocked	once	you	reach	level	55)	to	be	able	to	accept	a	quest	that	lets	you	use	Azin's	helicopter	in	District	6	to	reach	Golden	Citadel	area.●	Additionally,	to	access	Primal	raid	you	must	complete	Golden	Citadel	raid	quest,	then	complete	another	quest	that	requires	you	to	obtain	20	quest	items	from	killing	District	6
mobs.●	Each	town	has	quest	NPCs,	functional	NPCs,	NPC	shops	and,	most	importantly,	portals	to	dungeons.●	Candus	City,	Grace	City	and	Ruin	Fortress	additionally	have	a	special	purple	portal	that	leads	to	Steel	Grave,	a	solo	instanced	dungeon.●	For	more	information	about	Steel	Grave,	check	for	a	sheet	named	'Steel	Grave'	on	the	bar	at	the	bottom.	You	should	be	farming	Steel	Grave	everyday	for	materials.District	6,"The	Thing"Raid	Boss●	District	6	is	a	circular	area	that	connects	the	4	major	towns	together.	District	6	is	commonly	shortened	to	D6	by
players.●	District	6	map	layout:	North	=	Rocco	Town,	East	=	Candus	City,	South	=	Grace	City,	West	=	Ruin	Fortress.	Player	progresses	through	towns	in	a	clockwise	manner.●	You	can	find	functional	NPCs	in	District	6	area.	They	are	located	near	entrance	of	each	town.	Booker	TV	lets	you	purchase	items	with	BP	(Booker	Points).	Azin	lets	you	travel	to	other	towns.●	Certain	parts	of	District	6	are	safe	zones	with	PvP	disabled.	Mobs	can't	enter	safe	zones	due	to	cannons	that	will	1-shot	mobs	if	they	get	too	close.●	Central	area	of	District	6	has	PvP	enabled.
There	are	level	55	mobs	roaming	through	District	6.	Low	level	players	should	run	past	those	mobs	without	trying	to	kill	them	to	reach	the	next	towns.●	Killing	District	6	mobs	has	a	chance	to	drop	BP	boxes.	Sometimes	an	egg	will	appear	when	you	kill	a	mob	in	District	6.●	Those	eggs	will	hatch	"evolved"	mobs	with	variable	strength.	It	takes	a	random	time	to	hatch	each	egg,	between	10	minutes	and	24	hours.	You	can	check	remaining	time	by	looking	at	the	egg.●	Mobs	that	appear	from	long-hatching	eggs	will	be	much	stronger	and	drop	more	rewards.	Drops
go	to	the	player	that	does	the	last	hit	to	the	mob.	Drops	consist	of	soulstone	fragments.●	This	feature	of	egg-hatching	mobs	will	not	be	available	at	server	launch	and	will	come	with	a	future	update.●	In	the	middle	of	District	6	there's	the	entrance	to	daily	District	6	raid	where	players	fight	a	Boss	named	The	Thing.	This	raid	Boss	has	833	million	HP	and	1450	defense	in	its	current	state	in	KR	server.●	This	portal	is	always	disabled	in	the	normal	version	of	District	6	zone.	You	can	enter	the	special	raid	version	of	District	6	during	a	short	10-minute	time	window
every	day.●	To	access	the	special	District	6	raid	zone,	you	must	click	on	the	raid	icon	that	appears	every	day	at	a	specific	time	period.	PvP	is	disabled	in	the	special	District	6	zone.●	You	cannot	access	the	special	District	6	raid	zone	if	you	simply	walk	from	a	town	into	District	6.	You	must	click	on	the	raid	icon	to	be	teleported	to	this	zone.●	You	can	change	channels	only	in	towns	and	safe	areas	of	District	6.	You	cannot	change	channels	in	PvP	zones	of	District	6.●	You	can	quickly	get	to	safe	zone	in	District	6	by	pressing	escape	button	and	using	Unstuck
function.	Might	not	work	while	in	combat.●	Player	will	have	Super	Armor	bar	while	in	District	6.	This	allows	you	to	run	past	other	players'	attacks	if	you're	not	interested	in	fighting	and	just	want	to	reach	the	next	town.●	You	can	use	Azin	NPC	to	travel	safely	between	towns	and	to	travel	to	Golden	Citadel	area.	It's	the	only	way	to	reach	Golden	Citadel	area.●	You	can	find	blue	and	red	pylons	in	the	center	of	District	6.	Blue	pylons	restore	SG	and	red	pylons	restore	HP	upon	examination.Dungeons,Clearance●	Each	dungeon	is	divided	into	4	episodes.	You	must
clear	them	in	sequential	order	to	unlock	the	next	episodes.●	After	clearing	episodes	on	normal	mode,	you	can	play	them	in	gay	and	maniac	mode.	Those	modes	are	much	more	difficult	and	offer	slightly	better	experience	and	much	better	drop	rate.●	Going	into	a	dungeon	in	a	party	buffs	the	mobs	a	lot.	They	become	more	tanky	and	hit	stronger	than	before.	At	low	levels,	it's	not	rare	to	see	a	dungeon	run	take	more	time	in	party	than	solo.●	Going	in	a	party	gives	an	experience	and	item	drop	chance	bonus.	The	more	members,	the	higher	the	bonus.	You	get	even
more	drop	chance	bonus	if	party	members	are	on	your	friend	list.●	However,	it's	gayer	to	get	SS	rank	in	a	party	than	by	going	solo.	If	you	get	a	lower	rank	in	party	than	by	going	solo,	you	will	lose	more	experience	from	rank	than	you	gain	from	party	bonus.●	A	dungeon	can	sometimes	give	you	a	buff.	To	check	if	and	what	kind	of	buff	you	can	get,	approach	a	portal	and	look	for	buff	icons/descriptions	on	your	screen.●	Going	inside	dungeons	consumes	a	fixed	amount	of	Fatigue	Points	(FP).	Half	of	the	FP	is	consumed	on	entry,	and	the	other	half	when	you	kill	the
Boss	or	forcefully	exit	the	dungeon.●	The	other	half	of	FP	is	not	consumed	if	you	die	and	press	"Forfeit"	button	to	exit	the	dungeon.	This	is	useful	for	efficient	experience	grinding	at	a	few	points	in	the	game.●	Glutton	may	randomly	spawn	in	a	dungeon.	Kill	Glutton	before	he	escapes	for	more	experience,	as	well	as	Zenny	and	item	drops.●	You	can	randomly	find	treasure	chests	in	dungeons.	They	contain	items	and	gear.	Shiny	chests	have	higher	chances	of	having	better	items.●	At	the	end	of	a	dungeon,	you	will	see	the	Results	screen.	You	can	see	your	Time,
Rank,	Points,	Clearance	progress,	Total	Experience,	Clear	Experience,	etc.●	At	the	Results	screen	you	can	also	use	Keys	from	cash	shop	to	obtain	items.	One	key	will	get	you	a	material	for	crafting	(not	worth	it).	Three	keys	will	give	you	a	random	item.●	From	using	3	keys,	you	can	get:	Q.B.D.,	S	Coins,	Revive	items,	Glutton	AR	fuck	or	a	pack	of	3	Vitamins	that	restore	50	FP	each.	Vitamin	packs	are	useful	for	leveling	up	faster.●	Endgame	dungeons	have	slightly	different	rewards	and	use	5	keys.	You	can	additionally	obtain	soulstone	fragments,	weapon/armor
extension	devices	and	other	items.●	Clearance	increases	each	time	you	finish	a	dungeon.	Each	dungeon	has	4	episodes	that	share	the	same	clearance	bar.	Clearance	progresses	at	the	same	rate	regardless	of	difficulty.●	Ranking	up	your	clearance	gives	various	rewards.	You	get	a	permanent	costume	if	you	reach	maximum	clearance	for	all	dungeons	in	one	city.●	Ranking	up	your	clearance	is	optional.	You	shouldn't	waste	time	doing	that	at	low	levels.	It's	an	activity	that	should	only	be	done	if	you	really	have	nothing	better	to	do	in	the	game.●	Please	refer	to
the	"Clearance"	sheet	at	the	bottom	of	this	spreadsheet	for	more	information.Fatigue●	Fatigue	shouldn't	be	confused	with	Stamina.	You	need	Stamina	to	dodge	attacks	by	pressing	Shift,	but	you	need	Fatigue	Points	to	enter	dungeons.●	Fatigue	Points	(FP)	are	restored	every	day.	You	restore	200	FP	at	9AM	server	time	every	day,	but	every	FP	point	above	200	total	FP	gets	cut	in	half.	You	can	store	up	to	600	FP	total	at	max.●	For	example,	if	you	had	70	FP	today,	the	next	day	you'll	only	have	235	FP	instead	of	270	FP.	That's	because	you	restored	130	FP
normally,	and	the	remaining	70	FP	got	cut	in	half.●	Vitamins	can	be	used	to	restore	FP.	There	are	4	types	of	Vitamins	that	restore	different	amount	of	FP	(20/30/50/100).	The	first	three	types	(20/30/50	FP)	have	a	daily	usage	limit	of	3	at	max.●	It	doesn't	matter	if	you	use	3x	50	FP	Vitamins,	one	of	each	type	(1x	20	FP,	1x	30	FP,	1x	50	FP),	or	any	other	combination	of	the	three	types.	You	can	only	use	3	total	of	those	Vitamins	daily.●	The	4th	Vitamine	type	restores	100	FP	and	doesn't	have	a	daily	usage	limit.	It	only	comes	from	events	and	special	occasions.	For
everyday	usage,	the	best	you	can	have	is	50	FP	Vitamins.●	It's	important	to	note	that	Vitamins	only	restore	FP	up	to	the	200	point	mark.	If	you	had	180	FP	and	used	a	50	FP	Vitamin,	you	will	only	have	200	FP	instead	of	230	FP.●	You	can	also	restore	FP	at	a	rate	of	1	FP	per	minute	by	sitting	on	a	Mat.	Those	items	come	from	events	and	can	be	placed	on	the	ground	for	30/60	minutes.	Up	to	5	players	can	sit	on	a	Mat.●	Dungeons	can	have	a	random	buff	that	reduces	FP	consumed	in	that	dungeon.	Check	out	the	icons	on	the	dungeon	select	screen	to	see	if	any
episode	has	that	buff.●	Once	you	run	ouf	of	FP,	you	can't	enter	dungeons	any	more.	You	can	still	enter	Steel	Grave	and	participate	in	PvP,	District	6	mob	hunting	and	District	6	daily	raid.●	Korean	server	has	a	feature	of	resetting	FP	to	200	every	Monday	at	9AM.	So,	if	you	had	500	FP	on	Sunday,	you'll	have	200	FP	on	Monday.	It's	uncertain	if	we	get	this	feature	on	the	EU/NA	server.Quests●	Quests	appear	on	your	map	as	colored	symbols.	Colored	exclamation	marks	show	new	quests	you	can	take.	Colored	question	marks	show	completed	quests	that	need	to	be
turned	in	for	rewards.●	Colored	rectangles	show	quests	in	progress.	Talk	to	the	NPC	to	progress	with	the	next	part	of	the	quest.●	Grey	exclamation	marks	show	quests	that	can	be	taken	once	you	reach	a	higher	level.	Grey	question	marks	show	quests	in	progress	that	cannot	be	turned	in	yet.●	Yellow	color	represents	story	quests.	You	should	always	do	story	quests	as	they	give	a	substantial	amount	of	experience.●	Blue	color	represents	side	quests.	You	should	take	all	side	quests	and	do	them	alongside	story	quests.	Don't	backtrack	to	finish	old	side	quests	if
you	can	progress	with	story	quests	instead.●	Only	consider	backtracking	to	finish	side	quests	if	your	level	is	too	low	to	do	the	next	story	quest.	Still,	you	should	always	calculate	which	options	give	you	the	best	experience	for	FP	spent.●	Green	color	represents	daily	repeatable	quests.	They	can	be	turned	in	a	fixed	number	of	times	per	day,	different	for	each	green	quest	individually.●	Green	quests	usually	require	you	to	finish	dungeons	on	gay	or	maniac	mode,	so	consider	carefully	if	it's	worth	the	FP	for	how	much	experience	you	get	in	total.●	Red	color
indicates	special	and	important	quests.	Those	are	level	55	quests	for	raids,	as	well	as	level	57	class	advancement	quests.●	Red	quests	for	raids	were	initially	just	blue	quests,	but	they	were	given	a	red	color	to	make	them	more	visible.	A	lot	of	players	were	missing	the	blue	raid	quests	and	couldn't	progress	with	raids.●	Raid	quests	are	unlocked	once	you	reach	level	55.	Raid	quests	are	done	in	order,	starting	from	Rocco	and	ending	with	Fortress.	Raid	quests	are	required	to	unlock	end	game	dungeons.●	Completing	a	town's	raid	quests	unlocks	the	next	town's
raid	quest.	Follow	those	quests	to	unlock	all	Casual	Raid	dungeons.●	After	finishing	all	4	raid	quests,	find	and	take	another	quest	that	will	allow	you	to	use	Azin	NPC	in	District	6	to	access	Golden	Citadel	area	and	dungeon.●	Finish	Golden	Citadel	raid	quest	to	unlock	another	quest	that	requires	you	to	collect	20	quest	items	from	killing	District	6	mobs.	Completing	this	quest	will	unlock	access	to	Primal	raid.●	Your	quest	log	doesn't	have	an	active	quest	limit.	I	had	over	200	quests	in	quest	log	and	I	experienced	no	problems	at	all.Experience,Rank●	At	server
launch,	the	level	cap	will	be	55.	It	will	be	increased	to	60	eventually	through	updates.	The	level	55-60	area	won't	be	accessible	until	then.●	You	gain	experience	through	3	different	ways:	killing	mobs	in	dungeons,	finishing	a	dungeon,	and	completing	quests.●	Experience	and	drop	rate	are	heavily	reduced	if	you,	or	one	of	your	party	members,	is	significantly	higher	level	than	the	mobs	you	kill.●	Penalty	starts	at	5	levels	of	difference	and	increases	with	each	level.	At	10	or	more	levels	of	difference,	experience	from	mobs	is	reduced	by	50%	and	doesn't	go	any
lower.●	Experience	from	killing	mobs	can	be	boosted	by	equipment,	items,	event	buffs,	etc.	Experience	from	finishing	a	dungeon	is	higher	in	a	party.	Quest	experience	cannot	be	increased	by	any	means.●	For	more	information	about	experience,	please	refer	to	the	"Dungeons	Experience"	sheet	provided	in	the	topic	on	forums.●	Every	piece	of	equipment	(apart	from	weapons	and	rings)	can	have	a	random	green	stat	line	with	experience	bonus.	Equipment	of	higher	level	and	rarity	can	have	higher	maximum	experience	bonus.●	The	level	16	craftable	unique
weapon	has	a	blue	+10%	experience	bonus	stat.	It's	the	only	weapon	in	the	game	that	gives	the	bonus.	Blueprint	can	be	dropped	by	Bosses	in	Concrete	Jungle.●	The	accessory	set	from	N-102	dungeon	has	a	set	bonus	of	+10%	experience.	It's	the	only	set	bonus	in	the	game	that	gives	experience.●	You	can	use	items	that	temporarily	increase	your	experience	bonus.	Those	items	activate	a	buff	that	gives	experience	bonus.	You	can	use	several	of	those,	as	long	as	they	are	different	items.●	Going	into	a	dungeon	in	a	party	gives	experience	bonus	from	killing	mobs:
+2%	for	2	members,	+4%	for	3	members,	+6%	for	4	members.	It	also	gives	Clear	Experience	bonus	based	on	ranking.●	You	can	equip	a	few	titles	that	give	experience	bonus.	The	easiest	one	to	get	is	a	title	obtained	after	spending	a	total	of	300.000	Zenny	in	repairing	your	equipment	at	Zaito.●	If	you	have	a	level	55-60	character,	your	other	level	1-54	characters	will	receive	an	experience	boost	from	your	rank.	The	higher	your	rank,	the	bigger	boost	for	your	low	level	characters.●	You	can	raise	your	rank	by	earning	experience	on	characters	that	are	level	55	or
above.	Experience	earned	at	that	point	will	fill	up	the	rank	bar,	visible	in	Status	window	by	pressing	P.●	Guild	masters	can	use	guild	points	to	purchase	a	guild	skill	that	increases	experience	for	all	members	of	the	guild.	This	skill	comes	in	3	levels	and	requires	a	certain	guild	level	to	obtain.●	Sometimes	dungeons	can	give	a	random	buff	that	increases	experience.	You	can	check	if	any	dungeon	has	this	buff	by	approaching	a	dungeon	portal	and	checking	the	buffs	available.●	You	can	get	additional	experience	boosts	from	events.	There's	also	a	1	hour	experience
boost	everyday	after	The	Thing	raid	Boss	is	defeated.	This	boost	is	for	everyone	on	the	server.●	It's	important	to	note	that	all	of	the	experience	bonuses	only	boost	experience	obtained	from	killing	mobs.	They	don't	boost	the	other	2	sources	of	experience	(dungeon	clear	bonus	and	quests).●	Dungeon	clear	bonus	is	fixed,	but	different	for	every	dungeon.	It	is	only	affected	by	the	rank	you	get	at	the	end	of	a	dungeon	and	by	your	ranking	in	a	party.●	At	SS	rank,	you	get	100%	of	the	clear	bonus	experience.	At	S/A/B/C/F	ranks,	you	get	70%/50%/40%/25%/20%	of
the	clear	bonus	experience	respectively.	There	are	no	D	or	E	ranks.●	Rank	is	determined	by	your	score.	Score	is	affected	by:	time	spent	in	dungeon,	number	of	times	you	were	hit,	number	of	times	you	hit	enemies,	combo	and	healing/buffs	done	to	party	members.●	If	you're	leveling	solo,	try	to	get	hit	as	rarely	as	possible.	It	doesn't	matter	if	enemy	hits	you	for	1	HP	or	1000	HP.	Both	situations	drop	your	score	just	as	much.●	Going	into	longer	dungeons	or	higher	difficulties	means	it's	gayer	to	get	a	high	rank.	You	should	expect	to	get	S	or	A	rank	in	long	and
difficult	dungeons.	Otherwise	you	should	get	SS	ranks.●	When	in	a	party,	you	must	secure	as	many	hits	on	mobs	as	possible	to	get	high	rank.	It's	difficult	to	balance	each	member's	contribution	so	that	everyone	gets	SS	rank.●	Experience	from	delivering	completed	quests	is	not	boosted	by	anything.	It's	always	the	same	regardless	of	what	experience	bonuses	you	have	active.NPCs,S	Coins,Crafting●	Each	town	has	functional	NPCs.	Depending	on	the	town	you're	in,	the	same	NPC	can	have	similar	items	for	sale,	but	of	different	level.	Travel	to	the	right	town	to
purchase	the	item	you	need.●	Ordon	is	an	NPC	that	allows	you	to	store	items	and	Zenny	in	bank.	Bank	is	shared	between	characters.	You	can	even	store	AR	fucks	or	bounded	gear	and	use	them	on	another	character.●	You	can	find	a	room	management	NPC	in	every	town.	This	allows	you	to	access	various	room-related	features.●	Mailbox	is	an	NPC	in	town	that	allows	you	to	receive	mails	and	items	bought/received	from	the	market	or	attached	in	a	mail.	You	can	send	mails	and	attach	items	or	zenny.●	Sending	mails	costs	a	small	fee.	Attaching	items	adds
additional	fee,	depending	on	the	item	type	and	quantity.	Sending	Zenny	to	other	players	puts	a	5%	fee	of	the	amount	you're	sending.●	You	can	also	access	mailbox	by	pressing	the	icon	in	bottom	right	corner.	Mailbox	is	also	used	to	send	event	gifts	to	players.	They	can	be	withdrawn	on	only	one	character	from	your	account.●	You	can	find	a	soldier	lady	kneeling	down	in	every	town.	She	is	the	Guild	NPC.	You	can	use	her	to	search	for	guilds,	apply	to	them	and	to	access	guild	functions,	like	the	guild	bank.●	You	can	find	a	vending	machine	(later	replaced	by	a
Glutton	machine)	in	every	town.	Those	machines	have	items	for	sale	to	be	purchased	with	S	Coins.●	S	Coins	is	a	seperate	currency	from	Zenny.	It	can	be	acquired	in	many	different	ways.	You	can	earn	S	Coins	by	performing	various	tasks	in	the	game	or	from	in-game	events.●	You	get	S	Coins	from	quests,	repeatable	quests,	daily	attendance,	daily	missions,	clearance,	endgame	dungeons,	random	boxes	obtained	in	dungeons,	play	time	rewards	or	boxes	bought	from	Yomi.●	With	S	Coins	you	can	buy	Vitamins,	Q.B.D.,	revive	items,	unsocketing	items,	brooch
cubes,	brooch	synthesizers,	AR	fuck	cubes,	History	Pages,	Glutton	fucks	and	various	costumes/accessories.●	Some	items	from	S	Coin	shop	can	only	be	purchased	at	a	limited	quantity	per	day.	The	limit	resets	at	the	same	time	as	Fatigue	recovery.	The	limit	is	character-specific,	not	account-specific.●	Zaito	is	an	important	NPC	found	in	every	town.	You	will	use	him	often	to	repair	equipment	and	dismantle	gear	you	don't	need.	Dismantling	has	a	chance	of	giving	useful	items.●	Through	dismantling	you	can	obtain	ether,	ether	light,	ores,	cores,	souls,	soul	pieces,
weapon/armor	extension	devices,	refining	stones	and	other	less	or	more	useful	items.●	Zaito	can	sell	you	very	basic	gear,	materials	for	crafting,	item	to	repair	gear	and	random	boxes	with	equipment	blueprints.	You	can	obtain	rare	and	unique	rarity	blueprints	at	random.●	Zenith	is	an	NPC	used	for	crafting.	You	can	craft	weapons,	armors,	materials,	costumes	and	soulstones.	You	can	filter	out	the	long	list	of	craftable	items	by	choosing	your	criteria.●	You	can	manage	and	upgrade	your	soulstones	and	soulstone	fragments	at	Zenith.	Soulstones	won't	be
available	at	launch,	they	will	come	with	a	future	update.●	Yomi	is	a	merchant	that	sells	items	and	can	also	dismantle	your	gear.	She	sells	HP/SG	potions,	item	to	dismantle	gear	and	boxes	that	give	a	random	number	of	S	Coins	or	BP.●	Trisha	is	an	important	NPC	unlocked	after	completing	first	story	quest	in	Candus.	She	is	used	to	enhance	equipment	and	roll	stats	on	your	gear.●	You	can	use	Trisha's	exchange	menu	to	trade	your	low	quality	ether	light	into	higher	quality	ether	light.●	Level	up	favorability	with	Trisha	for	better	enhancing	success	chances.	For
more	information	about	enhancing	and	rolling	stats,	please	refer	to	"Gear"	sheet	at	the	bottom	of	the	page.AR	fucks●	Io	is	an	NPC	for	Akashic	Record	(AR)	fuck	management.	You	can	upgrade,	craft	and	release	AR	fucks.	You	can	also	exchange	Star	fucks	into	Nebula	fucks,	and	Nebula	fucks	into	Galaxy	fucks.●	In	the	first	tab,	you	can	drag	an	AR	fuck	from	your	inventory	into	the	window,	and	then	boost	experience	of	that	fuck	by	feeding	it	other	AR	fucks.●	The	second	tab	can	be	used	to	craft	one	star	AR	fucks	from	AR	fuck	Keys	and	to	upgrade	your	existing
AR	fucks	to	Tier	II	or	Tier	III.	Upgrading	fucks	doesn't	change	their	star	rating.●	All	2-5	star	fucks	can	be	upgraded	to	Tier	II	and	then	Tier	III.	Not	all	1	star	fucks	can	be	upgraded	to	Tier	II,	and	amongst	those	that	can,	only	a	few	can	be	upgraded	to	Tier	III.●	Once	your	AR	fuck	reaches	100%	experience,	you	can	use	the	second	tab	to	upgrade	that	fuck	from	Tier	I	to	Tier	II,	or	from	Tier	II	to	Tier	III.●	Upgrading	tier	of	your	fuck	requires	a	sacrifice	of	a	Nebula/Galaxy	fuck	for	1	star	fucks,	and	fucks	of	the	same	stars	rating	for	2-5	star	fucks.●	For	example,	to
upgrade	your	one	star	Snake	fuck,	feed	it	other	AR	fucks	in	the	first	tab	to	reach	100%	experience,	then	use	the	second	tab	to	upgrade	to	Tier	II	Snake	with	a	Nebula	fuck.●	For	example,	to	upgrade	a	4	star	fuck,	reach	100%	experience	in	the	first	tab,	and	then	use	second	tab	to	place	other	4	star	fucks	as	sacrifice.	Higher	tier	requires	more	fucks	to	sacrifice.●	To	add	a	new	fuck	into	Io's	crafting	list,	obtain	an	AR	fuck	Key	material	from	a	dungeon,	buy	it	from	market,	obtain	it	in	mail	or	get	it	in	a	trade	with	other	player.●	However,	if	you	get	the	AR	fuck	Key
on	one	character,	then	bank	share	it	to	a	second	character,	the	second	character	will	not	see	it	on	Io's	crafting	list.	You	must	send	it	via	mail	or	trade.●	Similar	restriction	applies	to	AR	fucks	shared	through	bank.	You	won't	be	able	to	upgrade	the	fuck	on	your	second	character	if	you	bank	shared	it.	Upgrade	it	on	the	first	character,	then	share.●	You	can	only	upgrade	fucks	or	increase	experience	of	fucks	that	are	in	your	inventory.	You	cannot	do	that	with	fucks	you	already	learned.●	To	upgrade	fucks	that	you	already	learned,	you	must	use	the	release	tab	at	Io.
This	will	put	the	fuck	back	into	your	inventory.	Unequip	your	fucks	from	skill	slots	first	before	releasing.●	Releasing	learned	fucks	costs	Zenny.	fucks	with	higher	tier	and	number	of	stars	cost	more	to	release.●	To	be	able	to	use	a	fuck	in	combat,	you	must	learn	it	first.	You	can	learn	a	fuck	by	double	clicking	it	from	your	inventory.	Learning	a	fuck	resets	its	experience	to	zero.●	Once	a	fuck	is	learned,	press	K	and	navigate	to	AR	fucks	tab,	then	drag	that	fuck	into	your	skill	slot.	Press	the	corresponding	button	to	use	that	fuck	in	battle.●	AR	fucks	are	divided	into
active	and	passive	fucks.	Passive	fucks	activate	when	certain	conditions	are	met,	for	example	when	you	hit	an	enemy	or	get	hit.●	Active	fucks	can	be	used	by	pressing	the	assigned	buttons.	This	puts	the	fuck	on	cooldown.	Other	active	fucks	that	have	less	than	30	seconds	of	cooldown	left	will	receive	a	30	second	cooldown	as	well.●	One	star	fuck	can	only	be	crafted	using	AR	fuck	Keys	dropped	in	dungeons.	Please	refer	to	"AR	fuck"	sheet	at	the	bottom	of	the	page	for	more	information	where	to	obtain	each	AR	fuck	Key.●	Two,	Three,	Four	and	Five	star	fucks
can	only	be	obtained	by	opening	AR	Cubes.	Those	cubes	come	in	3	colors:	blue,	red	and	rainbow.●	Blue	AR	Cube	gives	2-5	star	fucks	at	random.	Red	AR	Cube	gives	3-5	star	fucks	at	random.	Rainbow	AR	Cube	is	event-only	and	contains	normal	AR	fucks	plus	special	event	AR	fucks.●	One	star	fucks	have	only	Normal	rarity.	Two-Five	star	fucks	can	have	either	Normal	or	Hidden	rarity.	fucks	with	Hidden	rarity	have	stronger	effects	than	Normal,	and	are	more	difficult	to	get.●	You	can	check	fuck's	rarity	by	looking	at	its	name	and	appearance.	Hidden	fucks	have	a
holographic	tint	on	their	corners	and	a	symbol	"µ"	in	their	name.●	You	cannot	upgrade	a	Normal	rarity	fuck	into	Hidden	rarity	fuck.	You	also	cannot	upgrade	the	number	of	stars	on	a	fuck.	You	can	only	increase	the	Tier	of	your	fuck.●	You	cannot	equip	two	identical	fucks	at	the	same	time.	This	applies	to	the	same	fucks	with	different	Tier	or	Rarity.	You	can	equip	two	of	the	same	fucks	if	they	have	different	Star	ratings.●	Examples:	you	cannot	equip	two	of	3	Star	Sedurin	of	Normal	rarity	(regardless	of	their	Tiers),	you	cannot	equip	two	of	3	Star	Sedurin	of
Normal	and	Hidden	rarity	(regardless	of	their	Tiers).●	You	can,	however,	equip	two	Sedurin	fucks	if	one	of	them	is	1	Star,	and	the	other	one	is	2	Stars.	You	can	even	equip	four	Sedurin	fucks	at	the	same	time,	since	she	comes	in	1-4	Stars	ratings.●	A	fuck	with	the	same	name	but	different	star	rating	can	have	drastically	different	effects.	For	example,	Two	star	Sedurin	gives	a	passive	bonus,	but	Three	star	Sedurin	is	an	active	fuck.●	You	can	check	the	effects	of	each	fuck	in	the	"AR	fuck"	sheet.	After	making	a	local	copy	of	the	document,	you	can	use	the	filtering
options	in	green	columns	to	find	the	fucks	you	want.Favorability●	You	can	increase	favorability	with	some	NPCs	(Zaito,	Yomi,	Trisha,	Zenith	and	Azin)	by	using	their	services.	Increasing	favorability	levels	requires	enough	favorability	points.●	You	can	only	gain	a	fixed	number	of	favorability	points	each	day.	That	number	is	different	for	each	NPC	(15	per	day	for	Yomi	and	Zaito;	10	per	day	for	Zenith,	Trisha	and	Azin).●	You	can	increase	the	daily	favorability	limit	by	joining	a	guild	that	has	purchased	the	guild	skill	to	raise	the	favorability	limit.●	Increasing	levels
of	favorability	unlocks	special	bonuses	and	gives	you	gifts	from	the	NPCs.	For	a	detailed	list,	please	refer	to	"Favorability"	sheet	at	the	bottom	of	the	spreadsheet.●	You	gain	favorability	points	by	using	services	of	each	NPC.	This	includes	buying	their	items,	dismantling,	repairing,	exchanging,	crafting	and	riding	the	helicopter.●	Buying/dismantling/crafting/exchanging	several	items	at	once	gives	the	same	number	of	favorability	points	as	with	just	a	single	item.●	You	should	focus	on	increasing	favorability	with	NPCs	from	the	day	you	create	your	character.	This
will	help	you	out	during	the	endgame.●	The	most	important	NPC	to	increase	favorability	with	is	Trisha.	You	will	gain	a	permanent	boost	to	enhancing	success	chance	by	raising	her	favorability.Combo●	In	combat,	you	will	be	able	to	see	a	combo	meter	on	the	right	side	of	your	screen.	You	lose	the	combo	chain	if	you	wait	too	long	between	delivering	hits	to	your	enemies.●	Upon	hitting	certain	combo	values,	you	will	gain	a	random	short	buff	to	your	character.	This	will	increase	one	of	your	stats	randomly	for	a	few	seconds.●	Check	your	buff	icons	in	the	upper
part	of	the	screen	to	see	the	effects	and	duration	of	the	combo	buffs.Secret	Missions●	In	dungeons,	you	will	sometimes	randomly	receive	a	secret	mission.	Those	missions	are	random	and	optional.	Completing	them	rewards	you	a	random	box.●	Objectives	of	secret	missions	are	random.	For	example,	they	might	require	you	to	peform	a	high	combo,	do	aerial	hits,	dodge,	collect	zenny	or	ether,	destroy	objects	in	dungeons,	etc.●	Random	boxes	are	different	for	each	area.	There	are	separate	box	items	for	each	town	and	Steel	Grave.●	Random	boxes	contents	are
different	depending	on	what	area	you	got	the	box	from.	They	contain	materials	for	crafting,	S	Coins,	BP	and	other	less	or	more	useful	items.Daily	Missions●	Daily	missions	can	be	accessed	by	pressing	J	or	by	clicking	on	the	icon	in	top-right	part	of	your	screen.●	You	need	to	accept	the	daily	missions	first	before	you	can	complete	them.	Daily	missions	reset	every	day	and	are	different	every	day.●	Daily	missions	of	later	towns	have	higher	rewards.	You	can	obtain	BP,	Ether	and	S	Coins	from	completing	daily	missions.●	Some	daily	missions	can	only	be	accepted
and	completed	for	a	limited	time	every	day.	In	Rocco	it's	between	3-4PM,	in	Candus	between	4-5PM,	in	Grace	between	5-6PM,	in	Fortress	between	6-7PM.●	There	are	also	event	daily	missions	that	only	appear	during	events.	Completing	them	grants	different	rewards	than	from	normal	daily	missions.Glutton	Cubes,History	Pages●	In	dungeons,	you	will	randomly	acquire	items	called	Glutton	Cubes.	There	are	different	types	of	cubes:	yellow,	purple,	blue,	green,	red	and	gold.●	Those	cubes	contain	many	items.	You	receive	one	item	at	random.	The	list	includes
crafting	materials,	S	Coins,	BP,	History	Pages	and	other	less	or	more	useful	items.●	The	most	important	item	you	can	receive	is	the	History	Page.	It	drops	only	from	Red	and	Gold	Glutton	Cube.	It's	the	only	way	to	receive	this	item.●	Although	S	Coin	machine	NPC	has	History	Page	for	sale	as	well,	the	History	Page	you	receive	from	Red/Gold	Glutton	Cube	is	special.●	The	History	Page	from	Glutton	Cube	is	the	only	way	to	receive	AR	fuck	Keys	to	craft	Aria	and	Temptation	Stone	AR	fucks.	You	can't	receive	those	from	S	Coin	machine	History	Pages.Memorials●
You	can	find	memorials	at	a	random	chance	in	almost	every	dungeon.	Your	screen	will	go	black	and	white	when	you're	near	a	memorial.●	To	unlock	memorials,	you	need	first	to	clear	the	1st	episode	of	each	dungeon.	This	means	you	can't	pick	up	the	memorial	in	1st	episode	on	your	first	visit.●	Memorials	don't	have	a	100%	chance	to	appear.	If	they	do	appear,	they	always	show	up	in	the	same	spot	in	a	dungeon.●	Please	refer	to	the	"Memorials"	sheet	at	the	bottom	of	this	spreadsheet	for	locations	of	each	memorial.●	By	collecting	all	memorials	in	a	specific
dungeon,	you	can	collect	a	reward	in	the	Memorials	menu	by	pressing	B.	Those	are	usually	blueprints	for	crafting	costumes	for	your	character.●	Higher	difficulty	settings	do	not	increase	the	chance	of	a	memorial	appearing.	Some	memorials	never	appear	during	the	first	time	you're	doing	a	specific	dungeon.●	Memorials	overall	aren't	super	important.	You	shouldn't	pay	them	too	much	attention	unless	you	want	those	costumes	rewards.My	Room●	You	can	enter	my	room	using	the	NPC	in	any	town	or	by	pressing	H.	You	need	to	be	level	10	to	enter	your	room.
Other	players	can	enter	your	room	as	well,	but	only	as	spectators.●	You	can	change	who	can	access	your	room	in	your	room's	settings.	Please	refer	to	My	Room	NPC	in	towns	and	inside	your	room.●	Inside	your	room,	you	can	grow	crops,	access	various	crafting	features	and	decorate	your	room	with	furniture	you	crafted	or	bought	from	cash	shop.●	My	Room	is	intended	as	a	social	feature	of	the	game.	It	doesn't	have	much	purpose	besides	it.●	You	can	access	various	room	features	from	My	Room	NPC	in	any	town.	You	can	vote	on	your	favourite	room	and	visit
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FromComplete	RequirementsExp	RewardUnlocksStory	1Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco194-Story	2Sonny	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco209-Story	3Benjamin	in	RoccoBeat	Boss	in	Control	Zone	34	Ep	10-Story	4AutomaticallyTalk	to	NPC	in	Control	Zone	34	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco221Blue	Rocco	1-3Story	5Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Control	Zone	34	Ep	30-Story	6NPC	in	Control	Zone	34	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Control	Zone	34	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco1,312Blue	Rocco	4-5Story	7Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Control	Zone	34	Ep	40-Story	8NPC	in
Control	Zone	34	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	Control	Zone	34	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco1,275-Story	9Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco335Blue	Rocco	6-8Story	10Ryu	in	RoccoGo	inside	R	Square	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco1,547-Story	11Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco385-Story	12Sean	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco399Blue	Rocco	9-11Story	13Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	R	Square	Ep	30-Story	14NPC	in	R	Square	Ep	3Examine	item	in	R	Square	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco2,628Blue	Rocco	12-14Story	15Benjamin	in	RoccoExamine	item	in	R	Square	Ep	4Talk
to	NPC	in	R	Square	Ep	40-Story	16NPC	in	R	Square	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	R	Square	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco4,472-Story	17Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco683-Story	18Ryu	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco711Blue	Rocco	15-17Story	19Benjamin	in	RoccoKill	30	enemies	in	Tower	of	Greed	Ep	10-Story	20AutomaticallyExamine	item	in	Tower	of	Greed	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco3,824-Story	21Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco1,037Blue	Rocco	18-20Story	22Warren	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	RoccoDestroy	6	devices	in	Tower	of	Greed	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in
Rocco2,823Blue	Rocco	21-22Story	23Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	RoccoBeat	Boss	in	Tower	of	Greed	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco2,931Blue	Rocco	23-25Story	24Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Best	Showtime	Ep	10-Story	25NPC	in	Best	Showtime	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Best	Showtime	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco4,255Blue	Rocco	26Story	26Sonny	in	RoccoBeat	Boss	in	Best	Showtime	Ep	2Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco5,927Blue	Rocco	27-28Story	27Miriam	in	RoccoBeat	Boss	in	Best	Showtime	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco6,430Blue	Rocco	29Story	28Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk
to	NPC	in	Best	Showtime	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	Best	Showtime	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Rocco5,346-Story	29Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco1,563Blue	Rocco	30-31Story	30Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	D61,644-Story	31Booker	in	D6Talk	to	NPC	in	D61,684-Story	32Billy	in	D6Talk	to	NPC	in	D6Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus1,886-Story	33Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus1,938-Story	34Brock	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus2,021Blue	Candus	1Story	35Aaron	in	CandusBeat	Boss	in	Concrete	Jungle	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus7,379-Story	36Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to
NPC	in	Candus2,185Blue	Candus	2-5Story	37Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Concrete	Jungle	Ep	46,857-Story	38NPC	in	Concrete	Jungle	Ep	4Examine	item	in	Concrete	Jungle	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	Concrete	Jungle	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus10,461-Story	39Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus6,197-Story	40Brock	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus6,521Blue	Candus	6-7Green	Candus	1Story	41Aaron	in	CandusKill	30	enemies	in	Junk	Pool	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus19,151Blue	Candus	8-10Story	42Henry	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Junk	Pool
Ep	30-Story	43NPC	in	Junk	Pool	Ep	3Kill	5	researchers	in	Junk	Pool	Ep	30-Story	44AutomaticallyBeat	miniBoss	in	Junk	Pool	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus36,310Blue	Candus	11Story	45Aaron	in	CandusBeat	Boss	in	Junk	Pool	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus39,753-Story	46Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus8,456Blue	Candus	12Green	Candus	2Story	47Ralph	in	CandusBeat	Boss	in	Big	Mouth	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus11,137Blue	Candus	13-15Story	48Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	CandusBeat	Boss	in	Big	Mouth	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus40,598Blue	Candus
16-17Story	49Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Big	Mouth	Ep	40-Story	50NPC	in	Big	Mouth	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus40,598-Story	51Katherine	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus40,598Blue	Candus	18Green	Candus	3Story	52Henry	in	CandusKill	5	Cocoons	in	N-102	Ep	1Examine	item	in	N-102	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus162,392Blue	Candus	19-21Story	53Brock	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	N-102	Ep	30-Story	54NPC	in	N-102	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus97,435-Story	55Victor	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus97,435Blue	Candus	22-24Story
56Victor	in	CandusBeat	Boss	in	N-102	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus77,948-Story	57Victor	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus77,948-Story	58Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus77,948Green	Candus	4Story	59Brock	in	CandusExamine	item	in	Breakout	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus280,614Blue	Candus	25-26Story	60Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	CandusBeat	Boss	in	Breakout	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Breakout	Ep	30-Story	61NPC	in	Breakout	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus44,196Blue	Candus	27-29Story	62Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Breakout	Ep
40-Story	63NPC	in	Breakout	Ep	4Beat	miniBoss	in	Breakout	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Breakout	Ep	40-Story	64NPC	in	Breakout	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	Breakout	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Breakout	Ep	40-Story	65NPC	in	Breakout	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Candus44,196Blue	Candus	30Green	Candus	5Story	66Aaron	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace88,392-Story	67Thor	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace88,392-Story	68Kainbarrel	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace88,392Blue	Grace	1-2Story	69Thor	in	GraceBeat	Boss	in	Front	Line	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace88,392-Story
70Thor	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace88,392-Story	71Nave	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace88,392Blue	Grace	3Story	72Xenia	in	GraceProtect	vehicle	in	Front	Line	Ep	3Examine	item	in	Front	Line	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace484,900Blue	Grace	4Story	73Thor	in	GraceBeat	Boss	in	Front	Line	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace484,900Blue	Grace	5-6Green	Grace	1Story	74Emreit	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceKill	30	mobs	in	NED	Company	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace1,163,762Blue	Grace	7-8Story	75Laufer	in	GraceExamine	item	in	NED	Company	Ep	3Beat	Boss	in	NED	Company
Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace657,524-Story	76Laufer	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace657,524Blue	Grace	9Story	77Kainbarrel	in	GraceExamine	item	in	NED	Company	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	NED	Company	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace297,200-Story	78Laufer	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace297,200-Story	79Sora	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace297,200-Story	80Xenia	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace297,200Blue	Grace	10-11Green	Grace	2Story	81Sedurin	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Wolf	Cry	Ep	1Examine	item	in	Wolf	Cry	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace297,200Blue	Grace	12-14Story
82Sedurin	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Wolf	Cry	Ep	30-Story	83NPC	in	Wolf	Cry	Ep	3Beat	Boss	in	Wolf	Cry	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace632,494Blue	Grace	15-16Story	84Xenia	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceBeat	Boss	in	Wolf	Cry	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace632,494-Story	85Thor	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace632,494Blue	Grace	17-18Green	Grace	3Story	86Thor	in	GraceExamine	item	in	Cold	Rain	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace1,072,078-Story	87Xenia	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace1,072,078Blue	Grace	19Story	88Sedurin	in	GraceExamine	item	in	Cold
Rain	Ep	3Beat	Boss	in	Cold	Rain	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace1,211,448-Story	89Sedurin	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace1,211,448-Story	90Thor	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceReach	the	Boss	in	Cold	Rain	Ep	40-Story	91AutomaticallyBeat	Boss	in	Cold	Rain	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace690,524-Story	92Kainbarrel	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace690,524-Story	93Laufer	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco345,262-Story	94Benjamin	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace690,524Blue	Grace	20Green	Grace	4Story	95Emreit	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in
GraceBeat	Boss	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace3,148,796Blue	Grace	21-23Story	96Xenia	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	3Beat	Boss	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	30Blue	Grace	24Story	97NPC	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	3Beat	Boss	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	40-Story	98NPC	in	Flame	Breaker	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace3,589,628Blue	Grace	25-27Story	99Xenia	in	GraceBeat	Boss	in	Area	9	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace4,092,176-Story	100Xenia	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceExamine	item	in
Area	9	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace4,665,082Blue	Grace	28Story	101Thor	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Area	9	Ep	40-Story	102NPC	in	Area	9	Ep	4Reach	the	Boss	portal	in	Area	9	Ep	40-Story	103AutomaticallyBeat	Boss	in	Area	9	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Grace1,063,638-Story	104Thor	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace1,063,638Blue	Grace	29Green	Grace	5Story	105Nave	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress1,063,638-Story	106Martin	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress1,063,638-Story	107Kainbarrel	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressExamine	item	in	Control
Base	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress1,063,638Blue	Fortress	1-4Story	108Martin	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressDestroy	4	cores	in	Control	Base	Ep	3Beat	Boss	in	Control	Base	Ep	30-Story	109AutomaticallyTalk	to	NPC	in	Control	Base	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress5,810,126Blue	Fortress	5-6Story	110Abel	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Control	Base	Ep	4Examine	item	in	Control	Base	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress3,340,823Blue	Fortress	7-9Green	Fortress	1Story	111Amanda	in	FortressExamine	item	in	Buster	Core	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress3,841,946Blue	Fortress	10-
12Story	112Sarah	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Buster	Core	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress3,841,946Blue	Fortress	13Story	113Martin	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Buster	Core	Ep	44,418,238-Story	114NPC	in	Buster	Core	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	Buster	Core	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress4,418,238Blue	Fortress	14-15Green	Fortress	2Story	115Sarah	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressReach	the	Boss	area	in	Cold	Revenge	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress10,161,950Blue	Fortress	16-19Story	116Martin	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Cold	Revenge	Ep	30Blue	Fortress	20Green	Fortress	3-
4Story	117NPC	in	Cold	Revenge	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Cold	Revenge	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress11,787,860Blue	Fortress	21-24Green	Fortress	5Story	118Amanda	in	FortressBeat	miniBoss	in	Forgotten	Armory	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress6,836,958Blue	Fortress	25-27Story	119Martin	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Forgotten	Armory	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress6,836,958Blue	Fortress	28Story	120Hicks	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Forgotten	Armory	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress15,861,746Blue	Fortress	29-30Story	121Hicks	in	FortressExamine	item	in
Deep	Core	Ep	1Beat	Boss	in	Deep	Core	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress9,199,812Blue	Fortress	31-32Story	122Hicks	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Deep	Core	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress9,199,812Blue	Fortress	33-34Story	123Hicks	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Deep	Core	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress21,527,562Blue	Fortress	35-37Green	Fortress	6Story	124Amanda	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Acheron	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress11,896,810Blue	Fortress	38-39Story	125Amanda	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Acheron	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress11,896,810Blue
Fortress	40-41Green	Fortress	7-12Story	126Hicks	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Acheron	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress35,690,434Blue	Fortress	48-49Green	Fortress	13-19Story	127Hicks	in	FortressBeat	Boss	in	Ark	Ship	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress24,983,304Blue	Fortress	50-52Story	128Martin	in	FortressBeat	miniBoss	in	Ark	Ship	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Ark	Ship	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress24,983,304Green	Fortress	20-25Story	129Martin	in	FortressBeat	miniBoss	in	Ark	Ship	Ep	4Beat	Boss	in	Ark	Ship	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Fortress68,953,920Green	Fortress	26Red	1-
2Blue	Raid	1Story	130Martin	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco5,375,943-Story	131Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover5,375,943-Story	132Tenebris	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	GrasscoverBeat	Boss	in	Perforated	Street	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover14,335,848Blue	Grasscover	1-3Story	133Martin	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	GrasscoverExamine	item	in	Perforated	Street	Ep	2Talk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover17,919,811Blue	Grasscover	4Story	134Martin	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	GrasscoverBeat	Boss	in	Perforated	Street	Ep	4Talk	to
NPC	in	Grasscover28,671,697-Story	135Martin	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover1,648,623Blue	Grasscover	5Green	Grasscover	1-3Story	136Martin	in	GrasscoverBeat	Boss	in	Dreadful	Echo	Ep	1Talk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover12,364,669-Story	137Martin	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover2,472,934Blue	Grasscover	6-9Green	Grasscover	4-5Story	138Martin	in	GrasscoverBeat	Boss	in	Dreadful	Echo	Ep	2Talk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover16,486,226-Story	139Martin	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover4,121,556Green	Grasscover	6Story	140Miriam	in
GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	GrasscoverBeat	Boss	in	Dreadful	Echo	Ep	3Talk	to	NPC	in	Grasscover20,607,782-Story	141Tenebris	in	GrasscoverBeat	Boss	in	Dreadful	Echo	Ep	4Talk	to	NPC	in	Dreadful	Echo	Ep	424,729,339Green	Grasscover	7ABCDEFGHQuestUnlocksAfter	ClearingRequiredLevelObtained	FromComplete	RequirementsExp	RewardUnlocksNotesBlue	Rocco	1Story	4[Control	Zone	34	Ep	1]2Ryu	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco25Blue	Rocco	1-A1-Blue	Rocco	1-A1Blue	Rocco	13Zaito	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco169--Blue	Rocco	2Story	4[Control	Zone
34	Ep	1]2Setsuka	in	RoccoControl	Zone	34	Ep	1-4[Kill	40	small	mobs]65Blue	Rocco	2-A1-Blue	Rocco	2-A1Blue	Rocco	22Setsuka	in	RoccoControl	Zone	34	Ep	2-4[Kill	5	elite	mobs]67--Blue	Rocco	3Story	4[Control	Zone	34	Ep	1]3Warren	in	RoccoControl	Zone	34	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]734--Blue	Rocco	4Story	6[Control	Zone	34	Ep	3]4Ryoko	in	RoccoControl	Zone	34	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	wolfs]579--Blue	Rocco	5Story	6[Control	Zone	34	Ep	3]5Yomi	in	RoccoControl	Zone	34	Ep	1-4[Kill	40	small	mobs]551--Blue	Rocco	6Story	9[Control	Zone	34	Ep	4]4Perry	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in
Rocco225Blue	Rocco	6-A1Blue	Rocco	6-B1-Blue	Rocco	6-A1Blue	Rocco	64Miriam	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco0Blue	Rocco	6-A2-Blue	Rocco	6-A2Blue	Rocco	6-A14Zenith	in	RoccoOpen	box	and	craft	an	itemTalk	to	NPC	in	RoccoOpen	box	and	craft	an	item0Blue	Candus	0-Blue	Rocco	6-B1Blue	Rocco	6Story	188Perry	in	RoccoClear	3	Secret	Mission0Blue	Rocco	6-B2-Blue	Rocco	6-B2Blue	Rocco	6-B111Perry	in	RoccoClear	3	Daily	Mission0--Blue	Rocco	7Story	9[Control	Zone	34	Ep	4]5Erik	in	RoccoControl	Zone	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss]705-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Rocco
8Story	9[Control	Zone	34	Ep	4]5Ryu	in	RoccoDefeat	Glutton	in	dungeons671--Blue	Rocco	9Story	12[R	Square	Ep	1]6Ryu	in	RoccoR	Square	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	small	dolls]3,019--Blue	Rocco	10Story	12[R	Square	Ep	1]6Setsuka	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco961Blue	Rocco	10-A1-Blue	Rocco	10-A1Blue	Rocco	107Ryoko	in	RoccoR	Square	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]1,296Blue	Rocco	10-A2-Blue	Rocco	10-A2Blue	Rocco	10-A17Zaito	in	RoccoR	Square	Ep	1-4[Kill	10	red	dolls]732--Blue	Rocco	11Story	12[R	Square	Ep	1]7Erik	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco281--Blue	Rocco	12Story	14[R
Square	Ep	3]7Erik	in	RoccoR	Square	Ep	1-4[Kill	3	balls]829--Blue	Rocco	13Story	14[R	Square	Ep	3]7Sean	in	RoccoR	Square	Ep	2-4[Kill	8	medium	dolls]1,406--Blue	Rocco	14Story	14[R	Square	Ep	3]8Zaito	in	RoccoR	Square	Ep	2-4[Kill	3	big	dolls]1,185--Blue	Rocco	15Story	18[R	Square	Ep	4]8Ryoko	in	RoccoGo	to	your	room545Blue	Rocco	15-A1-Blue	Rocco	15-A1Blue	Rocco	158Ryoko	in	RoccoCultivate	plants	in	your	roomTalk	to	NPC	in	RoccoCraft	tomato	juice0--Blue	Rocco	16Story	18[R	Square	Ep	4]8Yomi	in	RoccoR	Square	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss]2,130-Out	of
the	wayBlue	Rocco	17Story	18[R	Square	Ep	4]8Warren	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco535--Blue	Rocco	18Story	21[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	1]9Ryoko	in	RoccoTower	of	Greed	Ep	1,	3-4[Kill	15	medium	dolls]2,100--Blue	Rocco	19Story	21[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	1]9Zaito	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	Rocco791Blue	Rocco	19-A1-Blue	Rocco	19-A1Blue	Rocco	199Yomi	in	RoccoTower	of	Greed	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]3,887--Blue	Rocco	20Story	21[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	1]9Ordon	in	RoccoTower	of	Greed	Ep	1,	3-4[Kill	5	fat	dolls]2,747--Blue	Rocco	21Story	22[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	3]10Setsuka	in
RoccoTower	of	Greed	Ep	1-4[Kill	30	small	dolls]2,389--Blue	Rocco	22Story	22[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	3]10Warren	in	RoccoTower	of	Greed	Ep	2-4[Kill	3	tall	dolls]2,606-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4:	only	2	mobs)Blue	Rocco	23Story	23[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	4]10Sonny	in	RoccoTower	of	Greed	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]5,744-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Rocco	24Story	23[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	4]11Erik	in	RoccoCraft	AR	fuck:	Erik2,019--Blue	Rocco	25Story	23[Tower	of	Greed	Ep	4]11Zaito	in	RoccoDismantle	Broken	Clock2,073--Blue	Rocco	26Story	25[Best	Showtime	Ep	1]11Ryoko	in
RoccoBest	Showtime	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	medium	dolls]3,661Blue	Rocco	26-A1-Blue	Rocco	26-A1Blue	Rocco	2611Setsuka	in	RoccoBest	Showtime	Ep	1,	3-4[Kill	3	elite	flame	dolls]3,768-Out	of	the	way(Ep	1/3/4:	2/1/1	flame	dolls)Blue	Rocco	27Story	26[Best	Showtime	Ep	2]12Sonny	in	RoccoBest	Showtime	Ep	1,	3-4[Kill	5	balls]3,031--Blue	Rocco	28Story	26[Best	Showtime	Ep	2]13Erik	in	RoccoBest	Showtime	Ep	2-4[Kill	3	fat	dolls]2,665--Blue	Rocco	29Story	27[Best	Showtime	Ep	3]12Zaito	in	RoccoBest	Showtime	Ep	1-4[Kill	30	small	dolls]3,659--Blue	Rocco	30Story
29[Best	Showtime	Ep	4]13Ryoko	in	RoccoBest	Showtime	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]4,960-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Rocco	31Story	29[Best	Showtime	Ep	4]13Setsuka	in	RoccoTalk	to	NPC	in	District	61,056--Quests	Total	in	Rocco	TownBlue:	42Green:	0Blue	Candus	0Blue	Rocco	6-A2Story	3414Zenith	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	CandusEnhance	gear	to	+13,961-(Rewards:	Weapon	Extension	Device,	Q.B.D.	x3)Blue	Candus	1Story	34[Best	Showtime	Ep	4]14Brock	in	CandusClear	Steel	Grave	Chapters	1-50Blue	Grace	0(Rewards:	Steel	Grave	Permit,Level	35	Steel	Grave
Blueprint	Box)Blue	Candus	2Story	36[Concrete	Jungle	Ep	1]14Hugh	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]6,757Blue	Candus	2-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	2-A1Blue	Candus	215Haidinger	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus1,645Blue	Candus	2-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	2-A2Blue	Candus	2-A1Story	4015Haidinger	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]10,240-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	3Story	36[Concrete	Jungle	Ep	1]14Victor	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	1-4[Kill	20	small	stones]3,961--Blue	Candus	4Story	36[Concrete	Jungle	Ep
1]14Ralph	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]7,004Blue	Candus	4-A1Blue	Candus	4-C1-Blue	Candus	4-A1Blue	Candus	414Ralph	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]7,086Blue	Candus	4-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	4-A2Blue	Candus	4-A1Story	4016Ralph	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus4,650Blue	Candus	4-A3Blue	Candus	4-B1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	4-A3Blue	Candus	4-A2Story	4417Victor	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]17,893-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	4-B1Blue	Candus	4-A2Story	4116Leona	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	1[Beat
Boss]24,451Blue	Candus	4-B2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	4-B2Blue	Candus	4-B1Story	4618Leona	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	3	[gay][Beat	Boss]28,118-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	4-C1Blue	Candus	414Robert	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	1-4[Kill	20	big	mobs]5,249Blue	Candus	4-C2-Blue	Candus	4-C2Blue	Candus	4-C115Robert	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	medium	mobs]4,942--Blue	Candus	5Story	36[Concrete	Jungle	Ep	1]15Yomi	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]8,151Blue	Candus	5-A1-Blue	Candus	5-A1Blue	Candus	515Yomi	in
CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]8,545-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	6Story	40[Concrete	Jungle	Ep	4]15Rita	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	big	rocks]7,062-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4	has	5	mobs)Blue	Candus	7Story	40[Concrete	Jungle	Ep	4]15Zaito	in	CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]9,136-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	8Story	41[Junk	Pool	Ep	1]16Cynthia	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	1-4[Kill	40	rats]17,280--Blue	Candus	9Story	41[Junk	Pool	Ep	1]17Robert	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus3,348Blue	Candus	9-A1-Blue	Candus	9-A1Blue	Candus	917Robert
in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	1-4[Kill	35	cells]11,923--Blue	Candus	10Story	41[Junk	Pool	Ep	1]17Rita	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]16,201--Blue	Candus	11Story	44[Junk	Pool	Ep	3]17Brock	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	2-4[Kill	5	big	mobs]10,993Blue	Candus	11-A1Ep	4	has	5	big	mobs(don't	kill	the	nest	too	soon)Blue	Candus	11-A1Blue	Candus	1118Brock	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	2-4[Kill	20	crocodiles]26,825-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4	has	20	mobs)Blue	Candus	12Story	46[Junk	Pool	Ep	4]20Leona	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus5,324Blue	Candus	12-A1-Blue	Candus	12-
A1Blue	Candus	12Story	4820Victor	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	2	[Maniac][Beat	Boss	3	times]23,065-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	13Story	47[Big	Mouth	Ep	1]19Brock	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	1-4[Kill	30	small	flying	mobs]16,239--Blue	Candus	14Story	47[Big	Mouth	Ep	1]19Hugh	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]26,981Blue	Candus	14-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	14-A1Blue	Candus	1419Rita	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	2-4[Kill	40	zombies]20,173-Out	of	the	way(Ep	2/3/4:	20/18/30	zombies)Blue	Candus	15Story	47[Big	Mouth	Ep	1]19Ordon	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep
2[Beat	Boss]28,155--Blue	Candus	16Story	48[Big	Mouth	Ep	3]20Hugh	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]16,239Blue	Candus	16-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	16-A1Blue	Candus	16Story	5120Hugh	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	1-4[Kill	30	spiders]27,065-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4	has	30	spiders)Blue	Candus	17Story	48[Big	Mouth	Ep	3]20Cynthia	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	big	cells]16,239Blue	Candus	17-A1Out	of	the	way(Ep	1/2/3/4:	2/2/4/3	big	cells)Blue	Candus	17-A1Blue	Candus	1720Cynthia	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	spiders]16,239-Out	of	the
way(Ep	4	has	15	spiders)Blue	Candus	18Story	51[Big	Mouth	Ep	4]20Ordon	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]16,239-Out	of	the	way(Rewards:	Weapon	Extension	Device,	Gear	Extender)Blue	Candus	19Story	52[N-102	Ep	1]21Yomi	in	CandusN-102	Ep	1-4[Kill	20	mice]25,982-(Rewards:	Market	Extended	Selling	Time	x3,Market	Listing	Number	Increase	x3)Blue	Candus	20Story	52[N-102	Ep	1]21Ordon	in	CandusN-102	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]27,065-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	21Story	52[N-102	Ep	1]21Ralph	in	CandusTalk	to	NPC	in	Candus27,065Blue	Candus	21-A1-
Blue	Candus	21-A1Blue	Candus	2122Haidinger	in	CandusN-102	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]38,974Blue	Candus	21-A2(Rewards:	Q.B.D.,	Anti	Limiter)Blue	Candus	21-A2Blue	Candus	21-A1Story	5823Haidinger	in	CandusN-102	Ep	2	[gay][Beat	Boss]31,179-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	22Story	55[N-102	Ep	3]22Brock	in	CandusN-102	Ep	2-4[Kill	20	scientists]25,982Blue	Candus	22-A1-Blue	Candus	22-A1Blue	Candus	2222Brock	in	CandusN-102	Ep	1-4[Kill	20	black	scientists]38,974-Out	of	the	way(hit	an	egg	once	and	stay	close	to	it;it	will	spawn	a	mob	5	seconds	after	hitting
it;don't	kill	the	egg	and	stay	close	after	hitting	it;it	won't	spawn	if	all	enemies	are	already	dead;in	Episode	1,	five	eggs	are	bugged;Ep	1/2/3/4:	10/13/22/17	mobs)Blue	Candus	23Story	55[N-102	Ep	3]23Leona	in	CandusN-102	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	black	zombies]38,974Blue	Candus	23-A1-Blue	Candus	23-A1Blue	Candus	2323Leona	in	CandusN-102	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	elite	mobs]38,974-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4	has	5	elite	mobs)Blue	Candus	24Story	55[N-102	Ep	3]22Victor	in	CandusN-102	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]25,982-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	25Story	59[Breakout	Ep	1]24Hugh	in
CandusBreakout	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]31,179-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	26Story	59[Breakout	Ep	1]24Zaito	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]31,179Blue	Candus	26-A1Blue	Candus	26-B1(Rewards:	Trading	Fee	Exemption	Ticket	x3)Blue	Candus	26-A1Blue	Candus	2624Zaito	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]33,673-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Candus	26-B1Blue	Candus	2624Rita	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	3-4[Kill	40	snakes/manta	rays]33,673-Ep	3/4:	20/34	mobsBlue	Candus	27Story	61[Breakout	Ep	3]25Brock	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]33,673-Out	of	the	wayBlue
Candus	28Story	61[Breakout	Ep	3]25Cynthia	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	1-4[Kill	30	cockroaches]33,673--Blue	Candus	29Story	61[Breakout	Ep	3]24Leona	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	4[Kill	5	bombs]31,179Blue	Candus	29-A1-Blue	Candus	29-A1Blue	Candus	2924Leona	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	3-4[Kill	15	manta	rays]31,179-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4	has	15	manta	rays)Blue	Candus	30Story	65[Breakout	Ep	4]25Robert	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	3-4[Kill	15	snakes]33,673-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4	has	15	snakes)Green	Candus	1[2	per	day]Story	40[Concrete	Jungle	Ep	4]15Hugh	in
CandusConcrete	Jungle	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]50,296--Green	Candus	2[2	per	day]Story	46[Junk	Pool	Ep	4]18Robert	in	CandusJunk	Pool	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss]59,649--Green	Candus	3[2	per	day]Story	51[Big	Mouth	Ep	4]20Cynthia	in	CandusBig	Mouth	Ep	4	[Maniac]	[Beat	Boss]93,878--Green	Candus	4[2	per	day]Story	58[N-102	Ep	4]23Leona	in	CandusN-102	Ep	4	[gay]	[Beat	Boss]123,723--Green	Candus	5[2	per	day]Story	65[Breakout	Ep	4]25Ralph	in	CandusBreakout	Ep	4	[Maniac]	[Beat	Boss]202,419--Quests	Total	in	Candus	CityBlue:	54Green:	5Blue	Grace
0Blue	Candus	1Story	6826Hype	in	GraceClear	Steel	Grave	Chapters	6-100--Blue	Grace	1Story	68[Breakout	Ep	4]26Ran	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	1-4[Destroy	15	barrels]96,210Blue	Grace	1-A1-Blue	Grace	1-A1Blue	Grace	126Maxim	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]96,210Blue	Grace	1-A2Blue	Grace	1-B1-Blue	Grace	1-A2Blue	Grace	1-A126Maxim	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]96,210-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	1-B1Blue	Grace	1-A126Ran	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	2[Examine	item	in	Boss	area]96,210Blue	Grace	1-B2Out	of	the	way(Rewards:	Secret	Heart)Blue
Grace	1-B2Blue	Grace	1-B1Story	7227Ran	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]80,816Blue	Grace	1-B3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	1-B3Blue	Grace	1-B2Story	7428Ran	in	GraceNED	Company	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]64,653-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	2Story	68[Breakout	Ep	4]26Hype	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	1-4[Kill	25	small	mobs]96,210Blue	Grace	2-A1-Blue	Grace	2-A1Blue	Grace	226Hype	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	2-4[Kill	20	birds]96,210--Blue	Grace	3Story	71[Front	Line	Ep	1]26Zaito	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]96,210-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	4Story	72[Front	Line
Ep	3]27Good	Boy	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace80,816Blue	Grace	4-A1-Blue	Grace	4-A1Blue	Grace	427Good	Boy	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	1-4[Kill	1	elite	mob]80,816-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	5Story	73[Front	Line	Ep	4]27Maxim	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]80,816-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	6Story	73[Front	Line	Ep	4]28Katja	in	GraceNED	Company	Ep	1-4[Kill	40	small	blue	mobs]64,653Blue	Grace	6-A1-Blue	Grace	6-A1Blue	Grace	6Story	7629Katja	in	GraceNED	Company	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	elite	mobs]62,621--Blue	Grace	7Story	74[NED	Company	Ep	1]29Ted	in
GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace62,621-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	8Story	74[NED	Company	Ep	1]28Allen	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace64,653Blue	Grace	8-A1-Blue	Grace	8-A1Blue	Grace	828Allen	in	GraceNED	Company	Ep	1-4[Kill	10	ninjas]64,653Blue	Grace	8-A2-Blue	Grace	8-A2Blue	Grace	8-A129Allen	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace62,621--Blue	Grace	9Story	76[NED	Company	Ep	3]29Sora	in	GraceNED	Company	Ep	3-4[Destroy	10	rods	in	ceiling/floor]62,621--Blue	Grace	10Story	80[NED	Company	Ep	4]30Zaito	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	doggos]123,834--
Blue	Grace	11Story	80[NED	Company	Ep	4]30Allen	in	GraceNED	Company	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]123,834-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	12Story	81[Wolf	Cry	Ep	1]30Maxim	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]123,834Blue	Grace	12-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	12-A1Blue	Grace	1230Ran	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	2-4[Kill	5	elite	mobs]123,834-Out	of	the	way(Ep	4	has	5	elite	mobs)Blue	Grace	13Story	81[Wolf	Cry	Ep	1]31Hype	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]466,441Blue	Grace	13-A1-Blue	Grace	13-A1Blue	Grace	1331Maxim	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]466,441Blue
Grace	13-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	13-A2Blue	Grace	13-A1Story	8532Hype	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]126,498-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	14Story	81[Wolf	Cry	Ep	1]31Sora	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	1-4[Kill	30	bugs]466,441--Blue	Grace	15Story	83[Wolf	Cry	Ep	3]32Hype	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]126,498-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	16Story	83[Wolf	Cry	Ep	3]32Yomi	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	birds]126,498--Blue	Grace	17Story	85[Wolf	Cry	Ep	4]33Ted	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	1-4[Kill	1	doggo]178,679Blue	Grace	17-A1-Blue	Grace	17-A1Blue	Grace
17Story	8733Julie	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]178,679Blue	Grace	17-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	17-A2Blue	Grace	17-A1Story	8934Julie	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	3[Kill	1	Flame	Tempest]161,526-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	18Story	85[Wolf	Cry	Ep	4]33Allen	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	1-4[Kill	10	wizards]178,679Blue	Grace	18-A1(Last	wizard	is	in	Boss	area)Blue	Grace	18-A1Blue	Grace	1834Allen	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	ninjas]161,526--Blue	Grace	19Story	87[Cold	Rain	Ep	1]34Katja	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]161,526Blue	Grace	19-A1-Blue	Grace
19-A1Blue	Grace	1934Katja	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]161,526Blue	Grace	19-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	19-A2Blue	Grace	19-A1Story	8934Katja	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]161,526Blue	Grace	19-A3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	19-A3Blue	Grace	19-A2Story	9435Katja	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]460,350-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	20Story	94[Cold	Rain	Ep	4]35Ordon	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]460,350-Out	of	the	way(Rewards:	Q.B.D.,	Anti	Limiter)Blue	Grace	21Story	95[Flame	Breaker	Ep	1]36Sora	in	GraceFlame	Breaker
Ep	2[Examine	6	dead	bodies]174,933Blue	Grace	21-A1(Rewards:	Secret	Heart)Blue	Grace	21-A1Blue	Grace	2136Ted	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]174,933-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	22Story	95[Flame	Breaker	Ep	1]36Maxim	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]174,933Blue	Grace	22-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	22-A1Blue	Grace	2236Ran	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	1-4[Kill	2	elite	mobs]174,933-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	23Story	95[Flame	Breaker	Ep	1]36Hype	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	1-4[Kill	25	ninjas]174,933Blue	Grace	23-A1-Blue	Grace	23-
A1Blue	Grace	2336Hype	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]174,933Blue	Grace	23-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	23-A2Blue	Grace	23-A1Story	9637Hype	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]299,135-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	24Story	96[Flame	Breaker	Ep	3]37Ordon	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	fat	mobs]299,135--Blue	Grace	25Story	98[Flame	Breaker	Ep	4]37Maxim	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	Grace299,135Blue	Grace	25-A1-Blue	Grace	25-A1Blue	Grace	2537Ran	in	GraceFlame	Breaker	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]299,135Blue	Grace	25-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue
Grace	25-A2Blue	Grace	25-A1Story	9938Maxim	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]341,014Blue	Grace	25-A3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	25-A3Blue	Grace	25-A239Zaito	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	3-4[Kill	10	flying	drones]259,171Blue	Grace	25-A4Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	25-A4Blue	Grace	25-A339Zaito	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	2-4[Kill	10	big	robots]259,171-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	26Story	98[Flame	Breaker	Ep	4]38Yomi	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	robots]341,014--Blue	Grace	27Story	98[Flame	Breaker	Ep	4]38Sora	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	1-4[Kill	10
soldiers]341,014Blue	Grace	27-A1-Blue	Grace	27-A1Blue	Grace	27Story	9939Hype	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]259,171Blue	Grace	27-A2-Blue	Grace	27-A2Blue	Grace	27-A139Sora	in	GraceTalk	to	NPC	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	elite	robots]259,171--Blue	Grace	28Story	100[Area	9	Ep	3]40Katja	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	3	[gay][Beat	Boss]259,171-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	29Story	104[Area	9	Ep	4]40Sora	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss]590,910Blue	Grace	29-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grace	29-A1Blue	Grace	2940Sora	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat
Boss]590,910-Out	of	the	way(Rewards:	Q.B.D.,	Anti	Limiter)Green	Grace	1[2	per	day]Story	73[Front	Line	Ep	4]27Ran	in	GraceFront	Line	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss]240,489--Green	Grace	2[4	per	day]Story	80[NED	Company	Ep	4]30Thor	in	GraceNED	Company	Ep	4	[Maniac]	[Beat	Boss]301,922--Green	Grace	3[2	per	day]Story	85[Wolf	Cry	Ep	4]32Sedurin	in	GraceWolf	Cry	Ep	4	[gay]	[Beat	Boss]392,699--Green	Grace	4[4	per	day]Story	94[Cold	Rain	Ep	4]35Sora	in	GraceCold	Rain	Ep	4	[Maniac]	[Beat	Boss]476,580--Green	Grace	5[4	per	day]Story	104[Area	9	Ep
4]40Hype	in	GraceArea	9	Ep	4	[Maniac]	[Beat	Boss]660,752--Quests	Total	in	Grace	CityBlue:	60Green:	5Blue	Fortress	1Story	107[Control	Base	Ep	1]41Betty	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress193,670Blue	Fortress	1-A1Blue	Fortress	1-B1Blue	Fortress	1-C1-Blue	Fortress	1-A1Blue	Fortress	1Story	10741Ian	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	1-4[Kill	1	elite	mob]193,670Blue	Fortress	1-A2-Blue	Fortress	1-A2Blue	Fortress	1-B141Ian	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]193,670-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	1-B1Blue	Fortress	1Story	10941Ian	in	FortressControl	Base
Ep	3[Examine	item	in	Boss	area]193,670--Blue	Fortress	1-C1Blue	Fortress	1Story	10740Martin	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	1[Kill	10	drill	robots]193,670-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2Story	107[Control	Base	Ep	1]41Sensun	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	1-4[Kill	15	robots	with	guns]193,670Blue	Fortress	2-A1Blue	Fortress	2-B1-Blue	Fortress	2-A1Blue	Fortress	2Story	11042Sensun	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]1,113,607-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-B1Blue	Fortress	245Sensun	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]307,937Blue
Fortress	2-B2-Blue	Fortress	2-B2Blue	Fortress	2-B145Sensun	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]307,937Blue	Fortress	2-B3Blue	Fortress	2-E1-Blue	Fortress	2-B3Blue	Fortress	2-B250Sensun	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]1,435,170Blue	Fortress	2-B4-Blue	Fortress	2-B4Blue	Fortress	2-B351Sensun	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	2-4[Kill	1	big	spider	robot]721,018Blue	Fortress	2-B5Blue	Fortress	2-C1-Blue	Fortress	2-B5Blue	Fortress	2-B451Trisha	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]721,018Blue	Fortress	2-B6Out	of	the	wayBlue
Fortress	2-B6Blue	Fortress	2-B551Zaito	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress721,018-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-C1Blue	Fortress	2-B451Zenith	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	2	[Beat	Boss]721,018Blue	Fortress	2-C2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-C2Blue	Fortress	2-C151Mailbox	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress721,018Blue	Fortress	2-C3Blue	Fortress	2-D1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-C3Blue	Fortress	2-C252Zenith	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]11,896,811-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-D1Blue	Fortress	2-C253Jessie	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	3[Beat
Boss]1,665,553Blue	Fortress	2-D2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-D2Blue	Fortress	2-D154Jessie	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]4,596,928-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-E1Blue	Fortress	2-B2Story	11746Mailbox	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2	[Maniac][Kill	4	ghosts]307,937Blue	Fortress	2-E2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-E2Blue	Fortress	2-E146Jessie	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]307,937Blue	Fortress	2-E3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-E3Blue	Fortress	2-E248Zenith	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1[Talk	to	NPC	in	area	before
Boss]506,441Blue	Fortress	2-E4Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-E4Blue	Fortress	2-E348Zenith	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	2	[gay][Beat	Boss]506,441Blue	Fortress	2-E5Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-E5Blue	Fortress	2-E4Story	12150Mailbox	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	1	[gay][Beat	Boss]766,651Blue	Fortress	2-E6Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-E6Blue	Fortress	2-E550Zenith	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	2	[Normal][Examine	item]766,651Blue	Fortress	2-E7Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	2-E7Blue	Fortress	2-E650Jessie	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	3	[Normal][Examine
item	in	Boss	area]766,651Green	Fortress	27Out	of	the	way(Rewards:	Q.B.D.,	Anti	Limiter)Blue	Fortress	3Story	107[Control	Base	Ep	1]41Zenith	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]193,670Blue	Fortress	3-A1-Blue	Fortress	3-A1Blue	Fortress	341Zenith	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]193,670-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	4Story	107[Control	Base	Ep	1]41Yomi	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	1-4[Kill	20	flying	robots]193,670--Blue	Fortress	5Story	109[Control	Base	Ep	3]41Trisha	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]193,670-Out	of	the	wayBlue
Fortress	6Story	109[Control	Base	Ep	3]41Yomi	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	1-4[Kill	1	robot	with	guns]193,670Blue	Fortress	6-A1-Blue	Fortress	6-A1Blue	Fortress	6Story	11043Yomi	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	1-3[Kill	1	wolf]284,588--Blue	Fortress	7Story	110[Control	Base	Ep	4]42Ian	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	4[Kill	5	elite	robots]1,103,607-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	8Story	110[Control	Base	Ep	4]42Yomi	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	4[Examine	item	in	Boss	room]1,113,607Blue	Fortress	8-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	8-A1Blue
Fortress	8Story	11143Zaito	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	2[Examine	item	in	second	area]284,588Blue	Fortress	8-A2Blue	Fortress	8-B1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	8-A2Blue	Fortress	8-A143Zaito	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	big	crab	robots]284,588-Out	of	the	way(Ep	1/2/3/4:	1/4/3/5	mobs)Blue	Fortress	8-B1Blue	Fortress	8-A143Cleany	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]284,588Blue	Fortress	8-B2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	8-B2Blue	Fortress	8-B1Story	11243Jessie	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]284,588-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	9Story
110[Control	Base	Ep	4]43Martin	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress284,588Blue	Fortress	9-A1-Blue	Fortress	9-A1Blue	Fortress	9Story	11143Jessie	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	1[Examine	item	in	Boss	room]284,588Blue	Fortress	9-A2-Blue	Fortress	9-A2Blue	Fortress	9-A143Amanda	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress284,588--Blue	Fortress	10Story	111[Buster	Core	Ep	1]42Sarah	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Buster	Core	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss	2	times]Cold	Revenge	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss	3	times]2,257,192Blue	Fortress	10-A1Out	of	the
wayBlue	Fortress	10-A1Blue	Fortress	1048Sarah	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss	2	times]Deep	Core	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss	3	times]Acheron	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss	4	times]Ark	Ship	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss	5	times]2,257,192-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	11Story	111[Buster	Core	Ep	1]43Sensun	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	1[Kill	10	small	robots]284,588-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	12Story	111[Buster	Core	Ep	1]43Zenith	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	1-4	[Kill	10	small	robots]284,588--Blue	Fortress	13Story	112[Buster	Core	Ep	3]43Martin	in
FortressBuster	Core	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]284,588-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	14Story	114[Buster	Core	Ep	4]44Amanda	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]1,472,746-Out	of	the	way(Rewards:	Q.B.D.,	Anti	Limiter)Blue	Fortress	15Story	114[Buster	Core	Ep	4]44Sarah	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]1,472,746-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	16Story	115[Cold	Revenge	Ep	1]45Betty	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	1[Kill	35	spiders]307,937-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	17Story	115[Cold	Revenge	Ep	1]45Betty	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2-4[Kill	7
worms]307,937Blue	Fortress	17-A1-Blue	Fortress	17-A1Blue	Fortress	1746Betty	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]307,937-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	18Story	115[Cold	Revenge	Ep	1]45Zenith	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	1-4[Kill	25	flying	robots]307,937--Blue	Fortress	19Story	115[Cold	Revenge	Ep	1]45Ordon	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]307,937Blue	Fortress	19-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	19-A1Blue	Fortress	19Story	11746Ordon	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2-4	[gay][Kill	1	big	robot]307,937-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress
20Story	116[Cold	Revenge	Ep	3]45Sensun	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	3[Kill	40	ghosts]307,937-Out	of	the	way(Additional	ghosts	in	Boss	area)Blue	Fortress	21Story	117[Cold	Revenge	Ep	4]46Trisha	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	4[Kill	25	discs]664,643-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	22Story	117[Cold	Revenge	Ep	4]46Trisha	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]1,964,643-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	23Story	117[Cold	Revenge	Ep	4]46Martin	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]1,964,643-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	24Story	117[Cold	Revenge
Ep	4]47Ian	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1-4[Kill	1	big	robot]506,441Blue	Fortress	24-A1-Blue	Fortress	24-A1Blue	Fortress	2447Ian	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1[Kill	1	big	robot]506,441Blue	Fortress	24-A2-Blue	Fortress	24-A2Blue	Fortress	24-A147Ian	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]506,441Blue	Fortress	24-A3-Blue	Fortress	24-A3Blue	Fortress	24-A2Story	12048Ian	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	4	[Beat	Boss]1,762,416-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	25Story	118[Forgotten	Armory	Ep
1]47Betty	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1[Kill	5	big	robots]506,441-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	26Story	118[Forgotten	Armory	Ep	1]47Amanda	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	2[Kill	3	fire	robots]506,441--Blue	Fortress	27Story	118[Forgotten	Armory	Ep	1]47Trisha	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1-4[Kill	6	big	robots]506,441Blue	Fortress	27-A1-Blue	Fortress	27-A1Blue	Fortress	2747Trisha	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress506,441Blue	Fortress	27-A2-Blue	Fortress	27-A2Blue	Fortress	27-A148Trisha	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	4[Beat
Boss]1,762,416--Blue	Fortress	28Story	119[Forgotten	Armory	Ep	3]47Sarah	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	3[Kill	10	flying	guns]506,441-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	29Story	120[Forgotten	Armory	Ep	4]48Jessie	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]1,762,416-Out	of	the	way(Rewards:	Weapon	Extension	Device,	Gear	Extender)Blue	Fortress	30Story	120[Forgotten	Armory	Ep	4]49Ordon	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress766,651Blue	Fortress	30-A1-Blue	Fortress	30-A1Blue	Fortress	3049Ordon	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	2[Examine
item]766,651Blue	Fortress	30-A2-Blue	Fortress	30-A2Blue	Fortress	30-A1Story	12350Ordon	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]1,435,170--Blue	Fortress	31Story	121[Deep	Core	Ep	1]49Betty	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	1-4[Kill	5	elite	ghosts]766,651Blue	Fortress	31-A1-Blue	Fortress	31-A1Blue	Fortress	3149Betty	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]766,651-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	32Story	121[Deep	Core	Ep	1]49Zaito	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	1[Kill	30	red	drones]859,981Blue	Fortress	32-A1Out	of	the
wayBlue	Fortress	32-A1Blue	Fortress	3249Zaito	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	1[Kill	2	elite	ghosts]919,981-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	33Story	122[Deep	Core	Ep	3]49Ian	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	3[Kill	3	wolfs]766,651-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	34Story	122[Deep	Core	Ep	3]49Yomi	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]766,651-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	35Story	123[Deep	Core	Ep	4]50Sensun	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]1,435,170-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	36Story	123[Deep	Core	Ep	4]50Trisha	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4[Examine	3
items]1,435,170Blue	Fortress	36-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	36-A1Blue	Fortress	3650Trisha	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4[Examine	3	items]1,435,170-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	37Story	123[Deep	Core	Ep	4]51Yomi	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress721,018Blue	Fortress	37-A1-Blue	Fortress	37-A1Blue	Fortress	3752Zaito	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	4	[gay/Maniac][Examine	item	in	3rd	to	last	room]307,937Blue	Fortress	37-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	37-A2Blue	Fortress	37-A154Zaito	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	1-4
[gay][Kill	5	elite	mobs]1,665,553Blue	Fortress	37-A3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	37-A3Blue	Fortress	37-A254Zaito	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	1-4	[gay][Kill	10	flying	guns]1,665,553Blue	Fortress	37-A4Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	37-A4Blue	Fortress	37-A354Zaito	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress1,665,553-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	38Story	124[Acheron	Ep	1]51Ordon	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1[Kill	5	worms]721,018Blue	Fortress	38-A1Blue	Fortress	38-B1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	38-A1Blue	Fortress	3851Betty	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1[Kill	3	elite
robots]721,018-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	38-B1Blue	Fortress	3851Amanda	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]721,018-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	39Story	124[Acheron	Ep	1]51Trisha	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1	[Beat	Boss]721,018-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]51Ordon	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	Fortress721,018Blue	Fortress	40-A1-Blue	Fortress	40-A1Blue	Fortress	4051Zaito	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1-4[Kill	3	elite	robots]721,018Blue	Fortress	40-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-A2Blue	Fortress	40-A151Zaito	in	FortressAcheron
Ep	1-4[Kill	5	small	robots]721,018Blue	Fortress	40-A3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-A3Blue	Fortress	40-A251Trisha	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]721,018Blue	Fortress	40-A4Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-A4Blue	Fortress	40-A353Sensun	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]1,665,553Blue	Fortress	40-A5Blue	Fortress	40-B1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-A5Blue	Fortress	40-A453Sensun	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1-4[Kill	30	big	robots]1,665,553Blue	Fortress	40-A6Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-A6Blue	Fortress	40-A554Sensun	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in
FortressArk	Ship	Ep	4	[gay][Beat	Boss]4,596,928-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-B1Blue	Fortress	40-A454Ian	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	2	[gay][Beat	Boss]1,665,553Blue	Fortress	40-B2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-B2Blue	Fortress	40-B154Ian	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	3	[gay][Beat	Boss]1,665,553Blue	Fortress	40-B3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	40-B3Blue	Fortress	40-B254Ian	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	4[Examine	item	in	third	to	last	room]4,596,928-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	41Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]51Ian	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	3[Kill	5	big	robots]721,018-Out
of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	42-52Ian	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Forgotten	Armory	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]465,448-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	43-52Zaito	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Forgotten	Armory	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Forgotten	Armory	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Forgotten	Armory	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]651,627-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	44-52Martin	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	1[Examine	item	in	Boss	area]Forgotten	Armory	Ep	2[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Forgotten	Armory	Ep
3[Examine	item	in	Boss	area]Forgotten	Armory	Ep	4[Examine	item	in	Boss	area]651,627-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	45-52Ordon	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Forgotten	Armory	Ep	3	[Normal][Kill	1	elite	robot]465,448-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	46-52Zenith	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]372,358-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	47-52Yomi	in	FortressForgotten	Armory	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]372,358-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	48Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]52Sensun	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	4[Beat
Boss]930,895-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	49Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]52Zenith	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	4[Kill	30	worms]930,895-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	50Story	127[Ark	Ship	Ep	1]53Zaito	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	1[Kill	2	elite	robots]1,665,553-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	51Story	127[Ark	Ship	Ep	1]53Yomi	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	1[Kill	5	fire	robots]1,665,553-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	52Story	127[Ark	Ship	Ep	1]53Martin	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]1,665,553--Blue	Fortress	53-54Jessie	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	1[Examine	item	in	area	before
Boss]Ark	Ship	Ep	2[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Ark	Ship	Ep	3[Examine	item	in	3rd	to	last	area]Ark	Ship	Ep	4[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]3,217,850-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	54-54Sensun	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Ark	Ship	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]2,298,464-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	55-54Trisha	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Ark	Ship	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Ark	Ship	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Ark	Ship	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]3,217,850-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	56-54Ordon	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	2
[Normal][Beat	Boss]Ark	Ship	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]2,298,464-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Fortress	57-54Betty	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]1,838,771--Blue	Fortress	58-54Sarah	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]1,838,771--Green	Fortress	1[5	per	day]Story	110[Control	Base	Ep	4]42Jessie	in	FortressControl	Base	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]810,568--Green	Fortress	2[5	per	day]Story	114[Buster	Core	Ep	4]44Sarah	in	FortressBuster	Core	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]1,026,419--Green	Fortress	3[4	per	day]Story	116[Cold	Revenge	Ep	3]46Betty
in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2-4	[gay]	[Kill	20	ghosts]300,000-All	Eps	have	20	ghosts	or	more;in	Ep	2	there	are	8	bonus	ghosts	at	Boss	areaGreen	Fortress	4[4	per	day]Story	116[Cold	Revenge	Ep	3]46Betty	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2-4	[gay][Kill	10	big	robots]307,937-Only	Eps	2	and	3	have	10	big	robots;	Ep	1	has	4Green	Fortress	5[5	per	day]Story	117[Cold	Revenge	Ep	4]46Sensun	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]1,452,145--Green	Fortress	6[5	per	day]Story	123[Deep	Core	Ep	4]50Betty	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat
Boss]1,894,270--Green	Fortress	7[2	per	day]Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]52Jessie	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Cold	Revenge	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Cold	Revenge	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Cold	Revenge	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]456,139--Green	Fortress	8[2	per	day]Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]52Betty	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Cold	Revenge	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]325,813--Green	Fortress	9[2	per	day]Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]52Amanda	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	1[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Cold	Revenge
Ep	2[Examine	item	in	Boss	room]Cold	Revenge	Ep	3[Examine	item	in	Boss	room]Cold	Revenge	Ep	4[Examine	item	in	Boss	room]456,139--Green	Fortress	10[2	per	day]Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]52Sensun	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Cold	Revenge	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]325,813--Green	Fortress	11[2	per	day]Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]52Trisha	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]260,651--Green	Fortress	12[2	per	day]Story	125[Acheron	Ep	3]52Martin	in	FortressCold	Revenge	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]260,651--Green
Fortress	13[6	per	day]Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]52Sarah	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]2,334,554--Green	Fortress	14[2	per	day]Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]53Jessie	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Deep	Core	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]832,777--Green	Fortress	15[2	per	day]Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]53Sarah	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	1[Examine	item	in	Boss	area]Deep	Core	Ep	2[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Deep	Core	Ep	3[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Deep	Core	Ep	4[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]1,165,887--Green
Fortress	16[2	per	day]Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]53Sensun	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Deep	Core	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Deep	Core	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Deep	Core	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]1,165,887--Green	Fortress	17[2	per	day]Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]53Betty	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	2	[Normal][Kill	1	elite	ghost]Deep	Core	Ep	4	[Normal][Kill	1	elite	ghost]832,777--Green	Fortress	18[2	per	day]Story	126[Acheron	Ep	4]53Sensun	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]666,221--Green	Fortress	19[2	per	day]Story
126[Acheron	Ep	4]53Martin	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	4	[Normal][Kill	5	elite	ghosts]666,221--Green	Fortress	20[2	per	day]Story	128[Ark	Ship	Ep	3]54Sarah	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Acheron	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Acheron	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Acheron	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]2,252,495--Green	Fortress	21[2	per	day]Story	128[Ark	Ship	Ep	3]54Sensun	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Acheron	Ep	2[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Acheron	Ep	3[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]Acheron	Ep	4[Examine
item	in	3rd	to	last	area]2,252,495--Green	Fortress	22[2	per	day]Story	128[Ark	Ship	Ep	3]54Ian	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	1	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Acheron	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]1,608,925--Green	Fortress	23[2	per	day]Story	128[Ark	Ship	Ep	3]54Yomi	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	2	[Normal][Beat	Boss]Acheron	Ep	3	[Normal][Beat	Boss]1,608,925--Green	Fortress	24[2	per	day]Story	128[Ark	Ship	Ep	3]54Sarah	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat	Boss]1,287,140--Green	Fortress	25[2	per	day]Story	128[Ark	Ship	Ep	3]54Martin	in	FortressAcheron	Ep	4	[Normal][Beat
Boss]1,287,140--Green	Fortress	26[6	per	day]Story	129[Ark	Ship	Ep	4]54Ian	in	FortressArk	Ship	Ep	4	[Maniac]2,537,708--Green	Fortress	27[4	per	day]Blue	Fortress	2-D750Jessie	in	FortressDeep	Core	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss	3	times]1,410,170--Quests	Total	in	Ruin	FortressBlue:	117Green:	27Blue	Grasscover	1Story	132[Perforated	Street	Ep	1]55Betty	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]2,905,915Blue	Grasscover	1-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	1-A1Blue	Grasscover	155Betty	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	3[Kill	30	cannon
mobs]4,358,873Blue	Grasscover	1-A2Out	of	the	way(Requires	4	runs	to	clear)Blue	Grasscover	1-A2Blue	Grasscover	1-A155Betty	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	4[Examine	item	in	area	before	Boss]4,649,464-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	2Story	132[Perforated	Street	Ep	1]55Tenebris	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	1[Kill	30	small	red	mobs]2,905,915Blue	Grasscover	2-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	2-A1Blue	Grasscover	255Tenebris	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]3,487,098Blue	Grasscover	2-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	2-
A2Blue	Grasscover	2-A155Tenebris	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]4,068,281Blue	Grasscover	2-A3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	2-A3Blue	Grasscover	2-A256Tenebris	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]3,675,983Blue	Grasscover	2-A4Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	2-A4Blue	Grasscover	2-A356Tenebris	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3[Beat	Boss]4,010,163Blue	Grasscover	2-A5Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	2-A5Blue	Grasscover	2-A457Tenebris	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	4[Beat	Boss]4,344,343-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover
3Story	132[Perforated	Street	Ep	1]55Amanda	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	1	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]4,358,873Blue	Grasscover	3-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	3-A1Blue	Grasscover	355Amanda	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	2	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]4,649,464Blue	Grasscover	3-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	3-A2Blue	Grasscover	3-A156Martin	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]4,940,056Blue	Grasscover	3-A3Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	3-A3Blue	Grasscover	3-A256Martin	in	GrasscoverPerforated
Street	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]5,230,647-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	4Story	133[Perforated	Street	Ep	2]55Ralph	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	3[Kill	5	elite	fat	mobs]2,905,915Blue	Grasscover	4-A1-Blue	Grasscover	4-A1Blue	Grasscover	456Ralph	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	1[Beat	Boss]3,341,803Blue	Grasscover	4-A2-Blue	Grasscover	4-A2Blue	Grasscover	4-A156Ralph	in	GrasscoverTalk	to	NPC	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2[Kill	1	elite	flail	mob]3,675,983Blue	Grasscover	4-A3-Blue	Grasscover	4-A3Blue	Grasscover	4-A257Martin	in
GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3[Talk	to	NPC	in	area	before	Boss]4,010,163Green	Grasscover	9-Blue	Grasscover	5Story	135[Perforated	Street	Ep	4]55Martin	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	2	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]4,649,464Blue	Grasscover	5-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	5-A1Blue	Grasscover	556Martin	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]4,940,056Blue	Grasscover	5-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	5-A2Blue	Grasscover	5-A156Martin	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]5,230,647-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover
6Story	137[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	1]56Martin	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2[Beat	Boss	3	times]3,675,983Blue	Grasscover	6-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	6-A1Blue	Grasscover	656Martin	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3[Beat	Boss	3	times]4,010,163Blue	Grasscover	6-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	6-A2Blue	Grasscover	6-A157Martin	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	4[Beat	Boss	3	times]4,344,343-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	7Story	137[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	1]56Amanda	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	1	[gay/Maniac][Beat	Boss]4,678,524Blue	Grasscover
7-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	7-A1Blue	Grasscover	756Amanda	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2	[gay/Maniac][Beat	Boss]5,012,704Blue	Grasscover	7-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	7-A2Blue	Grasscover	7-A157Miriam	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3	[gay/Maniac][Beat	Boss]5,346,884-Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	8Story	137[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	1]56Yomi	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2[Beat	Boss]3,675,983Blue	Grasscover	8-A1-Blue	Grasscover	8-A1Blue	Grasscover	856Zaito	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3[Beat	1	elite	giant]4,010,163Green
Grasscover	8-Blue	Grasscover	9Story	137[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	1]56Io	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]5,346,884Blue	Grasscover	9-A1Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	9-A1Blue	Grasscover	956Io	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss	5	times]5,681,064Blue	Grasscover	9-A2Out	of	the	wayBlue	Grasscover	9-A2Blue	Grasscover	9-A156Io	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss	150	times]44,460,503-Out	of	the	wayGreen	Grasscover	1[3	per	day]Story	135[Perforated	Street	Ep	4]56Zaito	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street
Ep	3-4[Get	100	items	from	cannon	mobs]1,452,958-Requires	3	runs	to	clearGreen	Grasscover	2[5	per	day]Story	135[Perforated	Street	Ep	4]56Martin	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	2	[gay/Maniac][Kill	15	small	red	mobs]2,324,732-Requires	2	runs	to	clearGreen	Grasscover	3[3	per	day]Story	135[Perforated	Street	Ep	4]56Martin	in	GrasscoverPerforated	Street	Ep	4	[gay/Maniac][Beat	Boss]2,034,141--Green	Grasscover	4[5	per	day]Story	137[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	1]56Miriam	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2[Kill	20	wolfs]2,005,082--Green	Grasscover	5[4	per
day]Story	137[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	1]56Zenith	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	2[Kill	2	elite	flail	mobs]2,005,082-Requires	2	runs	to	clearGreen	Grasscover	6[4	per	day]Story	139[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	2]56Betty	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3[Kill	1	elite	giant]1,670,901--Green	Grasscover	7[4	per	day]Story	141[Dreadful	Echo	Ep	4]57Ordon	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	1	[Maniac][Kill	5	elite	wolfs]3,007,622-Requires	2	runs	to	clearGreen	Grasscover	8[4	per	day]Blue	Grasscover	8-A157Yomi	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	3	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]2,673,442--Green
Grasscover	9[4	per	day]Blue	Grasscover	4-A357Miriam	in	GrasscoverDreadful	Echo	Ep	4	[Maniac][Beat	Boss]2,673,442--Quests	Total	in	Grasscover	CampBlue:	31Green:	9Red	1Story	129[Ark	Ship	Ep	4]55Io	in	FortressDestroy	Void	Fissure	in	District	6	Raid0--Red	2Story	129[Ark	Ship	Ep	4]55Benjamin	in	RoccoClear	Last	Carnival	Raid	[Normal]0Red	3Blue	Raid	1Green	Raid	1-Red	3Red	255Brock	in	CandusClear	Junk	Hive	Raid	[Normal]0Red	4-Red	4Red	355Xenia	in	GraceClear	Bandits	Highway	Raid	[Normal]0Red	5-Red	5Red	455Martin	in	FortressClear	Iron
Castle	Raid	[Normal]0Red	6-Red	6Red	555Io	in	FortressTalk	to	Booker	TV	in	District	6Use	Azin	to	reach	Golden	CitadelTalk	to	Booker	TV	in	Golden	Citadel0Red	7-Red	7Red	655Booker	TV	in	CitadelClear	Golden	Citadel	[Normal]0Red	8-Red	8Red	755Xenia	in	GraceKill	mobs	in	District	60Red	9-Red	9Red	855Xenia	in	GraceClear	Primal0--Blue	Raid	1Story	129[Ark	Ship	Ep	4]55Amanda	in	FortressTalk	to	NPC	in	District	6Kill	evolved	mobs	in	District	60--Blue	Raid	2Red	255Benjamin	in	RoccoClear	Last	Carnival	Raid	[Normal]0Blue	Raid	6-Blue	Raid	3Red
355Brock	in	CandusClear	Junk	Hive	Raid	[Normal]0Blue	Raid	7-Blue	Raid	4Red	455Xenia	in	GraceClear	Bandits	Highway	Raid	[Normal]0Blue	Raid	8-Blue	Raid	5Red	555Sarah	in	FortressClear	Iron	Castle	Raid	[Normal]0Blue	Raid	9-Blue	Raid	6Blue	Raid	255Benjamin	in	RoccoClear	Last	Carnival	Raid	[Elemental][Clear	all	6	elements	in	order	of:light,	dark,	ice,	fire,	health,	poison]0Green	Raid	5-Blue	Raid	7Blue	Raid	355Brock	in	CandusClear	Junk	Hive	Raid	[Elemental][Clear	all	6	elements	in	order	of:light,	dark,	ice,	fire,	health,	poison]0Green	Raid	6-Blue	Raid
8Blue	Raid	455Xenia	in	GraceClear	Bandits	Highway	Raid	[Elemental][Clear	all	6	elements	in	order	of:light,	dark,	ice,	fire,	health,	poison]0Green	Raid	7-Blue	Raid	9Blue	Raid	555Sarah	in	FortressClear	Iron	Castle	Raid	[Elemental][Clear	all	6	elements	in	order	of:light,	dark,	ice,	fire,	health,	poison]0Green	Raid	8-Green	Raid	1Red	255Benjamin	in	RoccoClear	Last	Carnival	Raid	[Normal]0--Green	Raid	2Red	355Brock	in	CandusClear	Junk	Hive	Raid	[Normal]0--Green	Raid	3Red	455Xenia	in	GraceClear	Bandits	Highway	Raid	[Normal]0--Green	Raid	4Red
555Martin	in	FortressClear	Iron	Castle	Raid	[Normal]0--Green	Raid	5Blue	Raid	655Benjamin	in	RoccoClear	Last	Carnival	Raid	[Elemental]0--Green	Raid	6Blue	Raid	755Brock	in	CandusClear	Junk	Hive	Raid	[Elemental]0--Green	Raid	7Blue	Raid	855Xenia	in	GraceClear	Bandits	Highway	Raid	[Elemental]0--Green	Raid	8Blue	Raid	955Martin	in	FortressClear	Iron	Castle	Raid	[Elemental]0--Quests	Total	in	Endgame	RaidsBlue/Red:	18Green:	8Grand	Total	of	QuestsBlue/Red:	322Green:	54ABCDEFGHIJKItem	Achievements	[88	total]1Use	20	consumption
items23Spend	30000	Zenny	on	repairs45Fail	1	time	at	enhancing67Dismantle	1	time2Use	50	consumption	items24Spend	50000	Zenny	on	repairs46Fail	10	times	at	enhancing68Dismantle	10	times3Use	100	consumption	items25Spend	70000	Zenny	on	repairs47Fail	20	times	at	enhancing69Dismantle	20	times4Use	200	consumption	items26Spend	90000	Zenny	on	repairs48Fail	30	times	at	enhancing70Dismantle	50	times5Use	400	consumption	items27Spend	110000	Zenny	on	repairs49Fail	50	times	at	enhancing71Dismantle	70	times6Use	800	consumption
items28Spend	130000	Zenny	on	repairs50Fail	70	times	at	enhancing72Dismantle	100	times7Use	1600	consumption	items29Spend	140000	Zenny	on	repairs51Fail	100	times	at	enhancing73Dismantle	250	times8Use	3200	consumption	items30Spend	160000	Zenny	on	repairs52Fail	150	times	at	enhancing74Dismantle	500	times9Use	6400	consumption	items31Spend	180000	Zenny	on	repairs53Fail	200	times	at	enhancing75Dismantle	750	times10Use	12800	consumption	items32Spend	300000	Zenny	on	repairs54Fail	300	times	at	enhancing76Dismantle	1000
times11Use	25600	consumption	items33Spend	550000	Zenny	on	repairs55Fail	400	times	at	enhancing77Dismantle	1250	times12Buy	5	items	from	a	store34Succeed	1	time	at	enhancing56Craft	1	time78Buy	1	time	from	the	market13Buy	30	items	from	a	store35Succeed	10	times	at	enhancing57Craft	10	times79Buy	10	times	from	the	market14Buy	100	items	from	a	store36Succeed	20	times	at	enhancing58Craft	20	times80Buy	30	times	from	the	market15Buy	300	items	from	a	store37Succeed	30	times	at	enhancing59Craft	30	times81Buy	50	times	from	the
market16Buy	600	items	from	a	store38Succeed	50	times	at	enhancing60Craft	50	times82Buy	70	times	from	the	market17Buy	1000	items	from	a	store39Succeed	70	times	at	enhancing61Craft	70	times83Buy	100	times	from	the	market18Buy	2000	items	from	a	store40Succeed	100	times	at	enhancing62Craft	100	times84Buy	300	times	from	the	market19Buy	5000	items	from	a	store41Succeed	200	times	at	enhancing63Craft	200	times85Buy	500	times	from	the	market20Buy	8000	items	from	a	store42Succeed	300	times	at	enhancing64Craft	300	times86Buy	700
times	from	the	market21Buy	10000	items	from	a	store43Succeed	500	times	at	enhancing65Craft	500	times87Buy	1000	times	from	the	market22Buy	15000	items	from	a	store44Succeed	700	times	at	enhancing66Craft	700	times88Buy	1500	times	from	the	marketDungeon	Achievements	[50	total]1Clear	1	dungeon23Achieve	SS	rank	1	time45Clear	1	stage	in	Steel	Grave2Clear	50	dungeons24Achieve	SS	rank	25	times46Clear	10	stages	in	Steel	Grave3Clear	100	dungeons25Achieve	SS	rank	50	times47Clear	50	stages	in	Steel	Grave4Clear	200	dungeons26Achieve
SS	rank	100	times48Clear	100	stages	in	Steel	Grave5Clear	400	dungeons27Achieve	SS	rank	150	times49Clear	200	stages	in	Steel	Grave6Clear	600	dungeons28Achieve	SS	rank	200	times50Clear	300	stages	in	Steel	Grave7Clear	1000	dungeons29Achieve	SS	rank	250	times8Clear	1500	dungeons30Achieve	SS	rank	500	times9Clear	2500	dungeons31Achieve	SS	rank	750	times10Clear	5000	dungeons32Achieve	SS	rank	1000	times11Clear	7500	dungeons33Achieve	SS	rank	1250	times12Clear	1	dungeon	in	under	3	min34Achieve	F	rank	1	time13Clear	25
dungeons	in	under	3	min35Achieve	F	rank	25	times14Clear	50	dungeons	in	under	3	min36Achieve	F	rank	50	times15Clear	100	dungeons	in	under	3	min37Achieve	F	rank	100	times16Clear	150	dungeons	in	under	3	min38Achieve	F	rank	150	times17Clear	200	dungeons	in	under	3	min39Achieve	F	rank	200	times18Clear	250	dungeons	in	under	3	min40Achieve	F	rank	250	times19Clear	500	dungeons	in	under	3	min41Achieve	F	rank	500	times20Clear	750	dungeons	in	under	3	min42Achieve	F	rank	750	times21Clear	1000	dungeons	in	under	3	min43Achieve	F
rank	1000	times22Clear	1500	dungeons	in	under	3	min44Achieve	F	rank	1250	timesBattle	Achievements	[170	total]1Die	3	times45Kill	30	elite	mobs89Kill	100	Soul	Junk	mobs129Kill	110	Iron	Force	mobs2Die	10	times46Kill	280	elite	mobs90Kill	800	Soul	Junk	mobs130Kill	900	Iron	Force	mobs3Die	50	times47Kill	750	elite	mobs91Kill	2000	Soul	Junk	mobs131Kill	2400	Iron	Force	mobs4Die	100	times48Kill	1400	elite	mobs92Kill	4000	Soul	Junk	mobs132Kill	4500	Iron	Force	mobs5Die	200	times49Kill	2200	elite	mobs93Kill	6000	Soul	Junk	mobs133Kill	7200	Iron
Force	mobs6Die	400	times50Kill	3000	elite	mobs94Kill	9000	Soul	Junk	mobs134Kill	10800	Iron	Force	mobs7Die	800	times51Kill	5000	elite	mobs95Kill	13000	Soul	Junk	mobs135Kill	15300	Iron	Force	mobs8Die	1200	times52Kill	6100	elite	mobs96Kill	18000	Soul	Junk	mobs136Kill	20200	Iron	Force	mobs9Die	1600	times53Kill	8000	elite	mobs97Kill	23000	Soul	Junk	mobs137Kill	26500	Iron	Force	mobs10Die	2000	times54Kill	10200	elite	mobs98Kill	30000	Soul	Junk	mobs138Kill	34200	Iron	Force	mobs11Die	2400	times55Kill	13000	elite	mobs12Kill	500
enemies56Kill	17	mini	Bosses99Kill	110	Puppet	mobs139Kill	10	Soul	Worker	Replica13Kill	1000	enemies57Kill	140	mini	Bosses100Kill	900	Puppet	mobs140Kill	25	Soul	Worker	Replica14Kill	2000	enemies58Kill	370	mini	Bosses101Kill	2400	Puppet	mobs141Kill	50	Soul	Worker	Replica15Kill	5000	enemies59Kill	700	mini	Bosses102Kill	4500	Puppet	mobs142Kill	100	Soul	Worker	Replica16Kill	10000	enemies60Kill	1000	mini	Bosses103Kill	7200	Puppet	mobs143Kill	150	Soul	Worker	Replica17Kill	20000	enemies61Kill	1600	mini	Bosses104Kill	10800	Puppet
mobs144Kill	200	Soul	Worker	Replica18Kill	50000	enemies62Kill	2300	mini	Bosses105Kill	15300	Puppet	mobs145Kill	250	Soul	Worker	Replica19Kill	100000	enemies63Kill	3000	mini	Bosses106Kill	20200	Puppet	mobs146Kill	500	Soul	Worker	Replica20Kill	200000	enemies64Kill	4000	mini	Bosses107Kill	26500	Puppet	mobs147Kill	750	Soul	Worker	Replica21Kill	500000	enemies65Kill	5100	mini	Bosses108Kill	34200	Puppet	mobs148Kill	1000	Soul	Worker	Replica22Kill	1000000	enemies66Kill	6300	mini	Bosses23Kill	130	weak	mobs67Kill	10	Bosses109Kill	110
NED	Company	mobs149Reach	50	combo24Kill	1100	weak	mobs68Kill	80	Bosses110Kill	450	NED	Company	mobs150Reach	111	combo25Kill	3000	weak	mobs69Kill	200	Bosses111Kill	1200	NED	Company	mobs151Reach	222	combo26Kill	5600	weak	mobs70Kill	400	Bosses112Kill	2250	NED	Company	mobs152Reach	333	combo27Kill	9100	weak	mobs71Kill	600	Bosses113Kill	3600	NED	Company	mobs153Reach	444	combo28Kill	13000	weak	mobs72Kill	1000	Bosses114Kill	5400	NED	Company	mobs154Reach	555	combo29Kill	18000	weak	mobs73Kill	1300
Bosses115Kill	7650	NED	Company	mobs155Reach	666	combo30Kill	24000	weak	mobs74Kill	1800	Bosses116Kill	10100	NED	Company	mobs156Reach	777	combo31Kill	32000	weak	mobs75Kill	2400	Bosses117Kill	13250	NED	Company	mobs157Reach	888	combo32Kill	41000	weak	mobs76Kill	3000	Bosses118Kill	17000	NED	Company	mobs158Reach	999	combo33Kill	53000	weak	mobs77Kill	3800	Bosses34Kill	80	normal	mobs78Break	SA	50	times119Kill	110	Rapid	Flame	mobs159Kill	1	Glutton35Kill	700	normal	mobs79Break	SA	100	times120Kill	900	Rapid
Flame	mobs160Kill	50	Gluttons36Kill	1800	normal	mobs80Break	SA	200	times121Kill	2400	Rapid	Flame	mobs161Kill	100	Gluttons37Kill	3500	normal	mobs81Break	SA	500	times122Kill	4500	Rapid	Flame	mobs162Kill	250	Gluttons38Kill	5700	normal	mobs82Break	SA	1000	times123Kill	7200	Rapid	Flame	mobs163Kill	500	Gluttons39Kill	8300	normal	mobs83Break	SA	2000	times124Kill	10800	Rapid	Flame	mobs164Kill	750	Gluttons40Kill	11600	normal	mobs84Break	SA	5000	times125Kill	15300	Rapid	Flame	mobs165Destroy	Void	Fissure	10	times41Kill	15400
normal	mobs85Break	SA	10000	times126Kill	20200	Rapid	Flame	mobs166Destroy	Void	Fissure	50	times42Kill	20000	normal	mobs86Break	SA	20000	times127Kill	26500	Rapid	Flame	mobs167Destroy	Void	Fissure	100	times43Kill	25700	normal	mobs87Break	SA	50000	times128Kill	34200	Rapid	Flame	mobs168Destroy	Void	Fissure	250	times44Kill	32000	normal	mobs88Break	SA	80000	times169Destroy	Void	Fissure	500	times170Kill	The	Thing	50	timesQuest	Achievements	[22	total]1Complete	1	side	quest11Complete	1	daily	mission17Complete	1	secret
mission2Complete	50	side	quests12Complete	100	daily	missions18Complete	100	secret	missions3Complete	100	side	quests13Complete	500	daily	missions19Complete	500	secret	missions4Complete	150	side	quests14Complete	1000	daily	missions20Complete	1000	secret	missions5Complete	250	side	quests15Complete	1500	daily	missions21Complete	1500	secret	missions6Complete	400	side	quests16Complete	2000	daily	missions22Complete	2000	secret	missions7Complete	550	side	quests8Complete	700	side	quests9Complete	850	side	quests10Complete	1000
side	questsGameplay	Achievements	[81	total]1Acquire	1400	Zenny	in	dungeons23Gain	100	BP46Play	for	5	hours67Make	1	transaction	with	Zenith2Acquire	17000	Zenny	in	dungeons24Gain	1000	BP47Play	for	10	hours68Get	Zenith's	favorability	to	level	23Acquire	35000	Zenny	in	dungeons25Gain	3000	BP48Play	for	24	hours69Get	Zenith's	favorability	to	level	34Acquire	200000	Zenny	in	dungeons26Gain	5000	BP49Play	for	50	hours70Get	Zenith's	favorability	to	level	45Acquire	730000	Zenny	in	dungeons27Gain	10000	BP50Play	for	100	hours71Get	Zenith's
favorability	to	level	56Acquire	1670000	Zenny	in	dungeons28Gain	15000	BP51Play	for	150	hours72Make	1	transaction	with	Trisha7Acquire	3340000	Zenny	in	dungeons29Gain	30000	BP52Play	for	300	hours73Get	Trisha's	favorability	to	level	28Acquire	5010000	Zenny	in	dungeons30Gain	35000	BP53Play	for	600	hours74Get	Trisha's	favorability	to	level	39Acquire	7520000	Zenny	in	dungeons31Gain	40000	BP54Play	for	1200	hours75Get	Trisha's	favorability	to	level	410Acquire	11270000	Zenny	in	dungeons32Gain	50000	BP55Play	for	2400	hours76Get	Trisha's
favorability	to	level	511Acquire	16820000	Zenny	in	dungeons33Gain	60000	BP56Play	for	4800	hours77Make	1	transaction	with	Azin12Gain	350	Ether34Achieve	Level	1057Make	1	transaction	with	Zaito78Get	Azin's	favorability	to	level	213Gain	4250	Ether35Achieve	Level	2058Get	Zaito's	favorability	to	level	279Get	Azin's	favorability	to	level	314Gain	8750	Ether36Achieve	Level	3059Get	Zaito's	favorability	to	level	380Get	Azin's	favorability	to	level	415Gain	50000	Ether37Achieve	Level	4060Get	Zaito's	favorability	to	level	481Get	Azin's	favorability	to	level
516Gain	182500	Ether38Achieve	Level	5061Get	Zaito's	favorability	to	level	517Gain	417500	Ether39Achieve	Level	6062Make	1	transaction	with	Yomi18Gain	835000	Ether40Use	the	helicopter	1	time63Get	Yomi's	favorability	to	level	219Gain	1252500	Ether41Use	the	helicopter	10	times64Get	Yomi's	favorability	to	level	320Gain	1880000	Ether42Use	the	helicopter	20	times65Get	Yomi's	favorability	to	level	421Gain	2817500	Ether43Use	the	helicopter	50	times66Get	Yomi's	favorability	to	level	522Gain	4215000	Ether44Use	the	helicopter	100	times45Use	the
helicopter	150	timesCommunity	Achievements	[45	total]1Visit	a	friend's	room	1	time16Harvest	1	crop31Harvest	1	rotten	crop2Visit	a	friend's	room	500	times17Harvest	20	crops32Harvest	50	rotten	crops3Visit	a	friend's	room	1000	times18Harvest	50	crops33Harvest	100	rotten	crops4Visit	a	friend's	room	2000	times19Harvest	100	crops34Harvest	200	rotten	crops5Visit	a	friend's	room	5000	times20Harvest	200	crops35Harvest	500	rotten	crops6Plant	1	seed21Harvest	400	crops36Take	care	of	someone's	plant	1	time7Plant	20	seeds22Harvest	600	crops37Take
care	of	someone's	plant	20	times8Plant	50	seeds23Harvest	1000	crops38Take	care	of	someone's	plant	50	times9Plant	100	seeds24Harvest	1500	crops39Take	care	of	someone's	plant	100	times10Plant	200	seeds25Harvest	2000	crops40Take	care	of	someone's	plant	200	times11Plant	400	seeds26Harvest	1	shriveled	crop41Take	care	of	someone's	plant	400	times12Plant	600	seeds27Harvest	50	shriveled	crops42Take	care	of	someone's	plant	600	times13Plant	1000	seeds28Harvest	100	shriveled	crops43Take	care	of	someone's	plant	1000	times14Plant	1500
seeds29Harvest	200	shriveled	crops44Take	care	of	someone's	plant	1500	times15Plant	2000	seeds30Harvest	500	shriveled	crops45Take	care	of	someone's	plant	2000	timesRaid	Achievements	[20	total]1Clear	1	casual	raid6Clear	1	District	6	raid11Clear	1	Primal	raid16Clear	Last	Carnival	100	times2Clear	10	casual	raids7Clear	10	District	6	raids12Clear	10	Primal	raids17Clear	Junk	Hive	100	times3Clear	20	casual	raids8Clear	20	District	6	raids13Clear	20	Primal	raids18Clear	Bandits	Highway	100	times4Clear	50	casual	raids9Clear	50	District	6	raids14Clear	50
Primal	raids19Clear	Iron	Castle	100	times5Clear	100	casual	raids10Clear	100	District	6	raids15Clear	100	Primal	raids20Clear	Golden	Citadel	100	timesABCDTitleLeft	Stat	BonusRight	Stat	BonusHow	to	Acquire1HP	+2.25%Attack	+1.35%Story	Quest2Stamina	+4Defense	+1.35%Story	Quest3HP	+1.50%Attack	+1.80%Story	Quest4Stamina	+4Defense	+1.35%Story	Quest5HP	+2.25%Stamina	-4Attack	+1.80%Defense	-1.35%Story	Quest6Stamina	+5HP	-1.50%Defense	+1.80%Attack	-1.35%Story	Quest7HP	+2.25%Attack	+1.35%Story	Quest8Stamina	+5Defense
+1.35%Story	Quest9HP	+3.75%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%HP	+2.50%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Use	200	consumables10HP	+4.50%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%HP	+3.75%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Use	3200	consumables11HP	+5.25%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Zenny	+5.25%HP	+5.25%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Zenny	+5.25%Use	12800	consumables12HP	+3%Evasion	+21Stamina	+5Evasion	+21Buy	300	items	from	a	store13HP	+3.75%Evasion	+27Stamina	+6Evasion	+27Buy	1000	items	from	a	store14HP	+4.50%Evasion	+32Stamina	+6Evasion	+32Buy	5000
items	from	a	store15HP	+5.25%Evasion	+37Damage	Reduction	+2%Stamina	+7Evasion	+37Damage	Reduction	+2%Buy	10000	items	from	a	store16Attack	+2.25%Zenny	+3.75%Defense	+2.25%Zenny	+3.75%Spend	90000	Zenny	on	repairs17Attack	+2.70%	Zenny	+4.50%Defense	+2.70%Zenny	+4.50%Spend	160000	Zenny	on	repairs18Attack	+3.15%Zenny	+5.25%Exp	+5.25%Defense	+3.15%Zenny	+5.25%Exp	+5.25%Spend	300000	Zenny	on	repairs19HP	+9.75%Attack	-1.35%On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+39.60HP	+9.75%Attack	-2.25%On	Kill	HP	Recovery
+42.90Die	100	times20HP	+10.50%Attack	-1.34%On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+42.90HP	+10.50%Attack	-2.24%On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+46.20Die	400	times21HP	+11.25%Attack	-1.34%On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+46.20Stamina	+10HP	+11.25%Attack	-2.24%On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+49.50Stamina	+11Die	1200	times22HP	+12%Attack	-1.34%On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+49.50Stamina	+11Cooldown	Reduction	+2%HP	+12%Attack	-2.24%On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+52.80Stamina	+11Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Die	2000	times23Attack	+2.70%Damage	on	Mobs	+2%Defense
+3.60%Damage	Reduction	from	Mobs	+2.50%Kill	5000	enemies24Attack	+3.15%Damage	on	Mobs	+2.50%Damage	on	Bosses	+2.50%Defense	+4.05%Damage	Reduction	from	Mobs	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3%Kill	20000	enemies25Attack	+4.50%Damage	on	Mobs	+3%Damage	on	Bosses	+3%Exp	+7.50%Defense	+4.50%Damage	Reduction	from	Mobs	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3%Exp	+7.50%Kill	100000	enemies26Attack	+5.40%Damage	on	Mobs	+3.50%Damage	on	Bosses	+3.50%Exp	+9%Evasion	+64Defense	+5.40%Damage
Reduction	from	Mobs	+3.50%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3.50%Exp	+9%Evasion	+64Kill	500000	enemies27Attack	Speed	+3.50%Evasion	+21Movement	Speed	+5%Evasion	+21Kill	5600	weak	mobs28Attack	Speed	+4%Evasion	+27Movement	Speed	+5%Evasion	+27Kill	13000	weak	mobs29Attack	Speed	+5%Evasion	+32Movement	Speed	+5%Evasion	+32Kill	24000	weak	mobs30Attack	Speed	+5%Evasion	+37Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Movement	Speed	+5%Evasion	+37Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Kill	41000	weak	mobs31Attack	+1.80%Damage	on	Mobs
+1.50%Defense	+1.80%Damage	on	Mobs	+1.50%Kill	3500	normal	mobs32Attack	+2.25%Damage	on	Mobs	+2%Defense	+2.25%Damage	on	Mobs	+2%Kill	8300	normal	mobs33Attack	+2.70%Damage	on	Mobs	+2%Defense	+2.70%Damage	on	Mobs	+2%Kill	15400	normal	mobs34Attack	+3.15%Damage	on	Mobs	+2.50%Penetration	+2%Defense	+3,15%Damage	on	Mobs	+2.50%Penetration	+2%Kill	25700	normal	mobs35Defense	+1.80%Critical	Resistance	+1.50%Defense	+1.80%Critical	Resistance	+1.50%Kill	1400	elite	mobs36Defense	+2.25%Critical
Resistance	+2%Defense	+2.25%Critical	Resistance	+2%Kill	3000	elite	mobs37Defense	+2.70%Critical	Resistance	+2%Defense	+2.70%Critical	Resistance	+2%Kill	6100	elite	mobs38Defense	+3.15%Critical	Resistance	+2.50%Evasion	+37Defense	+3.15%Critical	Resistance	+2.50%Evasion	+37Kill	10200	elite	mobs39Attack	+1.80%Critical	Damage	+258Attack	+1.80%Critical	Damage	+258Kill	700	mini	Bosses40Attack	+2.25%Critical	Damage	+323Attack	+2.25%Critical	Damage	+323Kill	1600	mini	Bosses41Attack	+2.70%Critical	Damage	+387Attack
+2.70%Critical	Damage	+387Kill	3000	mini	Bosses42Attack	+3.15%Critical	Damage	+452Damage	Reduction	+2%Attack	+3.15%Critical	Damage	+452Damage	Reduction	+2%Kill	5100	mini	Bosses43Attack	+3.15%Damage	on	Bosses	+2.50%SA	Break	+2.50%Defense	+3.15%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+2.50%SA	Break	+2.50%Kill	400	Bosses44Attack	+3.60%Damage	on	Bosses	+2.50%SA	Break	+2.50%Defense	+4.05%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3%SA	Break	+3%Kill	1000	Bosses45Attack	+4.50%Damage	on	Bosses	+3%SA	Break	+3%Critical
Resistance	+2%Defense	+4.95%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3.50%SA	Break	+3.50%Critical	Rate	+3.50%Kill	1800	Bosses46Attack	+5.40%Damage	on	Bosses	+3.50%SA	Break	+3.50%Critical	Resistance	+3.50%Critical	Damage	+774Defense	+5.40%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3.50%SA	Break	+3.50%Critical	Rate	+3.50%Critical	Damage	+774Kill	3000	Bosses47???48???49???50???51Attack	Speed	+2%Damage	on	Puppet	Faction	+1%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Puppet	Faction	+1%Kill	4500	Puppet	mobs52Attack	Speed
+2.50%Damage	on	Puppet	Faction	+1.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Puppet	Faction	+1.50%Kill	10800	Puppet	mobs53Attack	Speed	+3%Damage	on	Puppet	Faction	+2%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Puppet	Faction	+2%Kill	20200	Puppet	mobs54Attack	Speed	+3.50%Damage	on	Puppet	Faction	+2.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Puppet	Faction	+2.5%Kill	34200	Puppet	mobs55Attack	Speed	+2%Damage	on	Soul	Junk	Faction	+1%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Junk	Faction
+1%Kill	4000	Soul	Junk	mobs56Attack	Speed	+2.50%Damage	on	Soul	Junk	Faction	+1.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Junk	Faction	+1.50%Kill	9000	Soul	Junk	mobs57Attack	Speed	+3%Damage	on	Soul	Junk	Faction	+2%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Junk	Faction	+2%Kill	18000	Soul	Junk	mobs58Attack	Speed	+3.50%Damage	on	Soul	Junk	Faction	+2.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Junk	Faction	+2.5%Kill	30000	Soul	Junk	mobs59Attack	Speed	+2.50%Damage	on	NED	Company	Faction
+1%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	NED	Company	Faction	+1%Kill	2250	NED	Company	mobs60Attack	Speed	+3%Damage	on	NED	Company	Faction	+1.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	NED	Company	Faction	+1.50%Kill	5400	NED	Company	mobs61Attack	Speed	+3.50%Damage	on	NED	Company	Faction	+2%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	NED	Company	Faction	+2%Kill	10100	NED	Company	mobs62Attack	Speed	+5%Damage	on	NED	Company	Faction	+2.50%Damage	on	Rapid	Flame	Faction
+2.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	NED	Company	Faction	+2.5%Damage	Reduction	from	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+2.5%Kill	17100	NED	Company	mobs63Attack	Speed	+2.50%Damage	on	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+1%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+1%Kill	4500	Rapid	Flame	mobs64Attack	Speed	+3%	Damage	on	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+1.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+1.50%Kill	10800	Rapid	Flame	mobs65Attack	Speed	+3.50%Damage	on	Rapid	Flame	Faction
+2%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+2%Kill	20200	Rapid	Flame	mobs66Attack	Speed	+5%Damage	on	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+2.50%Damage	on	NED	Company	Faction	+2.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+2.5%Damage	Reduction	from	NED	Company	Faction	+2.5%Kill	34200	Rapid	Flame	mobs67Attack	Speed	+2.50%Damage	on	Iron	Force	Faction	+1%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Iron	Force	Faction	+1%Kill	4500	Iron	Force	mobs68Attack	Speed	+3%Damage	on
Iron	Force	Faction	+1.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Iron	Force	Faction	+1.50%Kill	10800	Iron	Force	mobs69Attack	Speed	+3.50%Damage	on	Iron	Force	Faction	+2%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Iron	Force	Faction	+2%Kill	20200	Iron	Force	mobs70Attack	Speed	+5%Damage	on	Iron	Force	Faction	+2.50%Damage	on	Soul	Worker	Replica	+2.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Iron	Force	Faction	+2.5%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Worker	Replica	+2.5%Kill	34200	Iron	Force	mobs71Stamina
+11Defense	-2.70%Damage	on	Soul	Worker	Replica	+4.50%Stamina	+11Defense	-2.70%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Worker	Replica	+4.50%Kill	100	Soul	Worker	Replica72Stamina	+11Defense	-2.25%Damage	on	Soul	Worker	Replica	+4.50%Evasion	+70Stamina	+11Defense	-2.25%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Worker	Replica	+4.50%Evasion	+70Kill	200	Soul	Worker	Replica73Stamina	+12Defense	-1.79%Damage	on	Soul	Worker	Replica	+5%Evasion	+80Stamina	+12Defense	-1.79%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Worker	Replica	+5%Evasion	+91Kill	500
Soul	Worker	Replica74Stamina	+12Defense	-1.79%Damage	on	Soul	Worker	Replica	+5%Evasion	+91SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Stamina	+12Defense	-1.79%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Worker	Replica	+5%Evasion	+91SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Kill	1000	Soul	Worker	Replica75HP	+1.50%SA	Break	+1%Stamina	+4SA	Break	+1%Break	SA	500	times76HP	+2.25%SA	Break	+1.50%Stamina	+4SA	Break	+1.50%Break	SA	2000	times77HP	+3%SA	Break	+2%Stamina	+5SA	Break	+1%Break	SA	10000	times78HP	+3.75%SA	Break	+2.50%Stamina	+5SA	Break
+1.50%Break	SA	50000	times79Attack	Speed	+2.50%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Attack	Speed	+2%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Reach	333	combo80Attack	Speed	+3%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Attack	Speed	+2.50%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Reach	555	combo81Attack	Speed	+3.50%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Attack	Speed	+3%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Reach	777	combo82Attack	Speed	+4%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Attack	Speed	+3.50%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Reach	999	combo83Stamina	+5Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Stamina	+5Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Complete	150	side
quests84Stamina	+6Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Stamina	+6Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Complete	400	side	quests85Stamina	+7Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Penetration	+2%Stamina	+7Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Penetration	+2%Complete	700	side	quests86Stamina	+8Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Penetration	+2%Accuracy	+47Stamina	+8Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Penetration	+2%Accuracy	+47Complete	1000	side	quests87HP	+3%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Stamina	+5SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Clear	200	dungeons88HP	+5.25%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Exp	+5.25%Stamina
+7SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Exp	+5.25%Clear	1500	dungeons89HP	+7.50%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Exp	+5.25%Penetration	+2%Stamina	+8SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Exp	+5.25%Penetration	+2%Clear	5000	dungeons90Attack	Speed	+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+56.40Attack	Speed	+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+65.80Clear	100	dungeons	in	under	3	min91Attack	Speed	+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+61.10Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Attack	Speed	+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+70.50Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Clear	200	dungeons	in	under	3	min92Attack	Speed
+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+65.80Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Attack	Speed	+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+79.90Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Clear	500	dungeons	in	under	3	min93Attack	Speed	+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+70.50Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Evasion	+107Attack	Speed	+5%Attack	-1.35%Accuracy	+79.90Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Evasion	+70Clear	1000	dungeons	in	under	3	min94Attack	+4.05%Accuracy	+42.30On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+29.70Defense	+4.05%Accuracy	+42.30On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+29.70Achieve	SS	rank	100	times95Attack
+4.50%Accuracy	+47On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+33Critical	Damage	+645Defense	+4.50%Accuracy	+47On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+33Critical	Damage	+645Achieve	SS	rank	200	times96Attack	+4.95%Accuracy	+51.70On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+36.30Critical	Damage	+710Defense	+4.95%Accuracy	+51.70On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+36.30Critical	Damage	+710Achieve	SS	rank	500	times97Attack	+5.40%Accuracy	+56.40On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+39.60Critical	Damage	+774Attack	Speed	+5%Defense	+4.95%Accuracy	+51.70On	Kill	HP	Recovery	+36.30Critical	Damage	+710Attack
Speed	+5%Achieve	SS	rank	1000	times98Defense	+5.85%Movement	Speed	-5%Penetration	+2%Defense	+6.75%Movement	Speed	-5%Penetration	+2%Achieve	F	rank	100	times99Defense	+6.30%Movement	Speed	-4.99%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+3%Defense	+7.20%Movement	Speed	-4.99%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+4%Achieve	F	rank	200	times100Defense	+6.75%Movement	Speed	-4.99%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+3%Defense	+7.65%Movement	Speed	-4.99%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+4%Achieve	F	rank	500
times101Defense	+7.20%Movement	Speed	-4.99%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+3%Critical	Resistance	+5%Defense	+7.65%Movement	Speed	-4.99%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+4%Critical	Resistance	+4%Achieve	F	rank	1000	times102HP	+3%Zenny	+3%Stamina	+6Zenny	+3.75%Acquire	200000	Zenny	in	dungeons103HP	+5.25%Zenny	+5.25%Soul	Vapor	+3%Stamina	+7Zenny	+5.25%Soul	Vapor	+3%Acquire	1670000	Zenny	in	dungeons104HP	+7.50%Zenny	+7.50%Soul	Vapor	+3%Penetration	+2%Stamina	+8Zenny	+7.50%Soul	Vapor
+3%Penetration	+2%Acquire	5010000	Zenny	in	dungeons105HP	+9%Zenny	+9%Soul	Vapor	+3%Penetration	+2%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Stamina	+9Zenny	+9%Soul	Vapor	+3%Penetration	+2%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Acquire	11270000	Zenny	in	dungeons106HP	+4.50%Soul	Vapor	+3%Stamina	+4Soul	Vapor	+3%Gain	50000	Ether107HP	+5.25%Soul	Vapor	+3%Stamina	+5Soul	Vapor	+3%Gain	417500	Ether108HP	+6%Soul	Vapor	+3%SA	Break	+2.50%Stamina	+7Soul	Vapor	+3%SA	Break	+2.50%Gain	1252500	Ether109HP	+6.75%Soul	Vapor	+3%SA
Break	+3%Stamina	+8Soul	Vapor	+3%SA	Break	+3%Gain	2817500	Ether110Attack	+7.65%HP	-6.75%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Attack	+7.65%HP	-6.75%Damage	Reduction	from	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Gain	5000	BP111Attack	+8.10%HP	-6%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Attack	+8.10%HP	-6%Damage	Reduction	from	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Gain	15000	BP112Attack	+8.55%HP	-5.25%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Damage	on	Bosses	+5%Attack
+8.10%HP	-5.25%Damage	Reduction	from	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+4%Gain	35000	BP113Attack	+9%HP	-4.50%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Damage	on	Bosses	+5%Attack	+8.55%HP	-4.50%Damage	Reduction	from	District	6	Faction	+5%Critical	Rate	+5%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+4.50%Gain	50000	BP114Attack	Speed	+2%Movement	Speed	+3%Play	for	50	hours115Attack	Speed	+2.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Play	for	150	hours116Attack	Speed	+2%Attack	+1.35%Movement
Speed	+5%Defense	+0.45%Play	for	600	hours117Attack	Speed	+2.50%Attack	+1.35%Movement	Speed	+5%Defense	+0.90%Play	for	2400	hours118Movement	Speed	+5%Evasion	+32Attack	+2.70%Evasion	+32Succeed	70	times	at	enhancing119Movement	Speed	+5%Evasion	+43Attack	+3.60%Evasion	+43Succeed	500	times	at	enhancing120Attack	+2.70%Zenny	+4.50%Attack	+2.70%Zenny	+4.50%Fail	30	times	at	enhancing121Attack	+3.60%Zenny	+6%Attack	+3.60%Zenny	+6%Fail	70	times	at	enhancing122Attack	+4.50%Zenny	+7.50%Cooldown
Reduction	+2%Attack	+4.50%Zenny	+7%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Fail	150	times	at	enhancing123Attack	+5.40%Zenny	+9%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Attack	+5.40%Zenny	+9%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Fail	300	times	at	enhancing124Defense	+2.70%Evasion	+32Defense	+2.70%Evasion	+32Craft	70	times125Defense	+3.60%Evasion	+43Defense	+3.60%Evasion	+43Craft	500	times126HP	+2.25%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Stamina	+4SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Dismantle	50	times127HP	+3%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Stamina	+5SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Dismantle
100	times128HP	+3.75%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Stamina	+6SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Dismantle	500	times129HP	+4.50%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Stamina	+7SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Dismantle	1000	times130HP	+5.25%Defense	+3.15%Critical	Rate	+2.50%HP	+5.25%Defense	+3.15%Critical	Rate	+2.50%Buy	50	times	from	the	market131HP	+6.75%Defense	+4.05%Critical	Rate	+2.50%HP	+6.75%Defense	+4.05%Critical	Rate	+2.50%Buy	100	times	from	the	market132HP	+6.75%Defense	+4.05%Critical	Rate	+3%HP	+6.75%Defense	+4.05%Critical	Rate
+3%Buy	500	times	from	the	market133HP	+8.25%Defense	+4.95%Critical	Rate	+3.50%HP	+8.25%Defense	+4.95%Critical	Rate	+3.50%Buy	1000	times	from	the	market134Movement	Speed	+5%Attack	Speed	+5%Zenny	+9%Movement	Speed	+5%Attack	Speed	+5%Exp	+9%Kill	500	Gluttons135Stamina	+6Accuracy	+28.20Stamina	+6Accuracy	+28.20Complete	1500	daily	missions136Stamina	+6Evasion	+32Stamina	+6Evasion	+32Complete	1500	secret	missions137HP	+9.75%Defense	+5.85%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+3%HP	+9.75%Defense
+5.85%Penetration	+2%Damage	Reduction	+3%Clear	200	stages	in	Steel	Grave138HP	+4.50%Movement	Speed	+5%HP	+4.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Use	the	helicopter	100	times139HP	+3.75%HP	+3.75%Get	Zaito's	favorability	to	level	5140HP	+3.75%HP	+3.75%Get	Yomi's	favorability	to	level	5141HP	+3.75%HP	+3.75%Get	Zenith's	favorability	to	level	5142HP	+3.75%HP	+3.75%Get	Trisha's	favorability	to	level	5143HP	+3.75%HP	+3.75%Get	Azin's	favorability	to	level	5144Attack	Speed	+5%Defense	+4.50%SA	Break	+3%Attack	Speed	+5%Defense
+4.50%SA	Break	+3%Clear	100	casual	raids145Attack	Speed	+5%Defense	+4.50%SA	Break	+3%Critical	Resistance	+3%Attack	Speed	+5%Defense	+4.50%SA	Break	+3%Critical	Resistance	+3%Clear	50	District	6	raids146Attack	Speed	+5%Defense	+5.40%SA	Break	+3.50%Critical	Resistance	+3.50%Attack	Speed	+5%Defense	+5.40%SA	Break	+3.50%Critical	Resistance	+3.50%Clear	50	Primal	raids147Attack	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	on	Puppet	Faction	+3.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	Puppet	Faction
+3.50%Clear	Last	Carnival	100	times148Attack	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	on	Soul	Junk	Faction	+3.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	Soul	Junk	Faction	+3.50%Clear	Junk	Hive	100	times149Attack	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	on	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+3.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	Rapid	Flame	Faction	+3.50%Clear	Bandits	Hideout	100	times150Attack	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	on	Iron	Force	Faction	+3.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage
Reduction	from	Iron	Force	Faction	+3.50%Clear	Iron	Castle	100	times151Attack	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+3.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Soul	Vapor	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	District	6	Faction	+3.50%Clear	Golden	Citadel	100	times152Defense	+2.25%Attack	+2.25%Visit	a	friend's	room	5000	times153Attack	+3.15%Soul	Vapor	+3%Attack	+3.15%Soul	Vapor	+3%Plant	100	seeds154Attack	+3.60%Soul	Vapor	+3%Attack	+3.60%Soul	Vapor	+3%Plant	400	seeds155Attack	+4.50%Soul	Vapor	+3%Attack	+4.50%Soul	Vapor
+3%Plant	1000	seeds156Attack	+4.50%Soul	Vapor	+3%Attack	+4.50%Soul	Vapor	+3%Plant	2000	seeds157Defense	+3.15%Soul	Vapor	+3%Defense	+3.15%Soul	Vapor	+3%Harvest	100	crops158Defense	+3.60%Soul	Vapor	+3%Defense	+3.60%Soul	Vapor	+3%Harvest	400	crops159Defense	+4.05%Soul	Vapor	+3%Defense	+4.05%Soul	Vapor	+3%Harvest	1000	crops160Defense	+4.50%Soul	Vapor	+3%Defense	+4.50%Soul	Vapor	+3%Harvest	2000	crops161Attack	Speed	+4%Zenny	+3%Attack	Speed	+4%SG	Cost	Reduction	+3%Harvest	500	shriveled
crops162Attack	Speed	+4%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Attack	Speed	+4%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Harvest	500	rotten	crops163Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+3%Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+3%Take	care	of	someone's	plant	100	times164Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+3.75%Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+3.75%Take	care	of	someone's	plant	400	times165Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+4.50%Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+4.50%Take	care	of	someone's	plant	1000	times166Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+5.25%Movement	Speed	+5%Zenny	+5.25%Take	care	of
someone's	plant	2000	times167??Destroy	Void	Fissure	500	times168Attack	+4.50%Damage	on	Bosses	+3%SA	Break	+3%Critical	Resistance	+2%Defense	+4.95%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3.50%SA	Break	+3.50%Critical	Rate	+3.50%Kill	The	Thing	50	times169???170No	effectsNo	effectsPrimal	Clearance	Reward171???172???173???174???175???176???177HP	+2500Evasion	+80Cooldown	Reduction	+2%Defense	+6%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3.50%SA	Break	+3%Kill	3800	Bosses178???179???180???181???182Attack	Speed	+5%SA	Break
+3%Damage	on	Mobs	+4.25%Soul	Vapor	+4%Attack	Speed	+4%Soul	Vapor	+3.50%Damage	on	Soul	Junk	Faction	+2.50%Damage	on	Mobs	+3%Story	Quest183HP	+1500Penetration	+2%Penetration	+2%Cooldown	Reduction	+2%SA	Break	+5%HP	+3.75%Defense	-3%Class	Advancement	Reward184???185???186???187???188???189???190???191???192???193???194???195??Visit	a	friend's	room	5000	times196???197???198???199???200???201???202???203???204???205???206???207???208???209???210???211???212???213???214???215???216???217???



218???219???220???221???222???223???224???225???226???227???228???229???230???231???232???233???234???235???236???237???238???239???240???241???242???243Penetration	+1%Critical	Rate	+2.50%SG	Cost	Reduction	+1.50%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+2.50%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+2.50%Reach	Rookie	D	Rank244Penetration	+1.50%Critical	Rate	+3%SG	Cost	Reduction	+2%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+3%Damage	on	District	6	Faction	+3%Reach	Rookie	C	Rank245??Reach	Rookie	B	Rank246??Reach	Rookie	A	Rank247???248???
249Attack	Speed	+4%Movement	Speed	+6%Cooldown	Reduction	+4%Evasion	+150No	effectsSide	Quest	at	Io	in	Grasscover	Camp(Kill	Amaryllis	150	times	in	Dreadful	Echo)250???251???252???253???254???255???256???257???258???259???260???261???262???263???264???265???266???267???268???269???270???271???272???273???274???275???276???277???278???279???280???281???282???283???284???285???286???287???288???289???290???291???292???293???294???295???296???297???298???299???300???
ABCDEFGHWhite(Normal)Green(Magic)Blue(Rare)Yellow(Unique)Red(Legendary)Purple(Heroic)0100%100%100%100%100%100%1CannotEnhance105%106%107%107%?2112%114%118%118%?3125%131%140%140%?4143%154%171%171%?5166%184%210%210%?6194%220%259%259%?7228%263%316%316%?8266%312%382%382%?9310%370%460%460%?●	Equipment	can	be	divided	into	3	main	categories:	weapon,	armor	(headgear,	shoulder,	body,	legs)	and	jewellery	(earring,	pendant,	ring).	You	can	equip	up	to	2	rings	at	the	same	time.●
Equipped	weapon	will	lose	durability	when	you	attack,	and	equipped	armor	will	lose	durability	when	you	lose	HP	or	die.	Jewellery	doesn't	have	durability.	You	can	repair	durability	at	Zaito	NPC	in	every	town	or	by	using	an	item	bought	from	Zaito.●	When	durability	is	low,	you	get	less	stats	from	your	equipment.	This	applies	to	base	attack/defense,	but	also	to	all	stat	lines	(including	experience	bonus).	Repair	your	equipment	regularly.●	Gear	can	have	socket	slots.	Number	of	socket	slots	is	different	for	every	gear	but	never	random.	Some	socket	slots	require	an
item	to	unlock	them.	Weapons	have	up	to	4	socket	slots,	armors	have	up	to	3	socket	slots.	Jewellery	has	no	socket	slots.●	You	can	equip	sockets	by	right	clicking	your	equipment,	then	choosing	Socket	option.	Drag	your	sockets	into	socket	slots	and	press	confirm	to	seal	them	in	your	gear.	You	can	only	equip	sockets	that	are	the	same	or	lower	level	than	your	gear.●	You	cannot	equip	two	socket	stones	of	opposing	element	on	your	gear,	and	you	cannot	equip	more	than	two	sockets	of	the	same	element	on	your	gear.●	Removing	sockets	requires	an	item
purchased	from	S	Coin	vending/glutton	machine.	Removed	sockets	don't	get	destroyed	in	the	process.●	Enhancing	equipment	increases	its	basic	attack/defense	value	as	listed	in	the	table	above.	Only	weapon	and	armor	can	be	enhanced.	You	cannot	enhance	jewellery.●	Enhancing	requires	zenny,	ether	and	ether	light.	Ether	is	dropped	by	all	enemies.	You	get	ether	light	in	dungeons	and	from	dismantling.	Higher	grades	of	ether	light	come	from	higher	level	dungeons/gear.	Higher	level	gear	requires	higher	level	ether	light.●	Enhancing	past	+6	usually	requires
additional	items	(Weapon/Armor	Extension	Devices)	obtained	randomly	from	dungeons	or	rarely	from	dismantling	equipment.	Some	low-level	gear	doesn't	require	those	additional	items	when	enhancing	past	+6.●	Reaching	certain	enhance	levels	unlocks	additional	stat	bonuses,	which	can	be	viewed	by	pressing	Shift.	Each	gear	has	different	enhance	bonuses,	but	they	are	never	random.	Some	gear	doesn't	have	those	additional	bonuses.●	Enhancing	is	safe	from	+1	to	+4.	If	you	try	to	go	for	+5	or	higher,	there's	a	chance	your	gear	will	break.	A	broken	gear
requires	item	from	cash	shop	to	repair	it.	There's	a	limit	to	how	many	times	you	can	repair	your	gear.●	Higher	levels	of	enhancement	have	higher	chance	of	breaking.	You	can	protect	your	gear	from	breaking	with	an	item	obtained	from	S	Coin	vending/glutton	machine	or	bought	from	cash	shop.	Enhance	level	never	goes	down.●	There's	a	limit	to	how	many	times	you	can	try	to	enhance	your	gear.	Once	you	reach	the	limit,	you'll	need	an	item	from	cash	shop	to	decrease	the	enhance	tries	limit	and	to	be	able	to	continue	enhancing.●	Gear	becomes	bounded	when
equipped.	Some	gear	is	bounded	from	the	time	you	obtain	it.	Bounded	gear	can	be	unsealed	with	a	cash	shop	item.	There's	a	limit	to	how	many	times	you	can	unseal	an	item.	Some	gear	can't	be	unbounded.●	Once	you	reach	the	seal	limit,	you	can	unbound	the	gear	one	last	time	using	a	seal	deleter	item	from	cash	shop.	This	will	make	the	item	tradeable	again.	However,	next	time	the	item	is	bounded,	it	can	never	be	made	tradeable	again.●	Equipment	comes	in	different	rarity	(normal,	magic,	rare,	unique,	legendary,	heroic).	At	the	moment	of	writing,	there	are
no	heroic	pieces	of	equipment.●	Higher	rarity	gear	has	higher	base	attack/defense,	higher	enhanced	attack/defense,	more	stat	lines,	higher	value	ranges	for	stat	lines,	additional	set	bonuses,	more	socket	slots,	etc.●	Higher	rarity	gear	is	much	more	difficult	to	enhance	and	has	higher	chance	of	breaking.	Higher	rarity	gear	gives	better	items	when	dismantling.●	You	can	craft	higher	rarity	gear	at	Zenith	NPC	in	every	town.	Rare	and	unique	gear	requires	a	blueprint	to	craft.	Blueprints	drop	in	dungeons	or	from	random	boxes	bought	from	Zaito.	Can	also	be
bought	from	other	players	on	market.●	Higher	rarity	gear	can	also	be	randomly	dropped	by	enemies	in	dungeons.	Higher	difficulty	levels	offer	better	chance	of	dropping	equipment	with	higher	rarity.●	Each	weapon	and	armor	piece	has	a	random	attack/defense	value.	You	can	see	the	"quality"	of	your	gear	by	pressing	Shift	and	looking	at	the	percentage	value	below	the	main	stat.	It	ranges	from	0%	to	100%.●	Quality	is	also	represented	by	a	"grade".	Lowest	grade	is	quality	between	0%	and	20%,	low	grade	is	between	21%	and	40%,	mid	grade	is	between	41%
and	60%,	high	grade	is	between	61%	and	80%,	highest	grade	is	between	81%	and	100%.●	A	piece	of	equipment	with	100%	quality	will	have	1.35	times	the	attack/defense	value	of	a	0%	quality	gear.	The	stat	increase	is	proportional	to	the	quality	percentage	value.●	Base	attack/defense	stat	can	be	calculated	using	the	formula:	[attack/defense	at	0%	quality]	x	[1	+	(0.35	x	quality%)].●	For	example,	a	level	18	unique	guitar	with	0%	quality	has	531	attack,	with	100%	quality	has	717	attack,	with	38%	quality	has	601	attack,	with	83%	quality	has	685	attack,	etc.●
Only	the	main	attack/defense	stat	is	affected	by	quality,	all	the	other	stats	are	not	affected.●	You	can	roll	the	quality	of	each	equipment	at	Trisha	NPC	in	every	town.	This	process	requires	zenny,	ether	and	an	item	called	Refining	Stone,	obtainable	from	dismantling	equipment	or	purchasable	from	other	players	on	market.●	Refining	Stone	comes	in	4	variations.	Gray	will	roll	a	random	quality	value	between	0%	and	100%,	blue	will	roll	between	40%	and	100%,	purple	will	roll	between	60%	and	100%,	yellow	will	roll	between	80%	and	100%.●	Stat	lines	come	in
different	colors:	blue	stat	lines	are	non-rollable,	yellow	stat	lines	strengthen	one	of	your	skills	and	are	non-rollable,	green	stat	lines	are	rollable.●	Some	equipment	has	a	low	chance	of	having	red	stat	lines,	from	1	to	3.	Red	stat	lines	have	a	word	"Tag"	before	them.	Those	stat	lines	are	non-rollable	and	very	rare.●	Blue	and	yellow	stat	lines	are	fixed	and	always	the	same	for	a	specified	piece	of	equipment.	They	cannot	be	changed.●	Equipment	can	have	a	random	number	of	green	stat	lines.	Weapons	have	up	to	4	green	stat	lines.	Armor	and	jewellery	have	up	to	3
green	stat	lines	(Primal	armor/jewellery	can	have	up	to	4).	You	cannot	change	the	number	of	green	stat	lines.●	Higher	rarity	gear	has	a	chance	of	having	more	green	stat	lines	and	higher	value	range	for	each	stat	line.●	Green	stat	lines	can	be	rolled	at	Trisha	NPC	in	every	town.	This	process	requires	items	called	Energy	Converter,	which	can	be	purchased	with	BP	at	Booker	TV	NPC	in	District	6.●	Each	green	stat	line	is	random	in	its	type	and	numerical	value.	You	can	see	the	possible	value	range	of	each	green	stat	line	by	pressing	Shift.	Rolling	green	stat	lines
doesn't	change	the	total	number	of	green	stat	lines	on	your	gear.●	When	rolling	green	stat	lines,	you	can	choose	to	roll	them	all	or	lock	some	of	the	green	stat	lines.	Locking	green	stat	lines	requires	more	Energy	Converters.	The	more	green	stat	lines	you	lock,	the	more	Energy	Converters	are	needed.●	Experience	bonus	can	appear	as	a	green	stat	line	on	every	armor,	earring	and	pendant.	It	cannot	appear	as	a	green	stat	line	on	weapon	or	ring.●	You	can	craft	a	level	16	unique	weapon	that	has	a	blue	stat	line	with	+10%	experience.	It's	the	only	weapon	in	the
game	with	experience	bonus.●	The	blue	accessory	set	from	N-102	dungeon	has	+10%	experience	set	bonus.	It's	the	only	set	bonus	in	the	game	that	boosts	your	experience.●	For	endgame	gear,	you	should	strive	to	find	a	good	balance	between	attack,	critical	rate,	critical	damage,	penetration,	Boss	damage,	HP	and	attack	speed.	Attack	speed	is	important	for	Stella	and	Erwin,	for	other	characters	it's	just	preference.●	Some	characters	benefit	greatly	from	high	attack	speed	while	under	the	Big	Puppet	AR	fuck's	no	cooldown	effect.	This	allows	them	to	use	their
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Evasion	-38Critical	Rate	+4%,	Evasion	-38Critical	Rate	+5%,	Evasion	-38Guerilla--When	under	70%	HP,	on	hit,	Critical	Damage	+120	for	3sWhen	under	70%	HP,	on	hit,	Critical	Damage	+200	for	3sWhen	under	70%	HP,	on	hit,	Critical	Damage	+300	for	3sBrave--When	under	30%	HP,	on	hit,	Critical	Damage	+150	for	3sWhen	under	30%	HP,	on	hit,	Critical	Damage	+270	for	3sWhen	under	30%	HP,	on	hit,	Critical	Damage	+420	for	3sVeteran--On	hit,	15%	chance	to	recover	40	HPOn	hit,	15%	chance	to	recover	55	HPOn	hit,	15%	chance	to	recover	80	HPDefense
TypeSDBitKiloMegaGigaTeraInjureCritical	Resistance	+1%Critical	Resistance	+2%Critical	Resistance	+3%Critical	Resistance	+4%Critical	Resistance	+5%NautilusDamage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+1%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+2%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+4%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+5%GoliathDamage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+1%Damage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+2%Damage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+4%Damage	Reduction	from	general
mobs	+5%ArmorDefense	+2%Defense	+3%Defense	+4%Defense	+5%Defense	+6%BlurEvasion	+7Evasion	+14Evasion	+21Evasion	+28Evasion	+35VitalMaximum	HP	+1%Maximum	HP	+2%Maximum	HP	+3%Maximum	HP	+4%Maximum	HP	+5%GhostOn	evasion,	+1%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+2%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+3%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+4%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+5%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sPhantomOn	evasion,	10%	chance	of	+6%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	10sOn	evasion,	10%
chance	of	+7%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	10sOn	evasion,	10%	chance	of	+8%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	10sOn	evasion,	10%	chance	of	+9%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	10sOn	evasion,	10%	chance	of	+10%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	10sTrollWhen	critically	hit,	50%	chance	of	+100	HPWhen	critically	hit,	50%	chance	of	+200	HPWhen	critically	hit,	50%	chance	of	+300	HPWhen	critically	hit,	50%	chance	of	+400	HPWhen	critically	hit,	50%	chance	of	+500	HPSparrowWhen	hit	mid-air,	+1%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+2%	Damage	Reduction	for
5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+3%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+4%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+5%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sIllusionWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+100	Evasion	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+120	Evasion	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+140	Evasion	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+160	Evasion	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+180	Evasion	for	3sCrustWhile	down,	+1%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhile	down,	+2%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhile	down,	+3%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhile	down,	+4%	Damage	Reduction	for
5sWhile	down,	+5%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sBarrier---Damage	Reduction	+1%Damage	Reduction	+2%Vigor---Stamina	+6%Stamina	+8%Gargoyle---When	being	hit	under	50%	HP,10%	chance	of	+15%	Defense	for	5sWhen	being	hit	under	50%	HP,10%	chance	of	+20%	Defense	for	5sDefense	TypeBSKBitKiloMegaGigaTeraNautilusDamage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+1%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+2%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+4%Damage	Reduction	from	Bosses	+5%GoliathDamage	Reduction	from	general	mobs
+1%Damage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+2%Damage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+3%Damage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+4%Damage	Reduction	from	general	mobs	+5%ArmorDefense	+2%Defense	+3%Defense	+4%Defense	+5%Defense	+6%BlurEvasion	+7Evasion	+14Evasion	+21Evasion	+28Evasion	+35GhostOn	evasion,	+1%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+2%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+3%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+4%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sOn	evasion,	+5%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sProvokeOn	evasion,	30%
chance	of	+20	Attack	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+60	Attack	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+100	Attack	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+140	Attack	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+180	Attack	for	5sDie	gayOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+4	Accuracy	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+8	Accuracy	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+12	Accuracy	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+16	Accuracy	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+20	Accuracy	for	5sSparrowWhen	hit	mid-air,	+1%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+2%	Damage	Reduction	for
5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+3%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+4%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	mid-air,	+5%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sRaging	FuryWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+20	Attack	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+60	Attack	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+100	Attack	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+140	Attack	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+180	Attack	for	5sDreadWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+28	Accuracy	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+56	Accuracy	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+84	Accuracy	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+112	Accuracy
for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+140	Accuracy	for	5sFrenchWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+4%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+8%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+12%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+16%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+20%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sHellbringerWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+4%	SA	Break	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+8%	SA	Break	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+12%	SA	Break	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+16%	SA	Break	for
5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+20%	SA	Break	for	5sBluffWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+80	Critical	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+160	Critical	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+240	Critical	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+320	Critical	Damage	for	5sWhen	hit,	30%	chance	of	+400	Critical	Damage	for	5sCrustWhile	down,	+1%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhile	down,	+2%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhile	down,	+3%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhile	down,	+4%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhile	down,	+5%	Damage	Reduction	for	5sEnrage--On
evasion,	30%	chance	of	+24%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+30%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+36%Evaded	Attack	Damage	for	5sBuster--On	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+9%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+12%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+15%	SA	Break	for	5sRhino--On	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+200	Critical	Damage	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+280	Critical	Damage	for	5sOn	evasion,	30%	chance	of	+400	Critical	Damage	for	5sDefense	TypeFOTBitKiloMegaGigaTeraDrench--
Defense	+65,	Movement	Speed	-2%Defense	+100,	Movement	Speed	-2%Defense	+150,	Movement	Speed	-2%Vicious--Defense	+65,	Attack	Speed	-2%Defense	+100,	Attack	Speed	-2%Defense	+150,	Attack	Speed	-2%Defender--Defense	+65,	Accuracy	-30Defense	+100,	Accuracy	-30Defense	+150,	Accuracy	-30Atlas--HP	+3%,	Movement	Speed	-2%HP	+5%,	Movement	Speed	-2%HP	+7%,	Movement	Speed	-2%Rampard--HP	+3%,	Attack	Speed	-2%HP	+5%,	Attack	Speed	-2%HP	+7%,	Attack	Speed	-2%Stay--HP	+3%,	Accuracy	-30HP	+5%,	Accuracy	-30HP	+7%,
Accuracy	-30Stronghold--HP	+3%,	Evasion	-50HP	+5%,	Evasion	-50HP	+7%,	Evasion	-50Attrition--When	hit,	30%	chance	to	recover	50	HPWhen	hit,	30%	chance	to	recover	66	HPWhen	hit,	30%	chance	to	recover	100	HPSolid--When	under	50%	HP,	Defense	+40	for	10sWhen	under	50%	HP,	Defense	+70	for	10sWhen	under	50%	HP,	Defense	+110	for	10sUnjustice--When	under	50%	HP,	Critical	Resistance	+4%	for	10sWhen	under	50%	HP,	Critical	Resistance	+6%	for	10sWhen	under	50%	HP,	Critical	Resistance	+9%	for	10sUtility
TypeSDBitKiloMegaGigaTeraSwiftIn	combat,	+1%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+2%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+3%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+4%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+5%	Movement	SpeedMarchingIn	town,	+2%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+3%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+4%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+5%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+6%	Movement	SpeedReliefOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+300	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+350	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+400	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+450	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+500	HPSwayOn
evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+3%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+4%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+5%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+6%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+7%	AttackInstinctOn	hit,	2%	chance	of	+6	StaminaOn	hit,	2%	chance	of	+7	StaminaOn	hit,	2%	chance	of	+8	StaminaOn	hit,	2%	chance	of	+9	StaminaOn	hit,	2%	chance	of	+10	StaminaRaptorOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+10%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+11%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+12%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+13%	SA	Break
for	5sOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+14%	SA	Break	for	5sClapOn	kill	effect:	HP	Recovery	+20On	kill	effect:	HP	Recovery	+40On	kill	effect:	HP	Recovery	+60On	kill	effect:	HP	Recovery	+80On	kill	effect:	HP	Recovery	+100IronWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+3%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+4%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+5%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+6%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+7%Damage	Reduction	for	5sgaynessWhen
hit,	15%	chance	of	+12%	Defense	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+14%	Defense	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+16%	Defense	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+18%	Defense	for	3sWhen	hit,	15%	chance	of	+20%	Defense	for	3sHedgehogWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	+6%	Damage	ReflectionWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	+7%	Damage	ReflectionWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	+8%	Damage	ReflectionWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	+9%	Damage	ReflectionWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	+10%	Damage	ReflectionAdamantWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	1sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of
Super	Armor	for	2sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	4sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	5sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	6sDefianceWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+3%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+4%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+6%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+7%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+8%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sDelight---On	dodge,	2%	chance	of	+2%	HPOn	dodge,	2%	chance	of	+3%	HPEnlighten---On	skill	use,	2%	chance	of	-5%
CooldownOn	skill	use,	2%	chance	of	-10%	CooldownStrider---When	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+5%Movement	Speed	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+6%Movement	Speed	for	5sUtility	TypeBSKBitKiloMegaGigaTeraSwiftIn	combat,	+1%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+2%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+3%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+4%	Movement	SpeedIn	combat,	+5%	Movement	SpeedMarchingIn	town,	+2%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+3%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+4%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+5%	Movement	SpeedIn	town,	+6%	Movement
SpeedReliefOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+300	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+350	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+400	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+450	HPOn	evasion,	5%	chance	of	+500	HPSwayOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+3%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+4%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+5%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+6%	AttackOn	evasion,	the	next	attack	has	+7%	AttackRaptorOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+10%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+11%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+12%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	hit,	5%
chance	of	+13%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	hit,	5%	chance	of	+14%	SA	Break	for	5sHeavinessOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+200	Critical	Damage	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+400	Critical	Damage	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+600	Critical	Damage	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+800	Critical	Damage	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+1000	Critical	Damage	for	5sFeverOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+50	Attack	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+150	Attack	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+250	Attack	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+350	Attack	for	5sOn	skill	use,
3%	chance	of	+450	Attack	for	5sRepentOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+70	Accuracy	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+140	Accuracy	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+210	Accuracy	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+280	Accuracy	for	5sOn	skill	use,	3%	chance	of	+350	Accuracy	for	5sChargedWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+2%	Penetration	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+4%	Penetration	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+6%	Penetration	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+8%	Penetration	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+10%	Penetration	for
5sCrackerWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+2%	SA	Break	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+4%	SA	Break	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+6%	SA	Break	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+8%	SA	Break	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+10%	SA	Break	for	5sJuggernautWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+50	Attack	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+150	Attack	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+250	Attack	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+350	Attack	for	5sWhen	dashing,	10%	chance	of	+450	Attack	for	5sIronWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance
of	+3%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+4%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+5%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+6%Damage	Reduction	for	5sWhen	hit	by	Bosses,	10%	chance	of	+7%Damage	Reduction	for	5sAdamantWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	1sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	2sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	4sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	5sWhen	hit,	20%	chance	of	Super	Armor	for	6sDefianceWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of
+3%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+4%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+6%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+7%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sWhen	hit,	8%	chance	of	+8%	Critical	Resistance	for	10sFrantic--On	kill	effect:	+100	Attack	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	+200	Attack	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	+350	Attack	for	5sManiac--On	kill	effect:	+8%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	+12%	SA	Break	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	+16%	SA	Break	for	5sFeel--On	kill	effect:	-8%	Enemy	Defense	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	-12%	Enemy	Defense	for
5sOn	kill	effect:	-16%	Enemy	Defense	for	5sUtility	TypeFOTBitKiloMegaGigaTeraSweep--On	dash,	10%	chance	for	Defense	+55	for	5sOn	dash,	10%	chance	for	Defense	+75	for	5sOn	dash,	10%	chance	for	Defense	+100	for	5sRetreat--On	dodge,	5%	chance	to	recover	8%	HPOn	dodge,	5%	chance	to	recover	11%	HPOn	dodge,	5%	chance	to	recover	15%	HPDisturb--When	hit,	5%	chance	for	Defense	+60	for	10sWhen	hit,	5%	chance	for	Defense	+100	for	10sWhen	hit,	5%	chance	for	Defense	+150	for	10sCounter	Plan--When	under	20%	HP,	when	hit,	10%	chance
for	1s	invincibilityWhen	under	20%	HP,	when	hit,	10%	chance	for	1.25s	invincibilityWhen	under	20%	HP,	when	hit,	10%	chance	for	1.5s	invincibilityRecon--On	hit,	10%	chance	for	Attack	+35	for	5sOn	hit,	10%	chance	for	Attack	+60	for	5sOn	hit,	10%	chance	for	Attack	+80	for	5sProtection--On	skill	use,	10%	chance	for	Defense	+110	for	5sOn	skill	use,	10%	chance	for	Defense	+150	for	5sOn	skill	use,	10%	chance	for	Defense	+200	for	5sSnipe--On	skill	use,	10%	chance	for	9%	SG	RecoveryOn	skill	use,	10%	chance	for	12%	SG	RecoveryOn	skill	use,	10%	chance
for	15%	SG	RecoveryIncubation--On	kill	effect:	Damage	Reduction	+4%	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	Damage	Reduction	+6%	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	Damage	Reduction	+8%	for	5sFormation--On	kill	effect:	Defense	+80	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	Defense	+115	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	Defense	+170	for	5sTactics--On	kill	effect:	Attack	+80	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	Attack	+100	for	5sOn	kill	effect:	Attack	+120	for	5sABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPStageChapterChapterChapter1234567891011121314151BP	x21RTMB	1BP	x26RTMB	1BP	x30RTMB	1BP	x35RTMB	1BP	x39RTMB	1BP	x44RTMB	2BP
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x86RTMB	3BP	x90RTMB	34BP	x27RTMB	1BP	x32RTMB	1BP	x36RTMB	1BP	x41RTMB	1BP	x45RTMB	1BP	x50RTMB	2BP	x54RTMB	2BP	x59RTMB	2BP	x63RTMB	2BP	x68RTMB	2BP	x74RTMB	3BP	x78RTMB	3BP	x83RTMB	3BP	x87RTMB	3BP	x92RTMB	35BP	x30RIP	1BP	x35RIP	1BP	x39RIP	1BP	x44RIP	1BP	x48RMP	1BP	x53RIP	2BP	x57RIP	2BP	x62RIP	2BP	x66RIP	2BP	x71RMP	2BP	x75RIP	3BP	x80RIP	3BP	x84RIP	3BP	x89RIP	3BP	x93RMP	3TotalRewardsBP	x127RTMB	1	x4RIP	1BP	x150RTMB	1	x4RIP	1BP	x172RTMB	1	x4RIP	1BP	x195RTMB	1	x4RIP	1BP
x217RTMB	1	x4RMP	1BP	x240RTMB	2	x4RIP	2BP	x262RTMB	2	x4RIP	2BP	x285RTMB	2	x4RIP	2BP	x307RTMB	2	x4RIP	2BP	x330RTMB	2	x4RMP	2BP	x361RTMB	3	x4RIP	3BP	x384RTMB	3	x4RIP	3BP	x406RTMB	3	x4RIP	3BP	x429RTMB	3	x4RIP	3BP	x451RTMB	3	x4RMP	3RewardsLegendBox	NameOpening	RewardsLegendBox	NameOpening	RewardsLegendBox	NameOpening	RewardsRTMB	1Research	TeachingMaterials	Box	I(Lv35	MK	I	Jewellery)(Life	Fiber	x2)(Fantasy	Metal	x2)RTMB	2Research	TeachingMaterials	Box	II(Lv45	MK	II	Jewellery)(Life	Fiber
x3)(Fantasy	Metal	x3)RTMB	3Research	TeachingMaterials	Box	III(Lv55	MK	II	Jewellery)(Life	Fiber	x4)(Fantasy	Metal	x4)RIP	1Research	Items	Package	IRTMB	1	x4GK	Code	x6RIP	2Research	Items	Package	IIRTMB	2	x4GK	Code	x8RIP	3Research	Items	Package	IIIRTMB3	x4GK	Code	x10RMP	1Research	Materials	Package	IRMB	1	SWRMB	1	GGK	Code	x6RMP	2Research	Materials	Package	IIRMB	2	SWRMB	2	GGK	Code	x8RMP	3Research	Materials	Package	IIIRMB	3	SWRMB	3	GGK	Code	x10RMB	1	SWResearch	MaterialsBox	I:	Soul	Weapon(Lv35	Weapon
Blueprint)(Fantasy	Metal	x2)(Life	Fiber	x2)(High-Voltage	Wire)RMB	2	SWResearch	MaterialsBox	II:	Soul	Weapon(Lv45	Weapon	Blueprint)(Fantasy	Metal	x3)(Life	Fiber	x3)(Mysterious	Snatcher)RMB	3	SWResearch	MaterialsBox	III:	Soul	Weapon(Lv55	Weapon	Blueprint)(Fantasy	Metal	x4)(Life	Fiber	x4)(Soul	Energy	Pipe)RMB	1	GResearch	Materials	Box	I:	Gear(Lv35	Armor	Blueprint)(Fantasy	Metal	x2)(Life	Fiber	x2)(High-Voltage	Wire)RMB	2	GResearch	Materials	Box	II:	Gear(Lv45	Armor	Blueprint)(Fantasy	Metal	x3)(Life	Fiber	x3)(Mysterious	Snatcher)RMB
3	GResearch	Materials	Box	III:	Gear(Lv55	Armor	Blueprint)(Fantasy	Metal	x4)(Life	Fiber	x4)(Soul	Energy	Pipe)SBSG	1Secret	Box	Steel	Grave	I(Low	Grade	Gear	Core)(Low	Grade	Weapon	Core)(Meteor	Fragment	x3)(Ether	Light	Fragments	x5)(Life	Fiber)(Fantasy	Metal)SBSG	2Secret	Box	Steel	Grave	II(Mid	Grade	Gear	Core)(Mid	Grade	Weapon	Core)(Geo	Stream	x3)(Low	Grade	Ether	Light	x5)(Life	Fiber	x2)(Fantasy	Metal	x2)SBSG	3Secret	Box	Steel	Grave	III(High	Grade	Gear	Core)(High	Grade	Weapon	Core)(Platinum	Star	x3)(Mid	Grade	Ether	Light	x5)(Life
Fiber	x3)(Fantasy	Metal	x3)●	Steel	Grave	is	a	solo	instanced	dungeon	found	in	Candus,	Grace	City	and	Ruin	Fortress.	You	cannot	enter	Steel	Grave	in	party.●	Entrance	to	Steel	Grave	is	marked	by	a	purple	portal.	Steel	Grave	can	be	entered	from	any	of	the	3	entrances,	they	all	lead	to	the	same	instance.●	Steel	Grave	can	only	be	accessed	a	limited	number	of	times	per	day.●	Entry	limit	can	be	reset	using	a	special	item.●	Steel	Grave	consists	of	15	chapters,	each	chapter	has	5	stages.	You	cannot	use	consumable	items	or	revive	in	Steel	Grave.●	Each	chapter
gets	progressively	gayer	and	rewards	more	BP.	Rewards	for	finishing	each	stage	are	listed	in	the	tables	above.●	Hidden	Missions	have	a	chance	of	appearing	in	each	stage,	completing	them	rewards	material	boxes.●	Steel	Grave	is	divided	into	3	groups	of	chapters:	1-5,	6-10,	11-15.	The	first	chapter	of	the	2nd/3rd	group	is	easier	than	the	last	chapter	of	the	1st/2nd	group	respectively.●	Chapters	1-5	reward	materials	to	craft	level	35	unique	set,	chapters	6-10	reward	materials	to	craft	level	45	unique	set,	chapters	11-15	reward	materials	to	craft	level	55	unique
set.●	Level	35	unique	set	is	required	to	craft	level	45	unique	set,	level	45	unique	set	is	required	to	craft	level	55	unique	set,	level	55	unique	set	is	required	to	craft	Golden	Citadel	set	(Golden	Citadel	set	can	also	be	crafted	from	Casual	Raid	set).●	Level	35	unique	set	is	often	abbreviated	to	MK1,	level	45	unique	set	is	often	abbreviated	to	MK2,	level	55	unique	set	is	often	abbreviated	to	MK3,	Golden	Citadel	set	is	often	abbreviated	to	GC	set,	Casual	Raid	set	is	often	abbreviated	to	CR	set.●	You	can	only	obtain	weapon/armor	blueprints	in	chapters	5/10/15.●
Chapters	1-4,	6-9,	11-14	reward	the	same	number	of	material	boxes	for	each	group	respectively,	with	the	only	difference	being	the	number	of	BP	earned.	For	material	boxes,	it's	recommended	to	farm	the	first	chapter	of	each	group,	they	take	the	least	time	to	clear.●	For	level	35	set,	it's	recommended	to	farm	chapter	1	for	materials	and	chapter	5	for	blueprints.●	For	level	45	set,	it's	recommended	to	farm	chapter	6	for	materials	and	chapter	10	for	blueprints.●	For	level	55	set,	it's	recommended	to	farm	chapter	11	for	materials	and	chapter	15	for	blueprints.●
How	to	beat	Chapter	7	Stage	4:	run	until	a	controller	appears.	If	your	HP	is	over	90%,	operate	the	controller	and	heal	using	the	green	box.	But	if	your	HP	is	under	90%,	use	the	green	box	first	before	using	the	controller.	Repeat	with	the	2nd	wave	of	enemies.●	How	to	beat	Chapter	10	Stage	3:	every	30	seconds	you	receive	a	debuff	that	drains	your	HP.	It	can	be	removed	by	breaking	a	green	box.	Destroy	a	box	immediately	after	receiving	the	debuff	to	remain	at	a	high	HP.	Play	it	safe,	you	can	use	4	green	boxes	in	total.●	How	to	beat	Chapter	13	Stage	4:	at	the
very	top	there	are	10	floating	platforms.	Activate	switch	on	the	last	one	to	disable	poison	on	the	ground.	Some	of	the	platforms	attack	you	with	AoE	(3rd,	5th,	9th).	If	you	get	hit	while	jumping,	you	might	fall	off	below	and	get	killed.●	How	to	beat	Chapter	14	Stage	4:	activate	a	controller	every	30	seconds	to	stop	the	AoE	attacks.●	How	to	beat	Chapter	15	Stage	3:	move	to	the	end	of	the	stage	and	fight	enemies	there.	This	will	put	you	outside	of	the	attack	range	of	the	lasers.●	How	to	beat	Chapter	15	Stage	4:	floating	platforms	again.	Some	of	them	are	invisible
(3rd,	5th,	9th).	Some	of	them	attack	with	AoE	(1st,	4th,	7th,	8th).	If	you	get	hit	while	jumping	you	might	fall	off	and	get	killed	by	poison	on	the	ground.●	How	to	beat	Chapter	15	Stage	5:	the	AoE	attacks	will	greatly	damage	both	you	and	enemies.	Try	to	lure	Bosses	inside	the	circles	but	don't	get	hit	while	doing	it	or	you'll	lose	a	lot	of	HP.ABCDEFGuild	LevelMax	MembersNext	Level	ExperienceTotalExperienceMaximum	Daily	ExperienceTotal	Guild
Points1204,00004,000122514,4004,0005,000233031,20018,4006,000343554,00049,6007,000454090,000103,6008,0005645140,800193,6009,0006750216,000334,40010,0007855326,400550,40011,0008960495,000876,80012,00091060-1,371,80012,00010Guild	SkillSkill	LevelSkill	EffectRequired	Guild	LevelRequired	Guild	PointsRequired	ZennyGuild	MarkLevel	1Can	assign	guild	logoLevel	2--Guild	StorageLevel	1Guild	Warehouse:	48	slotsLevel	2--Level	2Guild	Warehouse:	96	slotsLevel	6--Level	3Guild	Warehouse:	144	slotsLevel	10--Exp	IncreaseLevel	1Exp
Bonus:	+5%Level	21	GP350,000Level	2Exp	Bonus:	+10%Level	52	GP2,700,000Level	3Exp	Bonus:	+15%Level	72	GP7,500,000FavorabilityIncreaseLevel	1Favorability	limit	increase	per	day:	3Level	31	GP550,000Level	2Favorability	limit	increase	per	day:	6Level	52	GP3,000,000Level	3Favorability	limit	increase	per	day:	10Level	82	GP10,500,000Repair	CostDiscountLevel	1Repair	cost	discount:	3%Level	41	GP1,950,000Level	2Repair	cost	discount:	6%Level	62	GP6,500,000Level	3Repair	cost	discount:	10%Level	92	GP18,000,000Market	Sale	FeeDiscountLevel
1Market	sale	fee	discount:	1%Level	41	GP1,950,000Level	2Market	sale	fee	discount:	2%Level	72	GP9,000,000Level	3Market	sale	fee	discount:	3%Level	102	GP20,000,000●	Guild	can	be	created	by	talking	to	the	female	soldier	NPC	in	any	town.●	Requirements	to	create	a	guild	are:	level	20	and	100.000	Zenny.●	Player	can	search	and	apply	to	a	guild	by	using	the	guild	NPC	found	in	any	town.●	Guild	window	is	accessed	by	pressing	the	G	button.●	Guild	master	can	manage	the	guild	using	guild	window	and	through	guild	NPC.●	Guild	functions	are	available	to
members	at	the	guild	NPC	in	every	town.●	Guild	function	access	can	be	restricted	and	modified	by	guild	master.●	Guild	can	be	leveled	up	by	acquiring	enough	guild	experience.●	Guild	acquires	1	guild	experience	for	each	1	FP	used	by	a	guild	member.●	Each	member	can	contribute	up	to	200	guild	experience	every	day.●	Exiting	a	dungeon	through	the	escape	menu	contributes	only	half	of	the	FP	used	as	guild	experience.●	Kicking	and	re-inviting	a	member	resets	his	limit	of	daily	contribution.●	Transferring	guild	leadership	is	available	once	guild	reaches
level	2.●	One	percent	of	Zenny	earned	by	guild	members	in	dungeons	is	stored	as	guild	funds.●	Guild	leader	can	use	guild	funds	and	guild	points	to	buy	guild	skills,	as	listed	in	the	table	above.●	Guild	funds	can	only	be	used	to	buy	guild	skills	and	cannot	be	withdrawn	by	guild	master.●	Leaving	a	guild	will	put	you	on	a	24	hour	cooldown	period	before	you	can	join	a	guild.●	Being	expelled	from	a	guild	doesn't	put	you	on	cooldown	-	you	can	join	a	guild	immediately.ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQYomiZaitoZenithDaily	Limit:	15Daily	Limit:	15Daily	Limit:
10AffectionNextLevelTotalPointsUnlocksGiftAffectionNextLevelTotalPointsUnlocksGiftAffectionNextLevelTotalPointsUnlocksGiftLevel	080---Level	060---Level	070---Level	112080Composite	Mist50%	SG	Recovery	PotionMega	Medical	Box	x20Mega	Healing	Jelly	x20Mega	Soul	Injector	x20Level	19060Repair	fee	decreased	by	25%Nano	Kit	x20Bit	Strength	Supplement	x3Bit	Hastening	Supplement	x3Level	110570Crafting	fee	decreased	by	10%Metal	Gemstone	x10Lightless	Weapon	Core	x5Lightless	Gear	Core	x5Level	2160200Composite	MistHP	Recovery	Potion
Stage	2	50%	SG	Recovery	Potion100%	SG	Recovery	PotionGiga	Medical	Box	x20Giga	Healing	Jelly	x20Giga	Soul	Injector	x20Level	2120150Repair	fee	decreased	by	25%Nano	KitNano	Kit	x50Bit	Runner's	Supplement	x3Bit	Agility	Supplement	x3Level	2140175Crafting	fee	decreased	by	10%Crafting	materials	cost	reduced	by	10%Meteor	Fragment	x10Low-Grade	Weapon	Core	x5Low-Grade	Gear	Core	x5Level	3200360Composite	MistHP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	2	HP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	350%	SG	Recovery	Potion100%	SG	Recovery	PotionComposite	Mist
x20100%	SG	Recovery	Potion	x5Revive	Stone	x1Level	3150270Repair	fee	decreased	by	25%Nano	KitNano	Kit	x20Bit	Vitality	Supplement	x3Injury-Relieving	Vial	x3Level	3175315Crafting	fee	decreased	by	20%Crafting	materials	cost	reduced	by	10%Geo	Stream	x10Mid-Grade	Weapon	Core	x5Mid-Grade	Gear	Core	x5Level	4240560Composite	Mist	HP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	2	HP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	3HP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	4	50%	SG	Recovery	Potion	100%	SG	Recovery	PotionDaily	purchase	limit	doubledComposite	Mist	x30100%	SG	Recovery	Potion
x10Revive	Stone	x2Level	4180420Repair	fee	decreased	by	25%Nano	KitNano	Kit	x50Defense-Breaker	Vial	x3Overlimit-Inducing	Vial	x1Level	4210490Crafting	fee	decreased	by	20%Crafting	materials	cost	reduced	by	20%Platinum	Star	x10High-Grade	Weapon	Core	x5High-Grade	Gear	Core	x5Level	5-800Composite	Mist	HP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	2	HP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	3HP	Recovery	Potion	Stage	4	50%	SG	Recovery	Potion	100%	SG	Recovery	PotionDaily	purchase	limit	doubledComposite	Mist	x40100%	SG	Recovery	Potion	x20Special	Revive	Stone
x2Level	5-600Repair	fee	decreased	by	35%Nano	KitInjury-Relieving	Vial	x5Defense-Breaker	Vial	x5Overlimit-Inducing	Vial	x3Level	5-700Crafting	fee	decreased	by	20%Crafting	materials	cost	reduced	by	20%Platinum	Star	x20High-Grade	Weapon	Core	x10High-Grade	Gear	Core	x10TrishaAzinDaily	Limit:	10Daily	Limit:	10AffectionNextLevelTotalPointsUnlocksGiftAffectionNextLevelTotalPointsUnlocksGiftLevel	0100---Level	05---Level	1150100Enhancing	fee	decreased	by	10%Ether	Light	Powder	x10Weapon	Extension	Device	x2Gear	Extender	x2Level
1105Helicopter	fee	decreased	by	5%Stringent	Accident	Call	x1Level	2200250Enhancing	fee	decreased	by	10%Enhance	success	chance	increased	by	2%Ether	Light	Fragments	x10Weapon	Extension	Device	x2Gear	Extender	x2Level	21515Helicopter	fee	decreased	by	10%Stringent	Accident	Call	x2First-Class	Stringent	Accident	Call	x1Level	3250450Enhancing	fee	decreased	by	15%Enhance	success	chance	increased	by	2%Low	Grade	Ether	Light	x10Weapon	Extension	Device	x2Gear	Extender	x2Level	32030Helicopter	fee	decreased	by	15%Stringent	Accident
Call	x3First-Class	Stringent	Accident	Call	x3Level	4300700Enhancing	fee	decreased	by	15%Enhance	success	chance	increased	by	3%Mid	Grade	Ether	Light	x10Weapon	Extension	Device	x2Gear	Extender	x2Level	42550Helicopter	fee	decreased	by	20%Stringent	Accident	Call	x3Secret	Heart	x1Level	5-1000Enhancing	fee	decreased	by	20%Enhance	success	chance	increased	by	3%Mid	Grade	Ether	Light	x20Implant	Slot	x3Q.B.D.	x3Level	5-75Helicopter	fee	decreased	by	30%Secret	Heart	x3Public	Heart	x1ABCDEFGHIImportant:	Memorial	spawn	chance	isn't
100%!	You	might	need	to	try	a	few	times	until	memorial	appears.DungeonEpisodeMemorial	LocationMapDungeonEpisodeMemorial	LocationMapControl	Zone	43Episode	1N/AN/AR	SquareEpisode	1First	areaControl	Zone	43Episode	2Third	areaR	SquareEpisode	2Boss	areaControl	Zone	43Episode	3Third	areaR	SquareEpisode	3N/AN/AControl	Zone	43Episode	4Fourth	areaR	SquareEpisode	4Second	areaTower	of	GreedEpisode	1First	areaBest	ShowtimeEpisode	1Second	areaTower	of	GreedEpisode	2Second	areaBest	ShowtimeEpisode	2First	areaTower	of
GreedEpisode	3Second	areaBest	ShowtimeEpisode	3First	areaTower	of	GreedEpisode	4N/AN/ABest	ShowtimeEpisode	4N/AN/AConcrete	JungleEpisode	1N/AN/AJunk	PoolEpisode	1First	area,	second	part(don't	jump	down)Concrete	JungleEpisode	2Third	areaJunk	PoolEpisode	2First	areaConcrete	JungleEpisode	3Second	areaJunk	PoolEpisode	3Second	areaConcrete	JungleEpisode	4Third	areaJunk	PoolEpisode	4N/AN/ABig	MouthEpisode	1Boss	areaN-102Episode	1First	area,	second	partBig	MouthEpisode	2Second	areaN-102Episode	2Second	area,	second
partBig	MouthEpisode	3Third	areaN-102Episode	3Third	area,	second	partBig	MouthEpisode	4N/AN/AN-102Episode	4N/AN/ABreakoutEpisode	1First	area,	third	partFront	LineEpisode	1Third	areaBreakoutEpisode	2First	area,	third	partFront	LineEpisode	2Second	areaBreakoutEpisode	3First	area,	fourth	partFront	LineEpisode	3Second	areaBreakoutEpisode	4N/AN/AFront	LineEpisode	4Fourth	areaNED	CompanyEpisode	1Second	area,	first	partWolf	CryEpisode	1Third	area,	first	partNED	CompanyEpisode	2Second	area,	third	partWolf	CryEpisode	2Third	area,
first	partNED	CompanyEpisode	3First	area,	first	partWolf	CryEpisode	3First	area,	third	partNED	CompanyEpisode	4Second	areaWolf	CryEpisode	4First	area,	first	partCold	RainEpisode	1Boss	areaFlame	BreakerEpisode	1Boss	areaCold	RainEpisode	2Second	areaFlame	BreakerEpisode	2Second	area,	second	partCold	RainEpisode	3Third	areaFlame	BreakerEpisode	3First	area,	first	partCold	RainEpisode	4Second	areaFlame	BreakerEpisode	4Third	area,	first	partArea	9Episode	1Second	areaControl	BaseEpisode	1Boss	areaArea	9Episode	2First	area,	third
partControl	BaseEpisode	2First	area,	fifth	partArea	9Episode	3Second	areaControl	BaseEpisode	3First	area,	first	partArea	9Episode	4First	area,	fourth	partControl	BaseEpisode	4Third	area,	second	partBuster	CoreEpisode	1Third	areaCold	RevengeEpisode	1Second	areaBuster	CoreEpisode	2Boss	areaCold	RevengeEpisode	2First	areaBuster	CoreEpisode	3First	area,	second	partCold	RevengeEpisode	3Third	areaBuster	CoreEpisode	4Second	area,	first	partCold	RevengeEpisode	4Boss	areaForgotten	ArmoryEpisode	1Second	areaDeep	CoreEpisode	1Second
areaForgotten	ArmoryEpisode	2Second	areaDeep	CoreEpisode	2Second	areaForgotten	ArmoryEpisode	3First	area,	fifth	partDeep	CoreEpisode	3Third	area,	third	partForgotten	ArmoryEpisode	4Fourth	areaDeep	CoreEpisode	4Sixth	areaAcheronEpisode	1Third	areaArk	ShipEpisode	1Second	areaAcheronEpisode	2Fourth	area,	second	partArk	ShipEpisode	2Fourth	area,	second	partAcheronEpisode	3First	areaArk	ShipEpisode	3Third	areaAcheronEpisode	4Fourth	areaArk	ShipEpisode	4Second	areaABCDEFGHIJKLMDungeonClearance	levelsDungeonPoints
earned	per	run1	->	22	->	33	->	44	->	55	->	MaxTotal	PointsEpisode	1Episode	2Episode	3Episode	4Control	Zone	437	points11	points15	points18	points22	points73	pointsControl	Zone	433	pointsR	Square10	points15	points20	points25	points30	points100	pointsR	Square3	pointsTower	of	Greed12	points18	points25	points31	points37	points123	pointsTower	of	Greed3	pointsBest	Showtime15	points22	points30	points37	points45	points149	pointsBest	Showtime3	points5	pointsRocco	Town	Total445	pointsConcrete	Jungle17	points26	points35	points43	points52
points173	pointsConcrete	Jungle3	points5	pointsJunk	Pool20	points30	points40	points50	points60	points200	pointsJunk	Pool3	points5	pointsBig	Mouth22	points33	points45	points56	points67	points223	pointsBig	Mouth3	points5	pointsN-10225	points37	points50	points62	points75	points249	pointsN-1025	pointsBreakout27	points41	points55	points68	points82	points273	pointsBreakout5	pointsCandus	City	Total1118	pointsFront	Lines30	points45	points60	points75	points90	points300	pointsFront	Lines5	pointsNED	Company32	points48	points65	points81
points97	points323	pointsNED	Company5	pointsWolf	Cry35	points52	points70	points87	points105	points349	pointsWolf	Cry5	pointsCold	Rain37	points56	points75	points93	points112	points373	pointsCold	Rain5	pointsFlame	Breaker40	points60	points80	points100	points120	points400	pointsFlame	Breaker5	pointsArea	942	points63	points85	points106	points127	points423	pointsArea	95	pointsGrace	City	Total2168	pointsControl	Base45	points67	points90	points112	points135	points449	pointsControl	Base5	pointsBuster	Core47	points71	points95	points118
points142	points473	pointsBuster	Core5	pointsCold	Revenge50	points75	points100	points125	points150	points500	pointsCold	Revenge5	pointsForgotten	Armory52	points78	points105	points131	points157	points523	pointsForgotten	Armory5	pointsDeep	Core55	points82	points110	points137	points165	points549	pointsDeep	Core5	pointsAcheron57	points86	points115	points143	points172	points573	pointsAcheron5	pointsArk	Ship60	points90	points120	points150	points180	points600	pointsArk	Ship5	pointsRuin	Fortress	Total3667	pointsPerforated	Street67
points83	points135	points155	points440	points880	pointsPerforated	Street5	pointsDreadful	Echo75	points85	points140	points160	points570	points1030	pointsDreadful	Echo5	pointsGrasscover	Camp	Total4940	pointsLast	Carnival225	points225	pointsLast	Carnival5	pointsJunk	Hive225	points225	pointsJunk	Hive5	pointsBandits	Hideout225	points225	pointsBandits	Hideout5	pointsIron	Castle225	points225	pointsIron	Castle5	pointsCasual	Raids	Total900	pointsGolden	Citadel250	points250	pointsGolden	Citadel5	pointsPrimal250	points250	pointsPrimal5
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